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Foreword

/THE IDEA for this publication emerged from a meeting
of a group of economists called by the Office of Educa-

tion more than a year ago. The Office of Education is in-
debted to the eminent economists who gave so willingly of
their time as a public service to make this publication' pos-
sible. They have joined with the Office of Education in
suggesting not only the range of economic problems-on which
initial research has been done and implications of that re-
search for higher education ut also the areas in which ad-
ditional research is needed.

Our joint interest and Concern throughout has been to
stimulate additional research efforts, as well as to make some
recent findingli available to thoie concerned with policy and
administration in higher education. Through continued re-
search in the economics of higher education, the accomplish-
ment of the task ahead of providing quality higher
education for greatly enlarged numbers of young people will
be facilitated. The importance of this task cannot be
overestimated.
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STERLING M. MCWRRIN?
Commissioner of Education.
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Editor's Note

I N THE PAST FEW YEARS an important beginning has been
made toward defining and exploring the major issues in the eco-

nomics of higher education. The research of economists covers
a wide range of problems, from that of the Nation's requirements for
college-trained people, to detailed questions of financing. Perhaps
no single area of this work offers larger promise than that of research
on education as an investment in people.

The work that has already been done, on educational investment
permits a reinterpretation of educational outlays, viewing these out-
lays, at least in part, as additions to our national wealth.

New questions are being raised about the relative amounts of physi-
cal capital formation and formation of human capital and their relative
contributions to economic growth. Preliminary findings suggest
that education has contributed importantly to economic .growth in
the past and that large returns can be expected in the years ahead.

At the suggestion originally of Dr. Herbert S. Conrad, Coordina-
tor of Higher Education Research, the Division of Higher Educa-
tion has sought through this volume to bring together important
contributions about the economics of higher education for the use
of educators and others concerned with the formulation of educational
policy.

The caliber of the contributors and their work are evidence of the
vitality and strength of higher education, for these busy people
gave willingly of their time and professional skills to furnish impor-
tant new materials for consideration in the development of educa-
tional policy. Their deep concern and interest in furthering higher
education made thotask of the editor, assisted by Lenora G. Lewis,
a gratifying experience.

The enthusiasm of educators and administrators who read early
drafts of the chapters heightened the expectation that the volume
would serve as a bridge between the work of the economist and that
of the educational community.

The Division sought, too, to provide through this publication a
working tool for the economist turning anew to research on higher,
education. This volume is a summary of a substantial segment of
earlier research and opens up new questiOns for inquiry on a broad
range of macroeconomic problems. Part I of the volume concerns
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the demands of students for higher education and of the Nation forhigh-talent manpower. Part II presents the fundamentals of atheory of investment in people through education. It includes con-sideration of the essential differences and similarities between invest-ment in people and investment in physical capital, an assessmentof the educational stock of the labor forceboth in terms of originalcost and in terms of replacementand estimates of the volume of
resources allocated to education and the return on this investment.Part III deals with tikt financing of higher education and covers awide range of sources' ?if funds, public and private. Part IV de-scribes briefly the ongoing research in the economics of higher edu-cation and outlines the range of issues which require still furtherstudy.

Manuscripts for this volume were received in the spring of 1961.Considerable research has been completed aim* that date and newinformation has become available. These new research findings and,data, for the most part, are not reflected in the volume. Of particularinterest are the rapers on investment in human capital to be includedin the August 1962 Supplement to the Journal of Political Economyand John Vaizey's The Economics of Education.
The content of the essays and the views expressed ire solely tbe re:pos-sibility of tbe asabors. No attempt was made to gain uniformity ofopinion. One of the assets of this collection of works is the stimulationit provides through the posing of yet unresolved isi59. The Divisionhopes that this pu6lication will encourage the further research which isrequired to gain a cotnnion understanding of the facts involved and toreconcile divergentpoints of view.

SZLMA J. MUSHILINt
Economic Consultant.



Introduction
Honer D. Babb litge, Jr.

THE NATION is facing up to rapidly increasing demands for
college and university education. In the academic year 1960-61

alone, college enrollments advanced 6 percent over those of the pre-
vious year, and the impact of the post-WorM War II population
explosion is just beginni4 to be felt.. Year after year for the next
two decades we can expect that a growing number of qualified young
people will seek opportunities for a college education. And this
growth will be accelerated by the advancing aspirations of young
people and the insatiable appetite of a complex society for college
graduates.

In a democratic society there is really no choice but to accommodate
the educational demands of the people. Individual colleges and uni-
versities may be able to resist those pressures, but in the %aggregate
they have no choice but to grow larger or more numerous, or both.
Where there is a choiceand it is a vitally important one--it is in the
quality of higher education. Quality will be maintained only if
educational resources grow commensurately with enrollment increases.

There have been other periods in our national history when we
have effected a large proportionate growth in enrollments in colleges
and universities. Philip Lindsley, then president of the University
of Nashville, observed in 1829 that "Colleges rise up like mushrooms
in our luxuriant soil." "A settler could hardly encamp on the
prairies," said a western observer of the period, "but a college' would
spring up beside his wagon." )3(tweitn 1840 and 1860 the number of
permanentor survivingcolleges in the United States doubled. It
is altogether probable that college enrollments doubled in the single
decade immediately preceding the Civil War. Americansand their
churches in particularwanted college facilities in quantity, and they
got them.

But quality suffered. Lindaley described the "mushrooms" of his
period as "promising to work cheap; and to finish off and graduate,
in double-quick time, and in the most approved style, all who may
come to them." Subsequent students of the period incline to support
his contention that, though they "all claim to be equal at least to old
Harvard and. Yale," they were wit deserving of the name college.

Vassar Aaistast Cossissiosse tor Mabee llisaatios, Ogee at Ittaaation.
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The problem that confrotts us now is, of course, vastly different
in many ripec.t.s. We face not a sudden, short-term growth, but a
vast and continuing increase in enrollments. Shall we pky for this
quantitative- growth, as We have in the past, through a lowering of
quality? And if we should manage to maintain quality in the face
of numbers, shall we be able to effect a positive improvement in qual-itythe need for which no reasoning man can question? And will
our institutions,on top of all this, be able to add the programs, do the
research, provide the ideas needed to cope with the inevitable demands
of a changing and growing society

Just as the challenge ahead is unprecwiented, so in all probability
must be the approaches to meet it. Conventional methods are not
likely to suffice, and temporary, ad hoc adjustments will not. There
is a real need for refreshing reexamination of our methods for pro-
viding quality higher education in quantity. To gain these new per-
spectives, educator4 are drawing not only on their own professional
capabilities but also on the skills of other disciplines, of which eco-
nomics is one.

Economists hive only recently turned their attention to higher
education, but the issues they are raising offer a promise of new in-
sights into the financing of higher education. While educational
policy must necessarily be determined in the light of larger educational
and social considerations, and not by costs and economic benefits alone,
it is amply evident that the application of economic techniques holds
promise of educational benefits.

Economists, as I read the writings represented in this volume, are
emphasizing higher education as a means of developing human re-
wsurces. They are attempting to assess the amount of investment
made to achieve such development., and the yield to the individual, to
industry, and to society. This emphasis, while in no way denying
other aims of education, throws new light on the significance of the
vastly enlarged outlays which will be required to provide high quality
education for the mounting census of young people in the decades
ahead. The problem is thus put in a new light ; instead of "spending"
resources we are devoting resources to an investment, which in fact
contributes to the replenishment and enlargement of our national
resource base.

The economist, in turning his.special tools of analysis to the field
of education, has inquired firstby the tests customary to him : How
much should be spent on higher education ? The first question neces-
iarily raises I number of others and on the solution of these depends
the answer to the larger question of what education's economic func-
tion really is. Education at one and the same time is a number .of
things, and there is no reason to believe that the economist is not aware
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of the social benefits that accrue from the educational process, or of
the fact that education is an imperative foundation of our democratic
processes, as well as a source of enjoyment, of satisfaction, and of
enrichment. But he is principally concerned with its economic func-
tion. In the words of the economist, education is a consumer good
as well as an investment. As a means of acquiring skills and abilities,
it is an investment for the individual, which yields him a material
return. But it is also a means of developing human resources so that
a whole society can benefit from the contributions made to a space
exploration, to cancer research, to the solution of metropolitan trans-
portation problems, or to new methods of teaching and learning.

Starting from that single dimension of education as training for a

pursuit (and fully aware of the limitations imposed by the singling
out of a single product), the economists, as I read their essays, ask
a series of additonal questions. What has been the contribution in the
past of investment in education to economfc growth! What is its
potential contribution in the future? The work of Prof. Theodore
Schultz, and the major contributions of others he has encou are
addressed in part to the question&

Acceptance of higher education as an investment cannot but lead
to a reexamination of the problems involved in finan ing our colleges
and universities. Economists are providing a framew k of reasoning
about education, which helps to explain on going financial practice&
Higher education traditionally has been financed in a diversified way
by many types of contributors. State and local communities, churches,
wealthy individuals, alumni, businete, industry, and students and their
families have all contributed to the financial support of higher educa-
tion. These contributors acknowledge by their financial support the
benefits that they derive from a strong system of colleges and uni-
versities. Communities that get better citizens, churches that get
clergy, businesses that get better employeesall share in the costs of
the productive machinery, along with the student who, whether he
pays a tuition fee or not, makes a major outlay for college in terms
of forgone earnings (see Marion B. Folsom, ch. 12 of this publication).

Economic analysis sugpsts possible new financial practices as well,
including, for example, new financial institutions to facilitate student
borrowing for higher education. Consideration of the differences in
risks or burden involved in such borrowing, by students from low
income families and by the from high income families, leads in turn
to consideration of the need for scholarship programs as supplements
to other student aids see Richard S. Eckaus, ch. 8, and William
Vickrey, ch. 16, of this publication) .

The thenle of investment that runs through the writing of the
several contributors to this volume thus provides a framework for

U5105-411-4
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understanding better the patchwork-quilt system of financing highereducation that we have had in the past, and it swests new instru-ments for and methods of dealing with these problems. The proposalfor a reexamination of the tax treatment of educational expenditures(viewing these expenditures as a capital outlay, which might be amor-timi or written off over a period of years, much as we now providefor the writing off of the costs of physical capital outlays) illustratesanother passibility that follows from economic analysis (see Richard
('xoode, ch. 17 of this publication).

The volume as a whole makes clear that the economittis method ofanalysis, when applies to the prabjems of higher education, canprovide those responsible for educational policy with additional yardsticks and guidelines for action. The analytical work of economiststhus can yield a new bvt of facts to be considered by those responsiblefor programing higher educationfacts to be weighed along withnoneconomic considerations in mecting the complex issues that pressupon us.
In a very real aense, the intellectual strength of this Nation maywell depend, among other factors, on a better understanding and ap-plication of the economics of higher education. It is to be hopedtherefore that the authors of this volume will continue their interestin higher education and, by their example, stimulate others.

IIL
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CO MEG E-TRAINED

PERSONNEL:

SUPPLY AND DEMAND



CHAPTER 1

College and University Enrollment:
k Projections

Loads H. Conger, Jr.

ROJECTIONS of college and university enrolinierit provid\eP se.ntial information for National, State, and institutional long-
range planning*, Planning for facilities, staffing, and financing
depends in substantial measure oi: the potential nunters of applicants
for college and university places. fa.zislatures, atiMnistrative age.n-
cies, and many other private and public groups need projections of
the demand for college education as a guide to steps that must be
taken ahead of time if able young pevle are to have an opportunity
for an education.

Projections of the demand for college and university places cannot
be made precise, but they can still provide an adequite tool for plan-
ning purpose& What is need is a reasonable estimate or range of

as a framework for policy decisions.
The demand for collage educationthe number of potential appli-

cants for college placesis the controlling factor in future enrollments.
There is reason to assume that the availability of college places will
be accommodated to the demand. The forces that compel and facili-
tate acoonunodation of supply to numbers of applicants are many
and powerful. Our history from colonial times to the present evi-
dences our nationwide concern with educational opportunities and
with broadening these opportunities Recent events have sacred to
strengthen this concern.

Our national interest clearly lies in a highly educated populace.
In this complex world we can maintain leadership only through quality
of the people, not through sheer ntunbers. Our democratic society
emphasizes higher education as a ladder for social mobility and in-
creased opportunity. For the individual higher education provides
economic benefits, social status, and personal development. Both in-
dividual and national interest combine with a long historical tradition
to form u commitxaent to education that will not be diverted without

major restructuring of the place of higher education in our society.
The projections of demand for places presented here indicate, how-

ever, that the teak ahead of providing educational facilitik, teaching
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4 ECONOMICS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

staffs, and the financial base for adequate plant and staffing is for-midable. If we fail in this task, actual enrollments will fall shortof the figures projected.

GENERAL NATURE OF THE PROJECTIONS
Long-range projections of college enrollment for the Nation are

essentially based on a projection of the population by age, and aprojection of college enrollment rates applied to the projected popu-lation by age.
In addition to the three projections of total college enrollment, thepresent report also introduces a tentative projection of full-timeenrollments of college and university undergraduate students andstudents working for the first professional degree, thus providing amore nearly adequate guide to planning than has heretofore beenavailable.

The projections on total enrollment shown here represent estimatesof the number of persons enrolled in the fall of the year in institutionsof highv education for degree-credit courses. The figures are a con-tinuation of the series of statistics on opening enrollment collectedby the Office of Education from institutions of higher education eachfall, which are similar to enrollment data collected by the Bureau ofthe Census each October jr the course of a nationwide sample surveyof households. Three p6jectionsjift shown
Projection 1trend projection--is based on the trend of age-specificcollege enrollment rates during the 1950's as determined throughfittingan exponential curvet to the data for the 1950-60 base period,and then applying these to the population by age groups. The popula-tion and enrollment rate data in the base period are taken from theannual October surveys of school enrollment conducted by the Bureauof the Census (Series P--20). The projected population is the same inall three projections and corresponds to Census Bureau projections ofthe population,2 with minor adjustments.

Projection Ilfatherts' attaiwnt projectionintroduces on an ex-perimental basis a projection of college and university attendance ofsons and daughters based on the estimated educational attainment oftheir fathers. This projection in effect extends the application of theconstant-rate principle by introducing an allowance for one of themany causal factors affecting college attendance rates. Various-
a The type of curve fitted to the data on enrollment ratee affects the projected enroll-ments to some extent. For example. straight lines fitted to the enrollment rates of thebase period would have resulted in a higher projected enrollment than did the exponentialcurves actually used in these projections.

s U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports.Population istimates. Illustrative Projections of the Population of Si United Stator,by Age and Rev, MO to MI. Series P45, No. 1117 (Nov. 10.1151).
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studies, including the study by Brazer and David presented later
in this volume, indicate the singular importance of educational attain-
ment of parents in determining the college attendance of their children.
The method of translating the increasing educational attainment of
fathers into projections of demand for college places for their children
18 to 24 years of age is presented in a later section of this chapter.

Projection 111----congtant-rate projectioncontinues 1958-60 enroll-
ment rates into the future, without change.

FUTURE PROSPECTS

Which projection is going to be closest to the future event ? One
answer might be: "It doesn't matter for policy planning, because the
increases under any of the projections are sufficiently large to require
the same kind of planning." A more usual answer is: "That projec-
tion whose basic assumptions hold true in the future." The term
"projection" itself, and even more the term "illustrative projection,"
connotes a mathematical working out of specified assumptions rather
than a forecast or prediction. Thus the original question is not an-
swered directly but is shifted to another level. The question becomes:
"Which set of basic assumptions is going to come true I"

These several projections provide the user of the information with
an idea of the variations under different circumstances. In general,
the constant-rate projection serves mainly to illustrate the effect of
population change. Because various forces have in the past expanded
enrollment beyond that caused by population increase alone, Oil;
projection results in a relatively low set of figures. Projection II,
based on the enrollment of young people as affected by the educational
attainment of their fathers, takes account of one factor among many,
but this projection too results in low figures relative to the trend
because of the other factors that have operated to increase the attend-
ance rates during the period 1950-60. The trend projection assumes
that whatever causal factors determined the attendance rates in the
past will continue to operate equally in the future.

College and university enrollment in the future will be affected by
many factors that are difficult to foresee. Therefore, while the three
projections may provide a guide to the changing demand for college
places, they do not necessarily set the limits, either on the high side or
on the low side of what may be experienced. We in the United States
could alter our educational policies and move in the direction of Eng-
land's policies and those of some other nations so as to restrict college
opportunities sharply. Or, as seems more likely, we could plan to
allocate sufficient resources to provide higher educational opportuni-
ties to an even larger proportion of our young adults than is projected
by extrapolation of the experience of the 1950's.
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OPENING ENROLLMENT, PAST AND PROJECTED
Enrollments for degree credit in colleges and universities totaled

3.6 million in the fall of 1960 (in 48 States and the District of
Columbia-see table 1). According to projection I, the trend projec-
tion, they are expected to rise to 6.9 million by 1970 and to 8.6 million
by 1975. To meet this demand, institutions of higher education will
have to accommodate an average of 335,000 additional students each
year over the 15-year period. Soon after 1970, colleges and univer-
sities will have twice as many students as they had in 1960 if existing
trends in attendance rates continue.

According to the constant-rate projection, which takes account only
of changes in college-age population, fall college enrollment is expected
to increase about half as much as in the trend projection ; namely, an
increase of 2.4 million students from 1960 to 1975, or an average
increase of 157,000 per year.

TABLE 1. -Fall enrollment 19564960 and projections 1965, 1970, 1975, by sex,
48 contiguous States and District of Columbia

[In thousands)

Year .
I Total

1910
2111961

Z 1021963
2,1341963
2,2311N4
2, 47111956_
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1966
2, 9161967
LOW1968
1, 2761960
1, 3651900
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Men Women
..MINNTIO11.11111 k....111
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2,1M
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1,121
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PROJECTION

1965
2011970.

6, 9361975
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4, 0061
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PROJECTION II. FATHERS'
ATTAINMENT PROJECTION

1965
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6,9164901975
7,06?
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2,011
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PROJECTION III, CONSTANT-
RATE PROJECTION
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Elotmcn: 1280-410 Office ot Education annual surveys at opening enrelbnint In Institutiees at highereducation.
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If enrollment rates for, persons aged 18-24 are adjusted in accord-
ance with the changes in the educational attainment of fathers (pro-
jection II), the projected demand is intermediate' between that of
projection I and III. Under this estimat$ fall college enrollment in
projection II is expected to increase about three-quarters as much as
in the trend projection, with the result that 1960 enrollment is doubled
by 1975 instead of shortly after 1970 as in the trend projection.

Some perspective can be gained on the magnitude of the educational
task before collegeg and universities through a comparison of the rates
of growth during the decade of the 1950's with the projected growth.
Between 1950 and 1960, degree credit enrollment in the colleges and
universities rose 1.3 million, from 2.3 million to 3.6 million, or almost
60 percent. In a single year, 1959 to 1960, enrollments increased 6 per-
cent Over the period 1950-60 the enrollment increases averaged
129,000 students a year, and if we start the comparison from 1951
( because of the decline between 1950 and 1951) the growth in number
of students averaged 163,000 a year.

Little of the enrollment increase in recent years is explained by
population growth. For example, if college attendance rates had not
increased but had remained constant from 1950-52 to 1958-60, the
number of men enrolled would have increased by only 8 percent, and
the number of women by less than 1 percent. During this 8 years of
change, however, the number of male and female students rose by
about 40 percent

POPULATION CHANGESPAST AND PROJECTED
As a consequence of the sharp rise in births after World War II,

increases in the number of persons of college attendance age will be
much larger in the years ahead than in the past decade. The numbers
of young people reaching 18 years of age, the usual age of high-school
graduation, thus can be expected to rise in proportion to the post-
World War II birth rates.

The rise in total college-age population is more difficult to pinpoint
Because there is no simple definition of college-age population, it is
hard to give a meaningful answer to the question frequently raised,
"What percentage of the college-age population is attending college I"
A definition of college-age population limited to those in the age
group 18 to 21 years, or even 18 to 24 years, leaves out many students
in colleges and universities. The age span of students ranges from
a few u young as 15 years of age to persons of retirement age. Table
2 shows that in the 1950's, among pawns 16 to 84 years of age en-
rolled in colleges or universities, about 25 percent of the men and 12
percent of the women were 25 to 84 years of age. On the other hand,
the populatkm aged 16-84 is much too extensive to be used as a
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"college age" population for comparison with enrollments because it
includes many persons whose formal education has been terminatedfor years and some who have neither the ability nor the inclination
to do college work.

TABLE 2,---Percentage distribution of college students 1644 years of age, byage group and sex. 48 contiguous States and District of Columbia: 11-yearaverages, 1952-40

3-year average, I by sex
Tot4
1644
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years
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26-29
years

..

3044
years
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100
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41
41
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36
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6
8
6
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5

I Ages U of October each year; averages her several yam are avenges id the Individual Teen theudod-Details may not add to totals Imams at roma*.
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One way to deirribe the relationship of college enrollment to popu-lation is to cite the percentage of persons in particular age groupsthat are enrolled in college; such data are reported annually by the
Bureau of the Census and are discussed in a later section of this
chapter. Another way is to summarize the overall effect of popula-
tion changes by applying standard attendance rates to the changing
population, as is done here in the constant-rate projection (projec-tion III) .

The extent to which population growth affects the projected fig-ures may be gaged from the constant-rats projection. When the
trend projection is set against the constant-rate projection, we find
that in the trend projection, 47 percent of the total growth in enroll-
ment from 1960 to 1975 is attributable to an increase in the number
of persons aged 1644, and the remainder is attributable to increased
enrollment rates.

ENROLLMENT RATES, PAST AND PROJECTED
In the period 1958-60, almost one-third of the min 18 to 19 years .

of age in the United States and one-quarter of the women in this
age group were attending college (see table 8). In 195042, the com-
parable percentages among the 18- and 19year-olds were 21 peroent
for the men and 15 percent for the women. Enrollment rates for each
of the age groups, except the 16-17 year group, increased markedly
between 1960 and 1960.
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tion program under the GI bill of rights cannot be worked out in
detail becauk no one knows how many of the students attending
would have enrolled in the absence of such a program. An idea of
the upper limit to the possible effect of this factor may be supplied
by making the assumption, admittedly extreme, that none of the
beneficiaries under the program in November 1960 (numbering
180,000) would have been in college except for the opportunity pro-
vided by that program. Then the maximum reduction brought
about by omitting such students from the constant-rate projection
would be 300,000 in 1975, or about 5 percent of the 5.9 million stu-
dents projected for that year. Corrections in projections I and II
would be even slighter, since the omission of such beneficiaries during
the entire base period would give a sharper rise to the upward trend
of enrollment rates.

FULIeTIME ENROLLMENTPAST AND PROJECTED
14t, For purposes of planning it is advantageous to have more detail

than is provided by a projection of total degree-credit college enroll-
ment as given in the preceding tables. The most generally useful
breakdown, among those that are feasible at the national level, ap-
pears to be that of full-time versus part-time enrollment because of
the importance of this distinction in estimating the requirements for
college faculty, facilities, and finances to handle the enlarged enroll-
ment. For example, part-time students do not necessitate new facili-
ties proportionate to the numbers enrolled, and for evening students
no new facilities may be needed. Accordingly, a tentative projection
of enrollment of full-time undergraduates and graduates working
for the first professional degree is developed here. The term "tenta-
tive" is used to describe this projection because the available historical
data upon which to base the projection are themselves scanty.

The projected figures in table 4 are a continuation of the series of
statistics on full-time enrollment at the undergraduate and the first
professional level as collected by the Office of Education in 1953,
1954, 1955, 1957, and 1959. Full-time students are defined as those
registered for at least 75 percent of the credits required for graduation
in the normal number of semesters or terms. Full-time graduate
students other than those at the first professional level are not in-
cluded in the projection because tgey are missing in the trend data;
however, we know that in the fall of 1959 this omitted group of
full-time students included about 180,000 graduate students (resident
degree-credit students) who were not enrolled for the first profes-

In addition to those enrolled for bachelors degrees, first presesional degrees in such
fields of medicine and dentistry (li.D. and D.D.S.) , law (LL.B.), theology (B.Th) ,

library science ()LL.B.), and social wort (M.S.W.) which normally require more than 4
years o post-bigh-sgtiool education for completion.
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sional degree. Had these been added to the full-time undergraduate
std first professional students, the 1959 figure would have increased
by 6 percent.

One very important question is whether the expected growth in
full-time enrollment is parallel to that for total enrollment If not,
the changes in total enrollment are not a reliable guide to the changes
in the educational load on the colleges and universities. The findings
are, however, that projected full-time enrollment (undergraduate
and first professional) as a percentage of projected total opening en-
rollment varies only moderatelyfrom the 65 percent observed in
1959, dropping only to 60 percent by 1975 in the trend projection and
rising to 68 percent in the constant -rate projection (see table 4). The
rise in this percentage in the case of the constant -rate projection is
due to the relatively greater weight of the population of the younger
ages in future years, as compared with the population of the older
ages. Full-time enrollment is concentrated in the younger age group.

TABLE 4.---FullWee undergraduate and first professional enrollment, fall of
selected years 1914--1951) and projections, 1965, 117S, 1,75, by sez, 48 contiguous
States and District of Columbia
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Full-time undergraduate and first professiolal ,enrollment is shown
in projection I to increase by 2.9 million, from 2.2 million in 1959
to 5.1 million in 1975, or an average of 184,000 per year. From 1959
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to 1970 the number doubles. The increase in full-time enrollment
in projection III is 1.8 million, or an average of 111,000 per year--
an increase of 81 percent. Of the total increase from 199 to 1975
in projection I, 60 percent is attributable to population growth.

As was previously mentioned, younger college students predomi-
nantly attend full time : older ones, part time. For example, as shown
in table 5 (based on census data for all full-time college students 16
to 34 years of age) about 90 percent of the students aged 16-17, 18-19,
and 20-21 attend full time, but only 17 percent of those aged 25-84.
Table 5 also shows that only 12 percent of the full-time men students
are older than 24, but 64 percent of the part-time. Even more strik-
ing is the difference in the ages of women attending full and part.
time; only 3 percent of the full-time women students are over 24
years of age, but 44 percent of the part-tirw.

TABLE .S.--Full-time college enrollment (all levels ) as percent of total collegeenrollment, and age distribution of full-time and part-time college students,by sex, 48 contiguous States and District of Columbia: 195840

TotalYear, set, and full-time or part-time status. 16-34

Average, I years, 111111-110:
Men
Women-

16-17
Ti's

111-19 21)-14
years yaws

21-20
years

20-34
years

FULL-TIME COLLEGE ENROLLMENT (ALLLEVELS) A8 PERCENT OF TOTAL COLLEGE
ENROLLMENT

79. 7
n.s K7

n.1
N.7
st 1

*LS
762

140.2
12E19

1 17. 1
117.4

Average. 2 years, 1909-410:
Men:

Fall -tint
Part-thoe.

Women :
Full-tinse...... ...........
Part-time.

=11110

PERCENTAGE AGE DISTRIBUTION OF FULL-TIME AND PART-TIME COLLEGE STUDENTS
1644 YEARS OF AGE

1011 0
1040

NI
101

At
.1

112
8.7

7.0

u. 3
11.6

L9
U.1

1.4
11.6

1 Ages as of October each yew; averages tor several years are averages of the individual years Included.Average of 1N9 and is 19111 figure not available.
Soma: Based as Bureau et the Omens surveys of school enrollsosst (Series P-20).

The method of deriving full-time enrollment from the projections
of total enrollment involves essentially application of the current
percentages of college students enrolled full time to the projected
total enrollment by age group and sex. The results are summed and
translated into the figure for undergraduate and first professional
full -time, enrollment by a conversion factor. For the constant-rate
projection (projection III) the conversion. factor is a constant based
on the current relationship; for projections I and II the conversion
factor decreases over the period of the projections in accordance with
the change in the relation of full-time to total enrollments in the
base period 1958 to 1959.
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PROJECTION BASED ON FATHERS' EDUCATIONAL
ATTAINMENT

The educational attainment of the fathers of college-age persons
represents an exogenous variable relative to college attendance rates;
that is, it represents an outside causal factor. It is only one of a
number of causal factors affecting college attendance that might be
considered, such as family income distribution, color, geographic
location, scholarships and loans, intelligence, and availability of col-
lege opportunity. The factor, educational attainment of fathers,
has three characteristics, not matched by these other factors, that
recommend it for use in projecting college enrollment rates:

(1) It can probably be predicted with greater accuracy than college
enrollment rates themselves.

(2) It is correlate with such rates, and it may be assumed that the
relation is causal rather than adventitious.

(3) It has changed over past years and is projected to change fur-
ther during the period ahead.

Since the method is new, the procedure is explained here in detail.
It is as follows:

In essence, future college enrollment rates for persons in the age
groups 18-19 and 2G.-24 are assumed to rimain the same as they are
now in relation to fathers' oduaitional attainment. The higher edu-
cational.attainrnent of the fathers of the future age groups thus results
in an iacreased enrollment rate for these age groups as a whole. Col-
lege enrollment rates used for persons under 18 years of age and for
those 25 years of age and over were kept at the 1968-60 rates (the
same as in projection III).

The more specific steps by which this is accomplished are as fol-
lows (the critical assumption is stated in step 2 and is discussed
later) :

(1) The educational attainment of the fathers of persons aged
20-24 in 1960 is known.

(2) The educational attainment of the fathers of future groups
aged 20-24 is assumed to rise in accordance with the rise in educa-
tional attainment of the male population aged 45-54.

(8) College attendance rates for 1960 (according to fathers' edu-
cational attainnwint) for the population aged 20-24 are applied to
future populations aged 90-24 (according to fathers' educational at-
tainment) to estimate the future college attendance of permit. 20-24
years old in future years.

(4) We also know the percentage of the 20-24 population in 1960
who had ever attended college, regardless of whether they were still
enrolled as of 1960. These 1960 peccentages according to fathen'
attainment are applied to future populations aged 20-24 according
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to fathers' attainment to estithate the future percentage of this age
group that may be expected to have attended collegt%

(5) It is EL%umed that the future changes in the percentage of
persons 18-19 dears old enrolled in colle.ge will be proportional to
the future changes in the pe_rcentake of parsons 20-24 years old over
attending college, as estimated in step 4.

(6) For other age groups (16-17, 25-29, 30-34) the future attend-
ance percentagtki are those reportea in 1958-60, the same as in the
coneant-rate projection. Thus, projection 11 makes no allowance
for increased attendance rates in the age group 2:--34, even though the
rates have risen 9°mA-hat during the 1960's. Not only are the data
lacking concerning the educational attainment of the fathers of these
persons., but also it may be doubted whether in that age group the
fathers' attainment is directly influentional as much as in the lower
age groups.

Table 6 shows the college attendance experience of the population
aged 20-24 in 1960 according to the educational attainment of their
fathers. The table shows the percentage of persons 20-24 enrolled in
college as of October 1960 and also gives the percentages of thou who
ever had been so enrolled. The relation bct.wem college attendance
and father's educational attainment is obviously a strong one. Other
studies have abundantly confirmed this fact.

TABLE LPercent of civilian noninstitutitmal population aged 26-24 enrolled
in college currently or prevusly, by fathere educational attainment, and by
sex,' 48 cmtiguots States and District of Columbia, October 1960

Fathers' educational attainment

Total

Current ealego status

...6111.1*.M.=101011111111.6111.1.1.M.MIEVIPM..11411...
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00114.4 graduate_
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Enrolled Nevw
Total at scene enrolled

time
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100
100
100
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100
100
100

4
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30
p

FEMALES AGED 3044

100

100
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100

7

4

24
21

96
91
76
79

100

100
100
100
100

16a
07
77

7

a

1 Inintlee eases 'rime father? attplument was not reported.
Gomm &wenn et $ Oessue wets et school earolbsint, Ootobw 1940 (Series P-20).
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Table 7 shows the educational attainment of all males in the Nation

aged 45-54 in 1960, together with projections of the attainment of

this age group in 1970 and 1980 as made by the Bureau of the Census.

This projection can be made with considerable accuracy because most

of the persons involved have already completed their formal education.

The primary problem is one of getting data for the base period. Ex-

amination of the figures shows a very substantial increase in the

educational attainment of males aged 45-54; particularly noteworthy

is the decline in the proportion of men of this age with less than 4
years of high schoolfrom 83.7 percent in 1960 to 41.7 percent in

1980. At the same time the proportion of those who have had some

college education rises from 16.0 percent to 25.5 perrent.
Table 7 also shows the educational attainment of the fathers of

persons aged 20-24 in 1960, and the estimated attainment of the

fathers in 1970 and 1980, assuming that the educational attainment
of fathers changes in proportion to that of all males.45-54. This is the

assumption mentioned previously in step 2.

TABLE 7.Estimated permitago distribution by educational attainment of
(1) males 4544 yaws of age, and (b) fathers of parsents 2044 years of age,
4$ contiguous State* and District of Caltunbia. 1960 1970, 1980

4111-=11111/Milla11./0.11,1110*-

1900
1970
1900

Ail males
4644 rears

01 we

100
100
100

4.1111=1111

Iduaktfattal attainment at males 46-44 years
cd

Leo than
4 01years

high seboc41

4 years
of high
school

1-3 years
oAkfge

4 ar mbar*
years of
oaks"

al 30. '7.8 &4
ati 0 Sig $3 1(1 6

41.7 XI 11 11.0 119

Year, by sal and se*
AU fathers

30-
of Awl

Bans 20-114 years at age:
1900
1970
19110

Daughters 3044 years of age:
1900
1970
1900

100
100
100

100
100
100

Zdticatlan attainment of fathers of persons
20-24 years of ago

Not a
hIgb-aclkoal
graduate I

1114c:boa
graduate,
no mike,

Some tel

legecollagewi

a

gradual*

College
gradual*

70.0 17. 4 & I 7.0
Dad 7. 1 9 1

417 311 1.1 124

71.11 114 &1 7

81.0 21. 16 1.
5a $ ?L7 15 110

Inakidee mess where educational attainment was not reported.
D4ails may not add to totals became of rounding.

Soup*: Attainment of Gales as at July from BIMINI of the Census pro)ection of edwational attahunmt
No. 91, Jan. 12, 1 . 241twational attabunentat fathers as of October 1000 tram Bureau of

CriliCenisue survey of school t.

CALCULMON: Talbert' ettakunent 12110 projected to 1270 and 10110 at mine rate of change al kir maim

4144 years d sod then adjusting to 100 want.

1901011-4111----4
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In support of the assumption it may be noted that the educational
attainment of fathers and that of all males 4-5-M.years of age were
very similar in 1960. Moreover, the use of age group 4-5-54 does not
seriously impair the estimate. The age group was selected for con-
venience because it had already been projected; other age group@
such as 40--S5 would be expected to have similar increases in attain-
ment. The basic point is that a specific age group, whatever the exact
age composition may be, is taken to represent the father's of the popu-
lation aged 2a-24 in 1960, 1970, and 1980, insofar as changes in edu-
cational attainment are concerned. This amumption would not be
correct if, for example, (a) fathers of the population aged 20-24 in
future years are a younger group than now, or (b) fertility of pen3ons
with higher educational attainment has increased more than that of
persons with lower attainment.. Either of the changia3 would be
such as to increase the attainment of the fathers more than has been
estimated and would thus tend to raise the figures shown in projection
II.

Once the attainment of the fathers of persons aged 20-24 hu been
projected, the application to future populations of 1960 mrollnwnt
rates in relation to fathers' attainment, as describeAd previoualy, is a
simple matter.

Of course., fathers' attainment is only one of many factors related
to attendance at college, albeit a major one. In the period from 1950
to 1960 only part of the increase in college enrollmnt can be ex-
plained' by increases in the educational attainment of the fathers of
the students. For example, college enrollment rates for males aged
20-24 increased 6.3 percentage points, of which only 1.8 are attributable
to changes in their fathers' educational attainment. For women aged
2a-24, college enrollment rates increased 2.6 percentage points, of
ibich only 0.6 point is attributable to changes in their fathers' educa-.
tional attainment. Obviously, other factors ahgo were effective during
this period in raising attendance rates.

PROJECTIONS FOR 50 STATES AND FOR AGGREGATE
UNITED STATES

The projections and tables up to this point have referred to the
48 contiguous States and the District of Columbia became the availa-
ble basic population projections from the Bureau of the Census
have been for this area. For tilul'amvenience of those desiring such
coverage, projections for 48 States and the District of Columbia have
been adjusted in table 8 to cover the 50 States and the District of
Columbia., and in table 9 to cover the aggregate United States, includ-
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in outlying parts (.'anal Zone and Puerto Rico have college enroll-

ments). The atijustment made is bawd tin the current rvistion
the enrollment in the latter areas and the enrollment in 4$

State and the Di_4rict of Columbia. S'-eparate (ximvemon flict4-)rs are

applied for each wx, for both total enrollment and full-time enroll-

ment.

TABLE K--Fan enrollment 195046 a_rui proieetiono wo. l9 I, total opening
enrollment MA full-time undertra.duate and drill profettaianaL b7 8.et,

State* and Dia-Irk-I of Columbia

1...

Soviet**
kr tbe

eirvarbrti 1

1(' 1 Wo4

1 WS
.1. 1. 4,0
Z. 4m I tW.1

7A3.1 1

W crtrial

ru us 1-* arA
ft"o orcyrraw-Kuo r-ok- I

T M

1 01 t

I

Woman

PUOJECTIO?s: I-- TREND ilitiiiCTION

X
ft, M O

I 4:24
4, 6 2 2 1

1 "wk & MO I
4 se7 1

1 20
z

_

1 1, 1 SI
1 LOA

PROJECTION II-TATHEitS ITTAINM NT PR(IJFcTION

T
E. 0416

7 EX10 4,,714

-
1

1,616 X 10 1, CM 1 CAS

1Plf I bev2 I 1. 1,4
/C=6 k 410 1, 4;1%

ruone-TioN RITZ PRWECTIoN

$, S416

I 3, 471t
2 047 " 1, isr4 1, Cita

I, U4 E4 1,160

a. re no 1, 2F416

far 1980-.0 tram O At ZdatatUm wv-rtyL I f 19M- 7B ow rertod trotn pro)rclAons
Suktee mad t Mettle al CkAamttAik,

The total enrollment for the 50 States and the District of Columbia

is shown, in projection I, to rise from 3.6 million in 1960 to 7.0 million

by 1970, and in projection III to 5.2 million. Further increases may
be expected to occur after 1970; projection I shows that by 1975

enrollment will be 2.4 times that of 1960 if attendance rates increase

as they have in the wt. Even if attendance rates remain at present
levels (projection III), there will be 5.9 million persons enrolled in

cone& 0nd universities by 1975.
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TABLE 9. --Fall enrollment 1950-40 and projections 1965, 1970,1 total openingenrollment and full-time undergraduate and first professional, by sex ; aggre-gate United States (including outlying parts)
(In thousands)

Year
Opening moth:neat

Total Men Women

first proa=r:ndroluatelmant

Total Men Women
1950

2, 297 1, 569 7271951
2,116 1, 399 7181952
2,148 1, 387 7611953

_.,. Z 251 1,432 8181954
2, 500 1, 602 89R1955
2, 721 1,784 937

106
2 947 1, 928 1, 0191957
3, 068 2, 003 140661 9 5 8- _ _-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------ - 3, 2 5 9 2,110 1,1481959
3, 402 2,174 1, 2281960.
3, 610 2, 271 1, 330

ti

1, 566
1, 606
1, 868

E030

Z 212

1,009
1,100
1, 244

1,344

1,421

567
587
624

685

790

PROJECTION I- -TREND PROJECTION
1955

6, 2571970
7, 0071975
8, 677

3,445
4, 649
6, 807

1,812
2358
Z870

3423
4, 398
6, 191

Z
2, 934

, 3,478

1,163
1, 464
1,713

PROJECTION II-FATHERS' ATTAINMENT PROJECTION
1965

4, 6971970
6, 0011975. 7,140

1, 633
2.037
2398

3,128
3, 883
4442

2, 050
2,577
Z 960

1,073
1, 306
1, 492

PROJECTION III- CONSTANT RATE PROJECTION
1

4, 8671996570
5, 2411915
5, 982

2, OS3
3, 492
4, 025

1, 501
1, 749
1, 967

967
3,
2.

580
4, 006

1, 955
Z 389
2700

1, 012
1,170
1, 297

aotiacz: 1950-60 from Office of Education surveys; those for 196E45 converted from projections kw the 48
contiguous States and the District of Columbia.

RELATED ENROLLMENT SERIES
, The estimates presented in this chapter can perhaps best be evaluatedin terms of other series developed by the Bureau of the Census andby the Office of Education. It is worth while also to note brieflysources of information now available on full-time college enrollmentsand to comment on the relation of fall enrollment as of a singliedatein the year to the cumulative enrollment for the full wade's& year.Cengus Bureau projections.-The U.S. Bureau of the Census hasprepared illustrative projections of school and college enrollments to1980 (Series P-25, No. 232). Table 10 presents the projections oftotal fall college enrollment for all of the series that were computed:the publication gives breakdowns of some of these series by age groupAand by sex.
The two principal series, A and C, present figures similar to thefigures given here for projection I (trend projection) and projectionIII (comicial-rate projection), respectively, as may be seen by com-paring table 8 and table 10.
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The Census Bureau projectiona,were obtained in a manner analogous
to that employed here. Projected trends in the percentage of an age
group enrolled in school or college (based on different assumptions)
were applied to projections of the population by age. The projected
enrollment for each age group was then divided into elementary, sec-
ondary, and college enrollment in accordance with the present pro-
portions for each age group.

The enrollment rate series_differ with respect to the trend in the
proportion of population at each age enrolled in colleges and uni-
versitieseries A implies a continued increase in enrollment rates
by age with some leveling off by future'dates; the base period for the
trend is 1950-69. In series C it is assumed that enrollment rates will
remain constant at the 1957-59 average annual level. Series B assumes
rates roughly halfway between series A and series C. In series D,
it is assumed that rates remain constant at 1957-59 levels through
1964, decline to the 1953-55 levels by 1974, and than remain constant
at these levels to 1980.

TABLE 10,Bureau of the Census projections of fall college enrollment for the
noninatitutional population under SS years of age, 50 States and

District of Columbia; 1965, 1!70,18'16 1980
[In thousands]

Population wojectice series $ Attendance-rata projection 1 1965 1970 1975 1960

U
III
IV

II .
III
IV

II
III
Iv

III-_III

A
A
A

B
B
B

C
C
C

D
D

I 6,379

1 4, 664

I 4,375

) I
4* 2M)

7:020

5, 825

5,251

4, 774

8,32$

6, 926

5,028

is, 075

/ II:
6, NO

7I 7, 577
7, 399

/ uteli
4,187

5, 4U
{ 6, &SO

Assamptions as follows: Series constant at 1966-67 level; Series IIIfertility declines to
1919-51 level by 1966-70, then constant; Series IVfertility declines to 1942-44 level by 1966-70, Om constant.

I Assumptions about enrollment rates as follows: Series Aincreasing to 1975, then constant; Series B
everage of A and C; Series Cconstant at 1957-09 levels; Series Dconstant through 1954, declining to
1961-65 level by 1974, then constant.

Non: Corresponding figures kit earlier years are estimated as 2,214,000 in 1950; V179,000 In 1965; and
3,570,000 in 1000.

Boma: Bureau of tbe Census, Must:wetly. Pro)ections to 1980 of School and College !moll:Dent in the
United States (P-25, No. 232).

The population series projections underlying these enrollment
figures differ only with regard to the projected level of fertility ; these
differences in fertility are inoperative for college enrollments until
after 1975 because the future college students up to that date have
already been born.

The 5 additional years beyond 1975 are shown in these Census
Bureau projection to be.a period of continued enrollment growth;
thus, the enrollment trend is upward for at least 20 years into the
future.
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Other enrollment data.---The estimates presented earlier developprojections of full-time undergraduate enrollments, including asundergraduate enrollment first professional degree student& His-torical information on full-time enrollments is available from twosources in addition to the data collected by the Office of Education asshown in tables 4, 8, and 9. The Bureau of the Census, in its samplesurveys of school and college enrollments, collected data on the full-time status of college students, including both graduate and under-graduate students, for the fall of 1959 and the fall of 1960. Com-parable data are not available from the sample surveys in earlier years.These figures define as full time those students taking 12 or morehours of class attendance during an average school week.The periodical School and Society has published annually for manyyears statistics on full-time college enrollments, also including bothgraduate and undergraduate student& Although the coverage is notalways consistent from year to year, the full-time data for 4-yearcolleges as reported in this survey move more or less parallel to thefull-time enrollment statistics of the Office of Education and theCensus Bureau.
It should be pointed out that fall college enrollthents are decidedlysmaller than enrollments for the entire academic year. Academicyear figures include students enrolling after the fall report has beensubmitted. No estimate of projected academic year enrollments hasbeen made because they cannot be related directly to population databy age igroups. Moreover, the relation of academiC year enrollmentsto fall enrollments has been erratic in thevast so that the conversionfrom one to another is unreliable. Although much historical data foracademic year enrollments are available, current surveys are em-phasizing fall enrollment statistics.

The projection of college enrollment previously in use by the Officeof Education for planningpurpose& anticipated 4,677,000 students. inthe fall of 1965 and 6,006,000 students in the fall of 1970 (48 Statesand the District of Columbia). The earlier estimates were almostexactly halfway between the trend projection and the constant-rateprojection given in this chapter. This earlier projection was based ona procedure different from the projections developed here.The new projections show a range of numbers based on differingassumptions with regard to rates of attendance. The method ofprojection has been improved branalysis of at least one causal factor,besides the usual analyses based on population trends for males andfemales. Furthermore, future full-time enrollments have been ad-m4ed for the first time. It is hoped that the estimates presented willprovide a better basis for planning purposes than has been availableheretofore.
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CHAPTER 2

Social and Economic Determinants of the
Demand for Education'

Harvey B. Bram wed Martha David*

THE
FORMAL EDUCATION of the majority of Americans who

were born before 1905 ended before they reached high school.
Only one-sixth of the people now 55 or more years of age attended
college, and less than half of these hold a college degree. In
striking contrast, only a small fraction (14 percent) of those born
between 1926 and 1942 have failed to go on to high school or beyond.
Indeed, of that generation which, for the most part, has concluded its
schooling, almost one-third have gone to college. Thus in the course
of two to three generations the proportion going to college has
doubled. Moreover, on the basis of parents' expectations for their
children's edueSion, as reported in this study, it would appear that
about two-thirds of the children born in the United States between
1943 and 1959 will seek education beyond high school. The trends
indicated in table I suggest that within the past 50 years the educa-
tional attainment of the modal members of succeeding generations has
moved up from less than a high-school education to 1 or more years
of college.

This sharp raise in the level of educational attainment may be
ascribed to a number of causal factors. One of them, certainly, has
been the increase in real income of families in the United States.
Within each succeeding generation a larger fraction of American
families have been able to afford the costs involved in extending the

*Harvey eraser prepared the research ea which this article is based while professor of
seenoseies sad research associate at the Survey Itessards Center at the University et
Middipuk. Mardis David wee Oily director tor the roma project and is sow assistant
miaow et eammalas at the Vaiversity et Wisceasia. The pojeet was made pewit&
through groats tress the Ford Posadation and the U.S. Mee et liducatiou under its
eosperailve newel preens. The views ezpressed err these et the authors and de not
in stay way reflect the views et the 'powering ate.

The heap of this study apply to persons who are beads et spending units.
sposehis aid! Is a stoup et mesas rdated by bler serriege, oe odoptioa, Ltdag In the
same disreiltai mite who peel their lawman ter their major Its memo. It the
speadiag snit coataias a startled couple, the head et the *aft le the huebould. Otherwise
the head Is the penes who eerie the mint sesey.

As a esessiamee of the dellaftlea, tearlItthe et all opmediag sit head* are sea. The
women who are hawk et epeadifis malts are oae-Stth et the adult tamale mulatto* of
the Visited States.
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education of their children through high school and college. Incomehas increased and families have become more aware of the social andeconomic importance of education. At the same time the age at whichyoung people may legally leave school has been raised and educationalfacilities have been expanded.

TABLE 1.--Trends In educatkonal attainamt et spending unit heads In theUnited States: percentage distributiow by age
-4

Educatkmal level

Total

Percent, by age and year of birth

66 sod over

90i1111

96-64
1908-25

1844 1-17
(1929-42 h (1$49-60

No education
4Elementary school_ 4$BOOM high school.

171Mb-school diploma
8a diploma, igus noncollece training 8no dews
9Bachelor's degree
6Advanced dews. 2

1

18
11
10

3

100

0 0
14

311$

21
12
1$
10

I Education attained by spendini unit head estimated from a national probability sample of the UnitedStates taken in 1900. Diftsential mortality of educated and uneducated moons may produce sameupward bias in the distribution.
Education invaded tor cldldren now in sebod. The percesstages are based on a sample of the adultof the United States, reported in H.. Pe** Peg le Of&p. by John B. Thomasand Chikashi I, Ann Arbor, Mich., -ftwvey Baseiwth Center, University of1980. p. 100.

Another major factor has been the substantial movement of popula-tion from rural, agricultural environments to urban, industrialThis movement has brought a larger proportion of the population intocommunities in which educational facilities are more readily accessibleand in which more education is &minded of those seeking employ-ment and status.
Our rapidly advancing technology has provided a phenomenal in-crease in the demand for persons with high levels of education. .A.p-parently the demand for persons with education beyond high schoolhas kept pace with the supply; and there are rio visible signs of aweakening in the market for college graduates.'
Increases in income, facilities, and demand for persons with educa-tion provide fertile conditions for increasing educational attainmentin this country. But they do not expliin the motivation that hasproduced the astounding increase in education. In this chapter someof these motivational factors will be explored.
This chapter is based on information collected in a survey of anationwide probilbility sample of spending units in the United States,
Bee Berman P. Miller, eh. 9 of this publluation. Tbere are eoatrary views, suck anthat of Robert J. Thaviourst, Amertoon Hither Merits to the MO's. Coleman's,Ohio State University Prow 1960.
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taken in March and April of 1960. Sampling procedures used in the
"Patterns of Family Change" study from which these data are drawn
are outlined in appendix A. Our approach is to present data from
the survey that relate educational attainments in this. country and
offer a set of tentative hypotheses that might be used to explain the
highly significant relationships observed in the data. As in all re-
search, particularly research that depends on the personal interview
for its basic data, many relevant factors relating to educational attain-
ment have been excluded from the analysis both because of inherent
limitations of the survey method and because of limitations of time
and resources available for this particular investigation. We recog-
nize that in several cases more detailed analysis would have been
desirable and that many of the interpretatiOns offered could equally
well be replaced by alternative formulations.

The chapter is divided into three parts. The first seta forth
hypotheses about the manner in which motivation for education is
generated within the family. The second tests these hypotheses
against cross-sectional data that describe the educational accomplish-
ments of children in relation to the characteritgics and background of
their parents. Also in the second part, educational attainments of
families whose children are still in school or are preschoolers are con-
trasted with the families' Aucational aspirations. The third part
offers solne brief remarks the realism of parents aspirations for
sending children to coll

I. Motivation for Educational AttainmentA Model

The transmission of levels of education from parents to children
is impressive. If educational attainments are classified into three
broad roupsgrade school or less, some high school or high-school
diploma, and at least some collegethen almost three-fifths of spend-

ring unit heads report that they are in the same group as their fathers.
This implies that the distribution of educational attainments is
strongly influenced by the experience of the last generation; it also
implies a strong mechanism for transferring the values and accom-
plishments of each generation to the succeeding generation.

We believe that this transfer is accomplished via three routes: (1)
The motivation and values of the family create the atmosphere in
which the children are reared. (2) The material and career accom-
plishments of the parents serve to demonstrate to the children the
utility And importance of the parental values; the career failures of
the parents may motivate children to reject parental values. How-
ever, such rejection is a less powerful motivating force than the poi&
five accomplishments of parents. (8) The achievements of the
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parents influence the family income and assets, which become theresources for financing the higher education of children.
We cast these general notions into specific hypotheses about the re-lationships between the education of children and their parents' back-ground. For the most part values held by the parents are measuredindirectly by a set of indicators. Chart 1 illustrates the manner inwhich specific measures of the family's background relate to themodel we have developed. The left-hand column of the chart listssome of the more obvious influences as educational attainments; thereader can easily suggest others. The right-hand column indicatevariables that were measured in the 1960 survey and that might relateto the underlying influences on educational attainments listed in theleft-hand cohimn. In most cases the underlying influence is reflectedin more than one measured variablecultural norms stressing educa-tion would certainly be reflected in reference groups other than the

religious group shown in the chart Conversely, some of themeasured variables, such as race, are associated with several underlying influence on educationavailability of facilities, culturalnorms, and lifetime income levels. In short, the chart providescrude outline which .we shall elaborate on in the discuseion of ourfindings.

IL Factors Influewing the Education Actually Attainedby Children of a Cross Section of the U.S. Population
Educational attainments of the children of the family were meas-ured by the average 'lumber otgrades completed by living childrenof the had who were finished with school at the time that the familywas interviewed. This measure contains some downward bias : teen-agers who have already dropped out of school are included in ouraverage, while those who 'are continuing their education and willraise the average at some time in the future are not taken into con-sideration.'
Strictly speaking, the analysis of educstional attainments reflectsnot only demand for education but also the supply of educaticsalfacilities available to children of the respondents in our sample atvarious times in the past. Only if we MIMS that the supply ofeducational facilities will continue to imresse in much the same wayas it has in the peat can we extrapolate from the experience of thisgeneration of children in relation to the background of their pants.
Other seassros et ediseatlesal attalasosto night bane boss son sash* tor a sonelaborate analysis et lb* otrseturo of (Waal for allege plum Per *snip* as analysisllitereatlatIng betimes the attahuseate et girls an. bon would appear to bo extremelyneatul, ao then &post to be sibetuktial se is So aogiratloss tor odiseatIng saleand female ddidres. Another seed Olotlsodes wadi bo to Iliteresthite sharaotorlotleeet as vibes* omplet eoliego *WI taralles whew deems *Mr atiesdlodoleo tor 1 sr I nano
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A MODEL OF MOTIVATION AND EXPICRIENCE INFLUENCING THE
TRANSMISSION OF EDUCATION FROM GENIRATION TO GENERATION

11"

llowetisel dalavotioloote ejodeostiesel diskeeeente
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Average education attained by the children of respondents was re-lated to the indicators shown in chart 1 by a multivariate statisticalanalysis. Education of the spending unit head proved to be themost important factor influencing the education of the children. Intable '2 the relative importance of each of the indicators used to explaineducational achievements of children is shown by the rank of itsimportance based on the beta coefficient of the indicator. The beta
coefficient is a standardized measure of the size of the effect of theindicator on the dependent variable. It takes into account both thedifferences between classes of the indicator and the distribution ofthe population among those classe&

fiTaken together, the explanatory variables account for two-fifthsof the variance in children's completed education, as indicated by acoefficient of multiple determination, Rit of 0.414. On the average,children who are finished with school received slightly less than 12grades of schooling. The standard error of estimate of the result is1.96 grades.
Parallel findings emerge from multivariate analysis of parents' aspi-rations for educating their children of school age. Aspirations aremeasured by answers to two questions : "How much education do youexpect your boys to have before thdy stop going to school I" and "Howmuch education do you expect your girls to have before they stopgoing to school I" The questions were asked of all heads of spendingunits with children aged 20 or under. The answers were coded ac-cording to the highest level of education mentioned.

Table 3 shows that two-thirds of the parents of boys and more thanhalf of the parents of girls expect their children to attain some educa-
4The multivariate procedure is developed in The Desire end Analyeis of Eiperiments,by Oscar Kempthorne (New York. John Wiley & Sons, 1952. p. 91410). The procedureis completely analogous to a regression procedure in which each elalesifying variable shownIn our results is replaced by a set of dummy variables. (See "Use of Dummy VariablesIn Regression Equations," by Daniel B. Suits, Journal of the Atomerioest Btot.tiosl Asso-ciation, 52: 548-54111, December 1957, and "An Analysis of Wages and Salaries in GreatBritain," by T. P. Hill, Boononetrico, 27 : 855-481, July 1959.) The beta coefficients pre-sented in this article are the standardised regression coefficients which obtain if eachclassifying variable is scaled according to the adjusted deviations shown in succeedingtables..
The F-tests are calculated by treating the adjusted deviations auociated with eachclassifying variable as a one-way analysis of variance with unequal cell vises. The ratioof the variance explained by the adjusted coefficients to the variance unexplained by theentire multivariate procedure forms our estimate of P.
As the sample is clustered, sampling errors in the data exceed what would be expectedfrom estimates assuming simple random sampling. Clustering is not as likely to sleetthe significance of multivariate relationships as it is likely to increase the sample errorsof simple proportions and means. The consequence of clustering on the multivariateanalysis is that the significance levels shown for P in the text somewhat exaggerate thetrue level of significance. Nevertheless it is highly likely that all relationships shownto be significant at the 0.01 level are truly significant. The number of cases on whiskeach coefildent is based are included in the tabulations as a guide to the sampling errorof the coefficient
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tion beyond high school. These findings are roughly oonsistent with
other studies of parents' upirations for their children.*

TABLE E.Characteristics of spemling unit heads used to explain average
number of grades completed by children'

Charaderisties of the heads of spendhg units

Relative importance
ftnifirenee

(F-rath3)
Rank Beta co-

efficient

Education
Marano in oducatice of heads and wives_0=N of children
Narth-South migration
Need-achievement index sod attitude toward hard work
Peak serninp
moons preiereace and church attendance

=cot hh.th of eldest child
educatkal of Weft and fathers

Color
Urben-naral migration
As.

1

2
3
4
6
6

6
9

10
11
12
13

0.374
. 18T
. 153
. 122
. 114
. 104
. 098
.ON
.091
. 017
.
066

.037

I 211 02
I & 00
I 1. 75

6.96
& 47

1148
1.64

1 1 11
1.90

'3.03
1 3. 81

. 64

. 66

I Calculated *w spending unit heads who have children finished with school. Cases in which the edu-
eaticm of men was not ascertained are excluded. Oradea completed rear only to academie schooling
with "MUM °WNW considered 13 "wow doves." 16 Team; mortar's delfres

Significant ate probability levei of 0.01.
Bignificant at a probabWty is of 0.01.

TABLE SePercentage distributkm of vending units with girls or boys aged
20 or coder. according to the education level expected for them by their
parents

Education ievell expected by hoods of vending units
Index
values

Peroestale clatar

Girls Boys

Total.

Momentary schwa
=Moto:hoot

dipionsa_
diploma* plus noneollege training

no degree
Bachakir's degree
Advanced degree
"Don't know cc general responses
Not ascertainedd

Avenge grades of schooling expected (interpolated from mean value

Mean value of index

100 100

1
2
3
4

6
7

Percent of spending units with children 20 years of age cc younger

0
1

31
4

49

13.6
L8
as

1

1
4

aa
4
6

4111111111111=2=

14.3
& 1
40

EDUCATION OF PARENTS AND GRANDPARENTS

Wavenge education attained by the children, grouped according
to tliceduication of the spending unit head, is shown in table 4, column
2 Children of a head with no high-school training are likely to

*Roper censures that GS percent of children below 18 years of age are expected by
their parents to go to college. Bee Elmo Roper & Associates, Parente Oases Plasm
Stodgy; The ideciation Progreso' of the Pord P001114111014, 11159( ?), p. I. Data from
Lansing, Lorimer, and Moriguehit cited in table 1 of this chapter, show a similar figure.
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attain smne high-school training and children of a college graduatesoxne college training. The third column of table 4 displays the dif-ference between the average attainments given in column 2 and thegrand mean. These "unadjusted deviations" exaggerate the impact ofthe hed's education on the educational attainments of the children.The effects of incane, color, and other factors that are correlated witheducation are included in the averages shown. Persons with highincomes are likely to be highly educated, so that the deviations mayregister the greater financial ability of educated persons to send theirchildren to college as much as they reflect the tranfunission of ideasand parents' motivation for educating the children. Column 4 indi-cates the extent to which the children's education deviates from theavenge when effects that can be attributed to other factors are re-moved by multivariate adjustment. Thus column 4 is labeled "ad-justed deviationa" Column 5 shows the extent to which themultivariate estimates differ from simple tabulaticms of means. Thedifferences display the extent to which simple tabulations includeeffects that can be traced to other variables. Columns 2 and b willbe dropped from the remaining tables as the information in them caneasily be derived from the remaining data.

TABLE 4Average grades eespleted *declaim of citildres, by education athe voiding nit bead. sad thtvbitkom frees the greed nese et 11.82 grade*
Mar speeding unit heads whom Ur. finished school)

£' an of spooding unit brads
Number
at awns at children In

this group
(years)

Unadjusted
deviations

Loiminestka_............................ilealind. 0.0 0. I. .......ropsershseL
Ingb4shosi ptt» noo-

so degree
dsgres.dem-

$14
14.
12.01
11 111

1170
l& 00
14.70
14.73

Adjaptiod
deviations

Dillennes.
cob. $ sad 4

Devisdass es grades) from the grand mom at 11.0 gradiLI Dr461111111 Ou grades) from ths grand man at grsdis, with Mbar fosters atmtroiltbd by mukiveriateadjostsasig,

Unadjusted deviations are shown in subsequent tables becalme theymay represent the cumulative effect of a variable that is logicallyprior. For example, color is determined before birth. It affectseducation, occupation, and income; the unadjusted effects reflect thetotal impact of color on the educational attainments of children--an impact which is significant even though a good portion of theeffect can be attributed to other variables.
The educational achievement of children does not increase sys-tematically with every increase in the amount of schooling obtained
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by the head of the spending unit, High-school graduates with non-
academic or vocational training have children with relatively less
attainment than do those who are high-school graduates with no vo-
cational training. However, the vocationally trained have higher
aspirations for their children. This inconsistency suggests that the
attainments of children of the vocationally trained may rise in future
ye& ra.

The pattern of adjusted deviations in table 4 offers two in
results. First, it lends support to our hypothesis that maitation for
the Children to continue in school is directly related to the educa-
tional attainment of the parents. Children of more educated parents
attain more education than the average, even after the results are
discounted for the better economic situation of the family. Secondly,
the results indicate some regression of children toward the average.
Children of parents who did not finish grade school average some
high-school training, while children of college graduates average less
Utah 3 years of college training. For parents with college raining
this result was to be expected. Na all children have the ability to
complete a college course successfully, and okly a small proportion
of all children will continue after college with graduate work. The
net result of lees edt;:ation attained by a few lass able children

the average of the entire group below an average at-
tainment equal to the parent's college degree. The superior scam-
plishment of the children whose. education exceeds their parents'
grade-school training suggests that community influences motivate
children to complete a minimum education no matter what their
parents' background.

TABLE ILAverage grades of completed 'decades of &Um by the aircrew.
in educational attahursout of paresis; deviation' from the grand mesa of 11.113

grades
(Tor speadbig mit beads wboos dinar,* bare Illabibioi 'dwell I

Heads* sthaeodion soagssred with wites Number d
MISS

Adjusted
ViStkiall I

.

3+ lovels for dos wilt- C 1. N I. V
1 IreW has than wits 108 . 01 . 41
Same isvel as Ws. si0 . . to
1 le irol son lbw MIL 70 1.07 .00
S+ Irish ow ibis 'Ds V L 00 . 04

Cron at Mb ant
aro eft* dr divorced

w

s
00

.1$.a ...
-.11

I lavabo( oditodisa no dseasd as:
No adasstisa Opium, pin asessergo trebling
Ors& imbed eros
lirsr=sisked

Maoism =2
: Lev= '4 ZW7VitgrAdd=JP' idth odor beton essirolisd by multi-

meats adiustanot.
4 Haab et wadies ails Wade Imam wino busbowls aro not wont sod tar irbss ths ottsostional

stisimassis were est amtaised.
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The average education achieved by the children is also influencedby the educational achievements of the mother. The more educationthe wife has relative to her husband, the more education the childrenattain. Thus the education of both parents appears to stimulateeducation of the children. The adjusted deviations in table 5 suggestan asymmetry in the effect of differences in the parents' education.Where the wife has less education than her husband, achievementsof the children are impeded, but not so much as they are advancedwhen the wife has more education than the husband.*
Children learn from, and are motivated by, the experiences of theirparents We assume they also recognize the educational achievementsof their grandparents and use the experience of that generation tojudge the value of an education. In cases where the grandfatherhas More education than either parent, we expect children to achievemore schooling than the parents' education would indicate. If thegrandfather has less education than the parents, we should not expectthe educaticmal achievements of the children to be affected, althoughsome regression to the accomplishments of the grandfather wouldnot be surprising.

TABLE 6.Average grades of completed education of children according to thedifference in educatimal attainment of heads and their fathers; deviationsfrom the grand !titan o(11.82 grades
(For speeding unit heads whose children hare finished school)_

.

Education ofspeeding unit head compared with that of his father 1

\\
,

..-

Number
of (*se

rastOustrd
deviations I

Ade= I

Lower level than falba."
Same level as father
1 level more than father....
2+ levels mote than Whew

1

as
674
In
60

,

0 0
. to

109
2 61

o. DO- 02
27
11)...=041.

Levels of education used here wets: grade school er law ethic:elicit of father not ascertained, 1101310 high-school or high-school (110o/rut, 110t110 college or college deemI Dsviations (in grades) from the grand mean of 11.82 irides.I Deviations kin grades) from the grand mean oi11.82 grate with other factors oontrolied by multi ?trialsadjustment.

The multivariate analysis confirms part of our hypothesis. Headswho have less education than their fathers have children who arelikely to attain half a grade more schooling than the average (adjusteddeviation). Where heads have achieved more education than thegrandfather, however, both a positive and a negative deviation fromthe mean are shown. The negative effect could be interpreted as aregression of all children to an average level of education the positiveeffect could be interpreted as the transfer of the parents' extremely
By definition, certain tions of head's education and diftrenco in education of fthe bead and wits coutnot exist. Tor 'simple, with the levels used in this survey, it laimpossible for the bead to have an advanced degree and his wife to report sore .0 neationthan be. Also by the nature of the ddlnitiou, the two extreme groups on tie sealstypically Laclede wives or husbands with a high- school education or nom
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high mobility to their children. The cause of a combination of these
two effects is obscure.

Virtually iaentical results emerge from multivariate analyses of
aspirations for the education of younger children. The education
of both head and wife is positively related to aspirations, much &B

in tables 4 and 5. The relationship between the grandfather's educa-
tion and aspirations for children, unlike the result above, clearly indi-
cates a pattern of regression to the attainments of the grandparents.
Where heads have km education than their fathers., they aspire to
relatively high attainments for both boys and girls; herte the heads
have more education than their fathers, their aspirations are relatively
low.

OCCUPATION OF THE HEAD

Several interpretations of the relationship between occupation and
educational attainment of children can be developed. One possibility
is that the link between education and particular career lines is dem-
onstrated to the children through the occupation and success of the
breadwinning parent. Children may relate the ability of the parent
to attain high-status profemional work, as in medicine, to his educa-
tional achievements. This would provide incentive for the children
of professional and managerial workers to obtain more education
than children of unskilled laborert.

An alternative interpretation of the results is that occupation serves
as an indirect measure of the lifetime earnings of the family. Pro-
fessional and managerial workers are better able to afford college edu-
ction for their children than operatives or laborers. Some support.
for the latter interpretation comes from the fact that the occupation
of the head bears little relationship to his aspirations for educating
boys.

The differences between the adjusted and unadjusted deviations
shown in table 7 exhibit dearly the advantages of the multivariate
technique used to obtain the adjusted results. A simple set, of aver-
ages attributes differences to occupation that the muitivariate ad--
justment attributes to education and other dimensions. As a result,
the adjusted effect of occupation is substantially smaller than the
unadjusted effect.

SIZE OF FAMILY

The larger the family, the more demands upon its income for current
needs and the lees it can afford the double cost of sending children
to college and forgoing the income that they can earn. Therefore
we believe that the number of children born to the head should be

635106-42-4
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associated closely and inversely with the average amount of schoolingachieved by the children. Table 8 shows this effect clearly. The sameeffect is seen in the relationship between number of children andparents' aspirations for educating children.

TABLE ,7.--Average grades of completed education of children by occupation;deviations from the grand mean of 11.82 grades
Dior spending unit heads whose children have finished school.)

Occupation of spending unit heads 1 Number
of cam

Unadjusted
deviations'

Adjusted
deviations I

Professional
50 1. 00 O.33Non-self-employed manager or official 30 2.17 .7bSelf-employed businessman or artisan 02 L 04 . 54Clerimi and sales worker

100 1.11 .49Craftsman or foreman
234 .06 . oaOperative
164 -.. 46 -.14Laborer
219 1.36 . 56Farmer
104 . 75 .13Government protective worker
10 1. 33 .06Head has never worked or occupation was not ascertained 59 -. oe .131

1 For the unemployed and re fed, occupation refers to the type of work usually or formerly engaged in,Deviations (in grades) from the grand mean of 11.32 grades.Deviations (in grades) from t grand mean of 11.82 grades, with other !actors contiolled by multivariateadjustment.

NORTBSOUTH MIGRATION

We would expect children of mobile families to have somewhat
more education than children of immobile ones because mobile familieshave broadEir horizons and are probably more motivated to take ad-vantage of economic opportunities. The variable that indicateswhether the head of the spending unit moved between North and South
was included in the analysis to test this notion.

TABLE 8.Average grades of completed education of children, by number ofliving children of the spending unit bead; deviations from the grand mean or11.82 grades

[For spending unit heads whose children have flubbed school]

Number of living children of the spending unit head Number
of cases

Unadjusted
deviations '

Adjusted
deviations

1 child
2 children
3 as 4 children
5 or more children

-t
.

-.

.04

206
231
292
ZS

0. 76
.48
. oa

1.47

0.32
.23

-.07.54

1 Deviations (in grades) from the grand mean of lila grades.Deviations (in grades) from the grand mean of 11.32 grades, with other factots controlled bimultivariatejsdjustment.

The education o# ,children in families that move from one area ofthe country to aiAo.ther appears to be more advanced than would
otherwise be expeatid: Children of foreign-born parents and of par-ents who move out of the mouth achieve more education than would
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be expected on the basis of other characteristics of their parents.' In
spite of the additional achievement, a gap of almost iy2 years of
education remains between the education of children of migrants from
the South and the education of children of persons who have lived
outside of the South throughout their lives (see the unadjusted devia-
tions, table 9) . Children of persons who migrate from North to South
do not attain more education than is characteristic of the North,
but their attainments do not drop to the average level that is char-
acteristic of the South.

TABLE 9.Avorage grades of completed education of children by North-South
migration of the spending unit head ; deviations from the grand mean of 11.82
grades

(For spending unit beads whose children have finished school)

North-South migration of spending unit head Number
of oases

Unadjusted
deviations *

Adjusted
deviations I

Head grew up in non-Southern States:
Living in South 121 0.24 0. 07
Living out of the South 484 . 42 . 07

Had grew up in the Southern States:
Living in South 201 1. 54 . 54
Living out of the South 38 1. 02 . 05

Headotawsup in foreign ootmtry 7S .118 . 54
All 17 .oe . 16

I Deviations in grades) from the grand mean of 11.82 grades.
I Deviations (in grades) from the grand mean of 11.82 grades, with other factors °cottoned by multjvariate

adjustment.
I Includes poisons who grew up in more than 1 region of the country and pcsions whose region was not

ascertained.

NEED FOR ACHIEVEMENT

Parents influence educational accomplishment by the value which
they place. upon overcoming obstacles and succeeding in the face of

''difficulties. This value is termed the need-achievement of the parents.
An extensive body of literature relates need-achievement to success
in school, perception of relative remuneration available in jobs of
varying difficulty, and the objective opportimitie§ for getting ahead
in the world. According to psychological theory, this value is trans-
mitted to children at an early age, largely through early training of
the children in independence. High levels of need-achievement will
be reflected in the child's determination to coin te successfully in the
academic tests that permit entry to higher lev = t: of education. Low

Nearly half of the savants to the North are Negroes.
les The Actkievessost Motive by David C. McClelland, John W. Atkinson, Russell IL

Clark and =gar L Lowell, New York, Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1953 ; also "Some Social
Consequences of Achievement Motivation," by David C. MeCiellauid, in Nebrooka Rye-
*totem en Ifetivaties, DNS, Lincoln. University of Nebraska Press, 1966, p. 41-65 ; also
Addams**. 1/Wootton end Ooompatiessi Mektittp is tibe United Oster, by H. J. Crockett,
Jr., Ann Arbor, Mick., University Mieroilms, 1961 ; also "Race, Ntbnieity, and the
Achievement Syndrome," by Bernard C. Rosen, Auserioon flooleioriosi Ittiviato, 24 : 4T-40,
February 1969.
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levels of achievement motivation will be associated with a child'swillingness to get by with an average or the minimum requiredperformance.
Parents also motivate their children to educational attainment bytheir emphasis on working hard and their perception of success asthe just reward for effort. This value will determine the extent towhich the child feels effort pays off. Parents who feel that hard workbrings little payoff are in a number of cases members of minoritygroups. For this reason they may not encourage their children tomake the same effort as do parents who see the gates of opportunityopen to persons with ability and talent who fork hard.

TABLE 10.--Average grades of completed education of children, by the need-achievement index and head's attitude toward hard work; deviations fromthe grand mean of 11.82 grades
(For spending unit heads whose children have finished schoon

Need-echlevement index and beads' attitude toward hard work Number
of cases

Unadjusted
deviations 1

Adjusted
deviations $

Hard work is equal to or more important than luck;need-achievement index is
High
Medium
Low

Hard work is less important than luck; need-achievement indexia
High
Medium.
Low

Need-achievement index was not ascertained

190
334
169

34
100
72
40

0.96
.06.51

1.29. 96
1.20.28

0.32
.03

.25

.75

-.as
.26

1 Deviations (in grades) from the grand mean of II.62Deviations (in grades) from the grand mean of 11.tVelirades, with other begot controlled by multi-vadat. adjustment.

In this analysis we have used an index of need-achievement basedon the head's perception of the relative desirability of various occu-pations.' The index appears to make an independent contributionto the explanation of the level of education achieved by the childrenin the\family. Children of parents who score high on the index
* The index of need-achievement was derived from the following question : "We aninterested in how people compare occupations. How do you think moat people wouldfeel If a boy of theirs chose each of these types of work?'The occupations listed were carpenter, mail carrier, high-school teacher, doctor, book-keeper, auto mechanic. night watchman. bus driver, and drugstore owner.Respondents rated the occupations in five classes ranging from "not happy" to "de-lighted." In theory, persons with high need for achievement will differentiate sharply `infavor of high-reward, difficult occupations as opposed to low-reward, easy occupations;persons with low need-achievement will not differentiate as sharply in favor of the high-reward occupations and might even prefer low-reward, easier occupations. Therefore theslope of the relationship between the status-income ranking of the occupations and theratings which were given for each occupation should indicate not only the extent to whichthe respondent differentiates high-status, high-inconie occupations trout low-status, low-income occupations, it should also reflect the achievement motivation of the head. Theslope was calculated for every spending unit head and used as the basis for the threeneed-achievement index groups shown in table 10.
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'achieveluaceve more schooling than do children of parents who score low.
However, the head's attitude toward hard work as a means of getting
ahead in the world does not have as strong an effect as we had expected.
In spite of the belief that hard work is less important than luck in
getting ahead in the world, a small group of persons who score high
on the need-achievement index have children who perform well above
the expectation based on their parents' characteristics. The children
of this group attain more education than do the children of the group
who feel that hard work is more important than luat\ In the group
who think hard work is less important than luck and who fall in the
middle range on the needachievement index, the children have less
education than the average, and less than children of the group who
feel that hard work is more important. This finding is what we
wouldliave expected on the basis of our hypotheses relating attitude
toward work and educational achievement. For the remaining group
it cannot be said that attitude toward work makes any difference in the
educational achievement of children.

The adjusted deviations related to the need-achievement index may
reflect, as we suggest., differences in the early training and motiva-
tion that parents give to their children ; other interpretations may be
equally valid. The need-achievement index may measure the extent.
to which parents place high value on jobs that require substantial edu-
cation and low value on those jobs which do not. It may also meas-
ure the intelligence of the respondent In either case the same rela-
tionship to educational attainments would be expected.

The need-achievement index of the head appears to influence not
only the atkiintnents but also the rivirations of the head for educat-
ing his children. This finding suggests that differential expectations
provide one force by which high levels of need-achievement are trans-
lated into high attainments. However, the evidence does not support
the hypothesis as consistently in this instance as it does in the analysis
of completed education. Expectations for boys of parents who feel
luck is more important do not vary in relation to the need-achievement
index.

PEAK EARNING LEVELS

The maximum annual earnings received by the head of the spend-
ing unit were included in the analysis to measure the family's financial
ability to send children through college. Thou-gh the relationship
between level of peak earnings and children's education is somewhat
irregular, the deviations are in the expected direction high peak in-
comes are associated with more than average educationtl attainment.
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TABLE HeAverage grades of completed education of children by the peakearnings of the spending wit head; deviations from the grand mean of11.82 grades

Mot spending unit heads whose children have wed school)

Peak annual swains at spending unit bead Ntunbor
et oases

, - -
. . .

Adjusted
deviadoos 1,

-44%909

W60-61 90
$1,91042,90
$2,9104049
$00-47,40

9
990 and over

94

ad Dover worked_
lamina not emertainsd

J 21
30
W
17

176
224a
97
68

119

1.10
1.1.76

1. 61
1. OS.24

. 34
1. 03
1. 17

1.26.ea
)

O. 01. 3Il.x
. 32
.12.01
. Oe
. $7.W
.16

1 Deviations (In 6rs ) from the 'read mean of 11.13 grades.Dement.viations (in vadat) from the grand moan of 11.12 grades, with odor teeters controlled by outitivariateadjust

The failure of ,peak earnings to be more closely related to educa-
tional achievements can be ascribed to a number of conceptual andempirical factors. Peak earnings were thought to present the most
favorable measure of earnings for retired persons and others whose
incomes have declined since the period when their children were in
school. However, the level indicated by peak earnings reported may
be distorted by reporting errors; it may reflect atypical earnings dur-ing every brief period; and it corresponds with disparate relative
income positions for different cohorts in the sample. As a consequence,
peak earnings do not necessarily reflect, lifetime earning patterns andthe ability of the family to support children in college. Educationand occupation may be more closely associated with lifetime earningpatterns ( See tables 4 and 7.)

In contrast to the relationship between peak earnings and educa-tional attainments, the gross disposable income received by the spend-ing unit in 1959 is the second most important determinant of thelevel of education expected for boys." Its importance, however, is
considerably smaller with respect to girls. Once the other variables
have been taken into account, the level of education expected for
boys in spending units with incomes between $1,000 and $1,999 isalmost 1% index levels (cf. table 8) below that expected by heads of
spending units with incomes of $15,000 and over. The spread forgirls, however, is only halfas wide.

RELIGIOUS PREFERENCE AND ATTENDANCE
When religious groups are csiegorized wording to the differencein the average income level of their members and the proportion ofthe members that are college graduates, significant relstion*ip

* Gross disposable Iacono includes estimates Ineoine *Sidi the family was treathose production and the inmetod rental value eat its hose as wall as doe weal desseataof now beam, As asthma* of the wars Moral basso tax IMMO Is
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appears between the affiliation of the parent and the educational at-
tainment of the children. Children in families that attend church
regularly attain a higher educational level than do children in families
that attend church sporadically.

The relationship between the religious affiliation and the educa-
tional attainment of the children may be interpreted in a number of
ways. The scale of religious affiliation may provide an indication
of the ability of the parents to afford an education for their children;
the scale may also measure the degree to which a particular reference
group provides a standard of educational attainment which guides
the parent in educating his children. Alternatively the scale may
discriminate between different emphases on education among the three
major categories. Without further evidence, which is not available
in this body of survey data, we cannot say more about the validity of
these interpretations.

TABLE 12.--Averige grades of completed education of children by religious
preference and church attendance et the spending unit head; deviationu from
the grand mean of 11.82 grades

Mt spending unit heads whose tthildren have &slatted school)

Religions preference and church attendance of spending unit bead Number
of cases

Unadjusted
deviations 1

Adjusted
deviations 1

Family unit heads GI Catholic probeence, who attend church:
24 time a month or mow.
Ono a month or leo-

loftily unit heads of Protestant
rundamentAst Protestanto wrirsbattd church:

94 than a uath or more
Ono a so or Ism

Nowiroodansentalist Protestente who attend dwell:
24 times a month or owe
Once a month or ism.

Other religions poinemos reported

122
ao

211
1 so

166
213
43

.

r

0. 23. 38

. as
1. 31

.96

. 33

. 66
, , _

O. OS
.13

. 07. as

.24

.09
.OS

1 Deviations Oa graOse) boo the grand man 11.I2 grade&
Deviation an pada. troo the grand mean of 11.112 grades, with °lbw factors controlled by multiyariate

adnelegielon al mete et the Protestant faith was soneeted by tables in a study by
Bawd Laserwila ("ikon Factors Aseedated With Variations in Church Atte=8, Sada Pert"
119: 8111-114 May 1811). Protestants wen divided into two based on the average income and *du-
Cation se isembses el partied* sects. This 'PPM to coreepond closely to (loo-
tingellorasso aims. Protestant groupsse=by Lasenriti.

AGE AT Mai OF FIRST CHILD

Age of the head of the family at the birth of his eldest living child
was assumed as an indicator of the planning horizons of the family
and also of its ability to finance the education of the children. Fami-
lies Nyho had children late would have opportunities to save and to
earn income by having both the husband and the wife in the labor
force, while the presence of a child born shortly after an early mar-
riage tends at least temporarily to remove the wife as a source of
family income, at the an time that it places a burden on the
husband's income. Thus the variable employed in table 18 provides
an index of both the planning horizons of the family and its ability to
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accumulate assets for sending children to college. While the devi -tions shown in the table are not highly significant, they are sullicientlsystematic to support the hypothesis that the earlier a couple startsa family the less likely it is that their children will have a collegeeducation.

TABLE Is.Average grades.of completed education of children by age of spend-ing unit head at birth of first child ; deviations from the grand mean of 11.82grades

(For spending unit beads whose children have finished school)

Age of spending unit bead at birth of lit child Number of
Cases

Unadjusted
deviations '

Ad=
dev

......No "own" children 3
19 O. $9 9 O. 5Under 111
42 3.25 . 218-19
82 1.12 .42G-24

$44 . 26 .025-29
2 .4b . L310-39
166 . 76 . 140 and over
26 .14 .0

fjI Deviations (in grades) from the grand nsean of 1112 graders.Deviations (In grades) bun the grand mean of 1110 grades, with other factors centrolied by multivariateadjustment.
Includes heads with adopted children and those whose were inconsistent.4 Includes spending unit beads whose age at birth of 1st was not ascertained.

COLOR

Nonwhite children attained significantly less education than didwhite children.
The difference between the unadjusted deviation (-1.82) and theadjusted deviation (-0.52) for nonwhites implies that parents ofnonwhite children are more likely, to exhibit other characteristicsassociated with low educational attainment--for example, the parentsare poorly educated and have low-paying occupations requiring littleeducation. The adjusted deviations suggest racial differences in cul-tural values and in the availability of facilities, which account formore than half a grade of difference in educational attsinments. Theunadjusted deviations point out that the color differences produce a2-year average difference in the completed education of childrenbetween white and nonwhite groups.

TABLE 14.Average grades of completed education of children by color ofspending unit bead; deviations from the grand mean of 11.82 grades
(For spending unit heads whose children have finished school)

Color of spending unit head Number of
eases

.

Unadjusted
deviations 1

_A4justed
dev $

White
Nonwhite 206

134
0.21

1. 112
_,_

a 011. 82

I Deviations (in grades) from the grand mean of 11.82 grades.Deviations (in grades) from the grand mean of 11.82 grades, with other fatten controlled by inultivistateadjustment.
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Though whites and nonwhites have substantially different aspira-
tions for educating their boys, the difference is associated with dif-
ferences in the education, income, and other characteristics of the
two groups, as the adjusted deviations contribute nothing to an ex-
planation of parents' aspirations. The two groups agree more closely
in their expectations for educating girls. But when expectations are
adjusted for education, income, and other differences, nonwhites have
significantly higher aspirations for girls. This finding may reflect
the more strongly matriarchal nature of Negro society.

It is worth noting that nonwhites attained significantly less educa-
tion than whites, although aspirations for educating boys are identical
and aspirations for educating girls are somewhat higher among non-
white parents. The discrepancy between attainment and aspirations
may stem from the fact that heads of spending units whose children
have not yet finished school are younger than those whose children
have completed their education. Thus our finding is probably a con-
sequence of the improvement in the status and opportunities open
to the nonwhite that has occurred in this last generation.

RURAL-URBAN MIGRATION

On the average, persons who live in an, urban area obtain somewhat
more education for their children than those who live in a small town
or a rural area. The children of persons who migrated from farms
to the city attained somewhat more education than children of those
who never moved. Though these effects parallel the effects shown for
moving between North and South, they are so small as to be relatively
unimportant.

TABLE 1L--Average grade. of completed education of children, by rural-urbanmatze teApending unit bead; deviations from the grand mean of

(Tar mending unit heeds whose children have finished school]

Rural-urban migration ot spending unit head
1

Number
of oases

Unadjusted
deviations 1

Adjusted
deviations 3

Head grew up on farm; new fires
In rusal area_
In town 2,1100-49,069
In city akin or more

Head grew up in town or city; now lives
In rursl area_
IR town or city

AU ers $

2115
111
66

131
SOO
26

0. 97.77
. $3

. 23

. MI
04

O. 06-. 13
.17. 04
.02
08

DDrvilliatisaidons t p troftt:ttitgarfari =0;e1Nrjandestidtaawith other hefts =drawl by muldvariste
"Irs= pesos@ who env up In moos' pieces and persons for whom locality was not ascertained.
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AGE OF SPENDING UNIT HEAD
Age of the spending unit head was included in the analysis on the

assumption that older persons, who were educated in a period when
educational standards were lower than at present, might have less
motivation for educating their children than younger parents. This
notion is refuted by table 16. Apparently motivation does not vary
systematically with the age of the parent."

SUMMARY OF FACTORS INFLUENCING EDUCATIONAL
ATTAINMENT

Tables 4 through 16 confirm many of the hypotheses which were
sketched in chart t. The positive associations between children's edu-
cation and education of the parents and the need-achievement index
of parental values suggest strong underlying values stimulating edu-
cational achievements. Occupation peak earnings, age at birth of
first child, and number of children Probably derive a portion of their
impact on attained education from their relationships to lifetime earn-
ing patterns and the ability to pay for higher education.

TABLE 1LAverne grades of completed education of children, by age of thespending unit head deviations from the grand mean of 11.82 grades
[For apaodiag unit heeds whose children have finished school)

Age of spodine unit heed Number
of oases

Unadjusted
deviation' $

Adinsted
deviations i

30-111.
40-411
1044
55 or over

30
11111

467
MI

1.67. ii
. n

.off

--41.11. 19
.se
. 00

a Deviations (in Erodes) from the grand mean ot 11.112 grade&Deviations on vadat) from the grand mean of 11J12 grades, with other tatters controlled by multivatiateeditietinent.

III. The ReaLban of Educatiodal Aspirations
we know that almost every Americo' expects his children to finish

high school. This expectation appears to have become firmly estab-
lished as aminimum standard, one which contrasts sharply with the
fact that at the turn of the century only 7 percent of the children
aged 14 to 17 were attending high school. As we have seen (table 8),
however, more than half of the parents of girls and two-thirds of the
parents of boys expect their children to go beyond high school. Our

u The ra11 the deviation shows for the eider age groups follow from the tactthat them are the groups which imbeds nest of the meows who load their eklidna at aecamparatively eider age amid whose &Mires vest to college. The yousger pone, hidedsities, had their childireu early and' did sot used then to eollegu. Tina, seat at theelteet shows ter the saadjusted deviation fa attributed to do as of Os head at theL irth et his drat deli&
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study permits us to say a good deal about the characteristics of spend-
ing unit heads that will produce a high potential demand for higher
education in the future. Increasing educational attainments of
parents; increasing incomes; increasing proportions of the labor force
in professional, managerial, and other white-collar occupations will
lead to greater demand for higher education. This conclusion
emerges quantitatively from several pieces of evidence.

We have already commented on the remarkable increase in educa-
tional attainments and the close relationship between parents' educa-
tion and their children's academic training. Assuming that the step-
up relationship will continue to hold for children born to the present
generation, we can estimate than one-half of the next generation will
have some college experience.1*

TABLE 17Actual and projected educatien of Andras of spending unit heads
under' 35, according to education of the head and of head's father

Eduaatton of spending unit bead

Itucation at bead'~ lather (wont)

Some
high

school

No
Sams kir4a.

graduate-
Same maw-

Foust et all spending unit heads repro.
anted in tire tabulation._

X10

school
graduate

Sono
aollege Total I

100 100 100 100

14
*6
S4

4

1

$
22
0

23

a

I Winds heads whom education v not aserrtalned.
Bee 10110 census data an education of children in relation to Wpm' attainment and pro)ectians booed

an t data In Leak S. Oongert Jr., ch. 1 at Ws volume.

This finding is quite consistent with the Office of Education's projec-
tion that roughly 44 percent of all persons between the ages of 18 and
21 will be in college by 1970.16

A quantitative estimate of completed education of children in the
coming generation can be obtained from the multivariate analysis
presented in tables 4 to 16." For any one family we can estimate the

le The estimated tUrn of eduettlas is obtained by multiplying the proportions
In the "Some college" row of table IT by the proportions in the total column of table IT
and adding the products ; 1991 X 1414 +11416 x 21116 +NS x ns +as xaos:=48s.
iistinistss of the propertios who will be hIshireliool graduates or highirehool dropouts 61,

are °Malawi is do slums fashion.
ss As reported by 1Pbfitso H. Combs. "Aa Ilkosoadara Overvkr, of Higher !Mutation,"

in Finerseine Nigher gineetiess: 1H0-40, Dexter IL fir, ed., New York. McGraw-BM
Book Co., p. 15.

U The emanates are based es the assastptles that relatlowidps developed from diger-
elms between isdIvSleals la ernes settles relleet the tree impact of isdIvIthsatlos,
rather thas the psesIlar Input et blistery es dllterest meow In or maple. We blow
that Is the pepslatles et persess who have children Salaked with school, thaw* aro MOO
whose elseatlea was tantalite' by mind evade seek as the depreselee of the We aid

a
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average completed education of their children by selecting the adjusted
deviations appropriate to the particular characteristics of that family
and adding them to the grand mean. To estimate the average com-
pleted education of children of a group of families, we must weight
the averfge education obtained for each family by the number of
children in the family. We have calculated such a sum of weighted
averages for spending units with boys aged 20 and under. The aver-
age educational attainment projected is 12.1 grades. When this
average is taken together with our projection of the distribution of
education in the next generation, the result suggests that a large
proportion of the students enrolling in colleges in coming years will
not complete a full 4-year course.

Comparing projections of past experience with parents' expectations
for their children, we see that rises in parents' aspirations are roughly
consistent with the rate at which educational attainments have been
increasing in this country in the past half century. ,Clearly parents'
aspirations to send their children to college are a natural consequenceof their own experience and the desire to provide just a little bit more
education for their children.
World War II. If conditions and events differ :nark/idly in the nest 10 to lb Tears tronathose in the immediate past, or if colleges and universities change their practices mark-edly, the amount of education completed by the children who are now in school maydiffer from that estimated here on the basis of a cross sectional analysis of educationalat tainmen t

The estimates may be slightly high, as the families with boys under 20 years of areare somewhat more likely to hare additional children than the group with children whohave finished school. As estimateli of rerage births per married woman obtained fromthe "number of children" variable used in the projection agree closely with Bureauof the Census eittimates of the same statistic, the bias cannot be important



CHAPTER 3

The Need for Professional Personnel
Seymour L. Wo Moodi

THERE ARE the overriding forces operating in this country
which work toward a continued, and even an accelerated, demand

and need for professional personnel. They join, in the decade of the
1960's, to accelerate this demand and need.

GROWTH OF THE SERVICEPRODUCING, WHITE-
SOLLAR SECTORS

The first is the continued, evolutionary, structural change, indus-
trially and occupattionally, that contributes to the growth of the
service-producing, white-collar sectors of the economy.

As background, the longrange trend is summarized in table 1.

TABLE leOccupational distributimi of eiapicrfed population, United States,
Mk MC sad lre

Type al ooeupation

Pareact of employed population, by
year

TOTAL.

WHITS COUAJL

1970

100 100

42 ois

PT06011011111 and tedmioaL
Proprietary and managerial 7
Clerical and sales 10

\1111111111:1===
Burs Oomin_ rt

Skilled
Semiskilled
Unskilled_

Sian
Yam

12
14
11

10
31

1$
16
6

12 13

Bomar Bureau ad Labor Statiatiat, U.S. Department of Labor.

The persistence of these job trends has been emphasized in recent
years even with alternations in overall economic activity. Events dur-
ing the most recent recession are an example of these trends. In
March 1961 there were a million fewer factory workers on industrial

*Depot/ Assistant Secretary of the Department of Labor, and Director of the Office of
Automation sad Maniwirer
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payrolls than in March 1960. Yet total nonfarm employment actu-
ally Aso by 800,000 between those dates During that period, the
number in each of the major groups of manual or blue-collar workers
fell, but there was actually a million and half employment increase
among white-oollar workers, about me-fourth of which was ac
counted for by the continued growth among professional and techni-
cal personnel over the year. In summary form table 2 shows what
happened during this period.

TABLE 2.---Peremme eegairral is madam *month= grows, Mardi MI mad
MArCh 1.911

[In tafflianel

Wzrnt (=IAA

Ocru patios group

l ..... - -

Prokoidottal and tachnkial
M onagers, &Bolas_
CiacuraL sate_ _

Id um a. on aura mum
Craftsmen. Somme .
0 penal rye .
Laborers. *imp( bras and maw _

EtzavIct

Domestic,
Otbar.........

--- -- -
Mardi ten0 I /iab tilei

I.

. . ..... . .......

........ 4. -

1

I 0
9.0

11

it 11

11

11.0
12
&

11al

11 7

10
7it

14

1111.1
140twars: Moot* Report in tee aboo FVe a. March 11111. Degainsami of Labor, Waditniion, D C

INCREASE IN DEMAND FOR PROFESSIONAL AND
TECHNICAL PERSONNEL

Current projections suggest about a 40-peroent increase in employ
ment among professional and technical personnel during the
on top of a similar expansion in the 19501i. This expansion is by no
means an unrelated factor in the subject we are exploring. The wend
factor, then, is the very substantial rise in professional and technical
emplopient that occurred during the past decatk and that will be
followed by another significant upturn in the inumdiatii years ahead.
This emphasizes not mly the omtinued strong demand for profes-
sional and technical workers but also some of the pressure points in-
volved in meeting that &mend.

In the face of these anticipated demands, the current decade will
see an actual diminution in the number of persons in the working
population who are in the prim working age group 8644 years.
Many of these persons were born in the low-Ninth-ratedepression years
of the 1930's, and we are about to experiswe the impact of the events
of those years: We face an alnxiet unprecedented kind of manpower
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situationenormous numbers of young worker,, but an actual down-
turn in the number of workers in the age group 35 to 4-4. TM's the net
labor ftwee increase of 13.5 million during the 1960's will be distributed
as follows :

Are group P erottmi

14-24 47
M-34 18
&-44 -1

45 -64_ _="1.1.11.-.. ...... ....
05 and o ref.

!!!!!!.!!!!
91%)ta ! air ! MN, ......... ! 304

Since the smallest increaspa, and also, in fact, the decreaseR, are
going to occur ounong workers in agc groups that already have had
some career development and experience--age groups from which we
normally draw higher level professional personnelthe problem of
meeting the overall demands in the fields is a difficult One.

ACCELERATION OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE

The conjunction of an expected rutmtantial increaae in demand, with
a maw. unusual manpower situation on the supply side, is further
marked by the antkipated accelerated developments in technolggical
change during the 19601s.

Thus, our third factor ties the pkaage twether. The w1) e o e-
meat toward the white-collar, service-producing, professionally ri
anted structure in our economy is founded wl the tremendous increases
in productivity that have occurred in this country. Perhaps the best
way of putting this is to say that the great productivity advances of
the patit have placed us in the position of affording to have the ma-
jority group in our working population engaged in service-producing
gittivities rather than in goods-producing Boom As we are the
only country in the world in this position, there is nothing in the
offing that points to anything but a continuation of demands for serv-
ices which carry with them corresponding demands for professional
personnel, accentuated by the many thresholds we aepparently. are
scheduled to cross in dm) years immediately ahead.

We have entitled this brief summary statement "The Need for Pro-
fessional Personnel." But we began, in our very first sentence, by
talking about the "accelerating demand and need for professional per.
tonna" Anyone using, in juxtaposition such as this, the terms
"demand" and "need," makes overt his ambivalence, his hesitancy, his
real doubts about the course of events in the immediate years ahead.

By " need" we really mean our aspirations:---what we think ought to
take plite-411' are/aim-It and development, health services, teaching,
architecture, anl so forth.
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By "demand" we really try to convey, as best we can, our realistic
appraisal of what will actually occur, of how the needs will be tem-
pered by forces such as availability of funds, our actual manpower
situation, and our ability to utilize personnel effectively.

Obviously there are innumerable (and different) assessments of
"needs" for professional personnel. Just as each individual has a
standard of living to which he aspires and which he views in relation
to his actual level of living, so, too, are there- individual and group
differences in the matter of needs and demands for professional and
technical personnel.

It is a striking hallmark of our times that while there are differences
of the sort we have just described, as well as differences in how, and
in what mechanisms should be used, to bring demands and needs
togetherthere is a significant amount of accord on the propositiori
that we have a long way to go to fulfill the needs of our current and
projected population for the services of professional and technical
personnel. Perhaps this is another way of saying that the aspira-
tions, the expectations, of our society today are high indeed.

In the two following chapters an attempt is made, in a quantitative
and qualitative way, to underscore the needs and demands for selected
"professional personnel," "higher level personnel," "brainpower," and
so forth.

It seems to us that the twin keys to discovering what we are, after
can be desc d briefly as follows

The first the overriding factor of change, whether it be in factory-
systems manarioient, weaponry and space research, medical, diagnis-
tics, economic and statistical computations, or teaching techniques.
In these fields theory and practice have been subject to radical and
frequent changes and will surely continue to be. a

A

Under these circumstances, whether one talks of demands dir speeds,
the critical factor is the great necessity for more and more profegskstl
personnel who are endowed with the maneuverability, the ftlexibilitni
the adaptability to respond with creativity to the chtil! to whicli

.we have just refeired. This is the second key.
These46ro keys will open the door to an educational policy directed

to flexibility in training professional and technical personnel, and to
a labor-management policy directed to i; cient utilization of such
manpower. These policies, in combination, will enable us to match
"demands" and "needs" for such personnel.

44
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CHAPTER 4

Health Manpower: An Illustration
William H. Stewart, M.D.

AMONG THE MOST IMPORTANT educational needs is the need
for preparing workers in the field of health.

Early in World War II it became apparent that military demands
for physicians, dentists, and nurses posed a serious threat to the health
of the civilian population. So serious, indeed, that several remarkable
educational innovations came about,. Medical and dental schools
accelerated their programs, so that the school year was shortened to
9 months, and five classes were graduated in the 4 years 1942-45. At
the same tine substantial Federal funds were invested in the cadet
nurse program, which with scholarships increased enrollments so that
the number of nurses graduated rose from 27,000 in 1943 to 41,000 in
1947.

By the war's end, most peoplApparently assumed that demobiliza-
tion would provide the civilian population with enough health workers
and the emergency programs were abandoned.

To the more critical, however, it was apparent that the problem
was not to be so easily solved. Increasing population and increasing
use of health services pointed even then to the need for expansion of
training opportunities. A series of studies, including those of the
National. ecurity Resources Board in 1951,1 and the President's Com-

, mission on Health Needs of the Nation in 1952' pointed to :a coming

(,41.1erency.gi
The Nation's .increasihg need for health manpower is. related to

three major phenomena: growth of the population and change in its
age diitribution, increasing use of medical and hospital services, and
changing patterns of medical practice aid specialization.

It is expected that the population of the United States will exceed

Chid, Division of Community Health Servieee, Public Health Service, U.S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare.

2 Rusk, Howard A., Medicine, Mobilisation and Manpower, In Medical /Iduoation is the
United State. mod Osteade, 1950-61, pt. Proceedings of the 47th Annual Congress on
Medical Education and Ucensure. Reprinted from Journal of the dowries* Medioal Asso-
oistioss 147 :131 -199, Rept 9, 1951.

9 U.S., The President's Commission on the Health Needs of the Nation, Building America's
Health: vol. 1, Pladitios mad Reoommessdatiesse, 1952 ; vol. 2, America's Heath Status,
Info and Reoseroas 1953. Washington, DX.
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235 million by 1975an increase of 55 million over the 1960 popula-
tion. The number of persons under 15 is expected to increase by
almost 20 million ; the number over 65 by 6 million.

The National Health Survey has found that people aged 4L5 and
over have more than twice as much illness and disability as those
under 65. The also have more physician visits and more hospital
care. Young children, too, receive more medical care than do adults
in general.

Thirty years ago the average person saw a doctor two or three
times a year; now the annual average is five visits. Since 1940 the
rate of admissions to general hospitals has increased from 74 per 1,000'
persons per year to 184 per 1,000. There is every indication that the
factors that are bringing about the wider use of medical services,
including improved economic and educational status, increasing urban-
ization, and extension of hospital and medical care insurance, will
continue to increase the demand for medical services.

Changing patterns of medical practice will be discussed later in
this chapter.

PHYSICIANS

In the United States today there are approximately 260,000 physi-
cians. The ratio of physicians to population has risen only slightly
since 1930 (table 1) . We now have 7,500 graduates a year, a number
that is not adequate to maintain the present physician-population
ratio during the next 15 years.

TABLE LSupply of physicians (doctors of medicine and doctors of osteopathy)in relation to population of the United States: selected years, 1911-61"

Year

Number of

Phittna. "gra.
1930
1940
190
1980
1981 (estimated)

1910
190
190
190

111.111miruDOND NI1981 (estimated)

Sete per MON
population-

I U.8. Depertment of Health, Educed"
Beek [published in s number of seetionst
Bee. 10. PirisleW Ale, TTAII
also unpublished estimates_ by the PPuritereetialtaI U.B. Department of Health, Ed
General's Consultant Group on Medics,
Washington. D.O.. 19110.

and W Pedalo Health Serviajlesseew Beam
t2 . ,

Dentists, and Protarniowd Nurses, Mt
PIM Pub. No. Ilk Washington, D.C.;

Barwick
watt enseattleroZegre Health Service, Report Of the Baryonftr Ore.** America, rini Pub. No. 7010,
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There has been considerable discussion of the question of the pres-
ent and future adequacy of supply. It has been maintained, for
example, that better organization of services will make for more ef-
ficient use of the physician's time, that more hospitalization and less
home visiting enable the doctor to see more patients in a day or a week.

The statements are indeed true. But in general appraisal of the
picture, two major problems are often overlooked. First, the physi-
cian's workweek now averages 60 hours, with a general complaint from
patients: "Doctors are too busy . . . we'd like to talk more, to tell
them more; we'd like them to explain more; to listen more." And,
secondly, with more and more specialists, relatively fewer physicians
are in private practice, specially in general practice.

A major change in medical service has been the increased employ-
ment of physicians in hospital service, teaching, research, industry,
administration, and other types of institutional practice. Since 1931,
while the population has increased by about two-fifths, the number of
physicians in these types of service has more than tripled (table 2).

TABLE LChange in type of practice of physicians (M.D.) and in total popula-
tion of the United States: 1931 and 1959

Number

1931

Percent +e

bkreame

Total population_

Physidana:
Total-

In vate practice
In tal service, teaching sr administration..
In IP Government service
Not In practies

124,10, 000=======
156 406

134, 274
12.000
3.661
6, 981

176,142.000 42

61

100, 592 20
47,661 278
17,619 X13
10, 317 72

1 U.B. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health Service. Heath Mespower &we
Dag [published In a number of sectional. Sec. 10, Phyvicianet Ap, Type of Practice, and Location, PBS
Pub. No, XI, Washington, D.C., IOW

Changes in patterns of serviee.--For personal health services, the
civilian population of the United States now has a physician-popula-
tion ratio of about 100 per 100,000 population. Is this enough, too
little, or too much! The best yardstick we have is the experience of
medical groups that offer comprehensive care on a prepaid basis.
These groups, which attempt to meet the health needs of the members
and wlich have the advantages of organization and auxiliary help to
make the best use of the physician's time, now utilize the services of
from 1 to 1.25 physicians per 1,000 persons.

These groups do not provide care to patients with long-term merited
Muss, and they have a lower-than-average proportion of persons

Mayes, Herbert IL "What does the doctor dot Much. What does the patient wants
Mon." Jovr*si of the Asserlose Nodded Assoolitiato 117 1364-1367, July 12, 1958.
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past 65 years of age among their members. The experience of these
groups strongly suggests thit we do not have enough physicians in
private practice to provide adequate services to the entire population.

Other needs are apparent. In the past year particularly there has
been much concern over hospitals' unmet needs for interns and resi-
dents, who combine obtaining educational experience with providing
substantial amounts of medical service. Even the present use of some
9,500 graduates of foreign medical schools in our hospitals has failed
to meet this considerable need.

Mental hospitals are notoriously understaffedtheir present need
is for more than 3,000 physicians.

It is estimated that over 25,000 physicians are spending all or part
of their time in teaching or mearch. There are increasing demands
for physicians to serve on medical school faculties, and the need for
physicians for medical research is a critical factor in the growth of
such research.

Health departments and other health agencies are seriously handi-
capped by their inability to secure needed physicians for their staffs.

All of these findings taken together suggest that the present ratio
of physicians to population is less than adequate. And yet the present
outlook is not for an improvement but for a worsening of this picture.

To maintain merely the present ratio of physicians to population
would require 335,000 physicians in 1975-11,000 more than we expect
to have. To reach the level of 335,000 we must by 1975 increase the
number of our medical school graduates to 11,000-3,500 a year more
than the present number.

Medical school facilities.There are 86 medical schools in the
United States. Of this number, 83 offer the full 4-year program;
3 are schools of the basic medical sciences, offering only the first 2
years of medical education. Most medical schools are fairly small;
the average number of graduates is 100 a year, with a range of from
50 to 175.

The 6 schools of osteopathy graduate an average of 75 students a
year.

To secure the capacity to allow an additional 8,500 graduations a
year will require both expansion of existing schools and creation of
new ones. The best judgment today seems to be that present schools
might handle another 1,000 students per class, but that another 20
to 24 schools must be established.

This is a task of great magnitude. Medical schools require both
a substantial physical plant and a substantial operating budget. A
school with 100 students per class, with a typical program and an aver-
age-sized research program, requires a basic science building which
will cost not less than $5 million, and probably considerably more.
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It must have a teaching hospital of 400 to 500 beds. If it builds its
own hospital (and most schools find this necessary), there will be a
capital outlay of $10 to $15

Operating budgets average about $2 million, with tuition providing
only 17 percent of the income of private medical schools and 9 percent
of the income of public ones.

Expanding the Nation's capacity for providing medical education
is a slow process. After the initial steps in establishing a medical
school have been taken, the graduation of the first class of students
requires a minimum of 8-10 years. For this reason, long-range plan-
ning is an overriding necessity.

Length of medical school training.The medical school curriculum
requires continual reevaluation. Not only must it encompass the
growing body of knowledge concerning diagnosis and treatment, but
it must also give more emphasis to the preventive and rehabilitative
sectors of modern medicine and to the preparation of the student for
practice as a member of a health team in the community. Such de-
mands on a curriculum that already requires a length of time greater
than that of any other profession will necessitate inspired approaches
to medical teaching.

Almost every student enters medical school with a bachelor's degree.
After 4 years of medical school he enters a hospital for a 1-year intern-
ship and usually remains another 2 or 3 years for residency training
in a specialty field.

Serious attention is now being given to the possibility of shorten-
ing this period of training and of bringing the study of the humani-
ties and of science into some better relationship. Several schools are
experimenting with some combination of the last year or two of the
undergraduate program with the first 2 years of medical school.

Others are looking at the relation between the last 2 years of medi-
cal school and the hospital internship and residency in an attempt to
make the clinical experience both shorter and more meaningful.

And perhaps more important is the growing realization that most
medical education is not directed at the basic and growing need for
more family physiciansfor the practitioner who does not only con-
sider a disease entity, but is able to serve the patient as a person. Pro-
grams training physicians to attain such broad competence are rare
today, and nothing is more sorely needed.

DENTISTS

Though the supply of physicians has just kept up with the popu-
lation growth, the supply of dentists has shown a relative decrease.
Between 1930 and 1960 the number of dentists per 100,000 population
(includig the Armed Forces) dropped from 59. to 56 (table 8).
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TABLE S.Number of dentists in the United States in relatkon to pordatione
selected years, 193040 1

Year Numbs of
dentists in
the United

States

Numbs, at
dentists

1

1930
1940
IWO
1980 (estimated)

n,108
81,e
88, VG

100, 000

U.S. De
ipu

see.
Rosh

10, Ph
also unpu

mont of Health, RdneatIon, and Welfare, Public Health Service. Mali Mamma. kimireeIn number of sections). Sec. 9, Ph Dentists, and Professional Nuns', 19*bgbceidans' Aire, Type of Pretics, and 1 PHS Pub. No. Mr Washington, D.C.:estimates by the Public Health Service.

At current training rates, the number of dentists as projected will
rise from 100,000 in 1960, to 118,000 in 1975only 50 per 100,000
persons.

Many of the same factors pressing the demands for medical care are
evident with respect to dental service. These include rising standards
of living, greater sophistication as to the value of health services, ex-
perimentation with prepaid dental service. There is urgent demand
for dental school faculty and for research workers.

Again using the maintenance of present population ratios as a
minimum goal for 1975, we find a need for increasing the graduation
rate of dentists from 3,200 to 6,200 a year.

Dental school faellities.There are 47 dental schools in the United
States. All of these offer a full 4-year program. Even if present
schools substantially increase enrollment, another 20 dental schools
are needed if we are to secure the needed 3,000 additional graduates a
Year.

NURSES

While the number of graduate nurses has steadily increased both
absolutely and relative to population, there seems to be no diminution
in the demand for more nurses. With 500,000 nurses working today,
hospitals now have an estimated 20,000 vacant positions. In many
nursing schools, teachers are needed. Public health nurses cannot
be found to fill many existing community positions. In recent years
the number of nurses graduated each year has stood at about 80,000
a number equal to about 4 percent of the 17-year-old girls in the popu-
lation (table 4) .

In recent years two significant changes have taken place in nursing
education. First is the substantial increase in graduates receiving
the bachelor's degree, more and more considered to be a requisite for
supervisory and teaching position& The other is the great increasein the training of practical or vocational nurses, much of it as part

ti
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of the Safe vocational education programs, which receive substantial
Federal support through the U.S. Office of Education. These 1-year
programs are making a major contribution to meeting nursing needs.
Their rapid and continuing growth stands in marked contrast to the
training picture for most types of health workers.

TABLE LeNumber of nursing-achool graduates, 1952 and 1958

Type of oouree

Graduate nurses

1052

20, 016

Baocalaureate or master's degres 1. 908
Diploma-3-year course X720
Associate degree-3-year mass 398

Pranks' or Irooattocal nurseeusttally 1-year course 6, 000

1956

X410

3, 671
Z. 314

426

12,407

Boma: U.8. Department of Health, Identical, and Weltare, Public Health Service, Division of
Norstug, Tub About Nursing. =published data.

But even these expanded training programs have not met existing
need& With the expectation of considerable increase in the number
and use of hospital beds, with the sharp rise in the number of nursing
homes, and with new emphasis on home nursing care for the chroni-
cally ill, there is every indication that we must continue to expand
our capacity for the education and training of nursing personnel.

STEPS TO MEET NEEDS

To provide even for maintaining present levels of supply of health
manpower in relation to population over the next 10 or 15 years will
require vigorous action by the educational institutions concerned, by
Stae and regional authorities, by voluntary groups, by the Federal
Government, and by others.

At the institutional level, steps are being taken to expand existing
medical schools and to establish new ones. Since 1950 seven new
4-year medical schools have been established. If the goal Of the
Surgeon General's Consultant Group on Medical Education--20 new
medical schools by 1970--is to be reached, however, the rate of estab-
lishment over the next decade must be three times as great as it was
during the previous one.

There has 'recently been extensive experimentation with the medical
curriculum at such universities as Western Reserve, Johns Hopkins,
Cornell, Stanford, Boston, Northwestern, and Wayne. Comprehen-
sive family-care clinics, interdisciplinary approaches to teaching, inte-
gration of basic medical science courses with college premedical
coutseethese are some of the new developments in the medical educa-
tion curriculum.

An important trend in the organization of medical education is
the increasing development of the medical center. A medical center
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is an integrated administrative complex within a university, optimally
including a medical school, affiliated hospitals, and associated health
education and health service programs of the community. The medi-
cal center can train physicians, dentists, nurses, public health special-
ists, and ancillary medical personnel with more efficiency than can its
components working separately.

State action.On the local, State, and regional levels, steps taken
to expand medical education include provision of financial help by
the various levels of government The report of the Surgeon Gen-
eral's Consultant Group cited the variation in State outlays for medi-
cal education and showed that these outlays are not uniformly related
to the fiscal capacity of the States.' The distribution of States by
support in relation to personal income in 1957-58 was as follows:

Estimated amosyst of SW. god local payers's/Iasi nipped of mafiosi Mutation pa t10000
personal 1100104

Total reporting

40 cents or more
25-39 cents_ __
1-25 cents__
None

Member oj
Stake

48

8
11

20
9

Another contribution that is being made on the State and regional
level is planning. Regional groups such as the Southern Regional
Education Board, the. Western Interstate Commission on Higher
Education, and the New England Board of Higher Education have
undertaken broad evaluations of training capacity in terms of the
total health manpower needs of a region. These agencies have recom-
mended establishment of needed schools and sugl ;oved general geo-
graphic locations for them. They have also served as channels for
the interstate flow of funds for the support of medical education.

Voluntary support.--SApport from voluntary sources has been
substantial. In 1957-58 the American Medical Education Foundation
for the National Fund Medical Education, the Commonwealth Fund,
the Ford Foundation, and various other organizations, as well as indi-
viduals, contributed an estimated $33 million to medical schools in
gifts, grants, and endowments. But contributions from nongovern-
mental sources, even if greatly increased, will not sufficiently finance
the needed expansion of medical education.

inereating the supply of medical and dental students.---If the capac-ity of medical and dental schools is to be expanded, will there be
enough qualified applicants to fill the places? Many schools are re-
porting that they are hard pressed to find enough acceptable students

a U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health 'Service, Report ofthe Surgeon Gesena' Consultant Group on Medical Education, Pleyeiciasa for GrowingAmerico, PHI Pub. No. 709, Washington, D.C., 1059.
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today. That the average quality of medical school students has
declined is suggested by the fact that the percentage of first-year
students failing or withdrawing in academic difficulty is almost half
again as high now as it was in the early 1950's,

Medicine and dentistry are professions that offer substantial pres-
tige and a high-income level. .But they have become professions
which few persons can afford to enter unless they come from families
with relatively high incomes, or have wives who can work to provide
substantial financial assistance. Forty percent of medical students
come from families with annual incomes that exceed $10,000. Even
with their parents' support and their wives' incomes, 40 percent of
married medical students owe over $5,000 at graduation and 17 percent,
over $10,000.6

After he finishes his undergraduate education, the medical or den-
tal student looks forward to another 4 years, which will cost on the
average more than $10,000. And for the medical student there will
be an additional 3 or 4 years of hospital tniining in which his income
will be less than his expenditures.

Although substantial fellowships amounting to $2,000 a year or
more are available to many graduate students in other fields of biologi-
cal and physical science, little such aid is available to medical and
dental students. In the last 10 years the number of Ph. D.'s in the
physical and biological sciences, in which scholarship aid has been
more plentiful, has increased at a much faster rater than has the
number of medical graduates. (See chart.) It is apparent that such
aid is essential if medicine and dentistry are to secure the needed
recruits.

Federal aid. --On the Federal level several agencies now provide
educational and training opportunities for heakh manpower. The
Public Health Service, the Office of Education, the Office of Voca-
tional Rehabilitation, and the Armed Forces have programs through
which many students are educated at some stage of their health serv-
ice careers. The National Defense Education Act student loan pro-
gram provide§ much-needed financial assistance to many students.

To increase the output of physicians and dentists, additional Fed-
eral aid has been recommended for the construction of medical and
dental education facilities, and for sch9larships to medical and dental
students. Federal aid may be necessary also for expansion of educa-
tional opportunities in other health oceupations.

Legislative proposals now before the Congress would provide
matching funds for (1) the construction and expansion of facilities

Ibid.
Association of American Medical Colleges, study of financial problems of niedleal

students, May 1959. Unpublished.
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MEDICAL GRADUATES AND PH D.'s: 1920-58 AND ESTIMATES TO 19701
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for schools of medicine, osteopathy, public health, and dentistry;(2) scholarship aid for students in schools of medicine, osteopathy,and dentistry; and (8) limited educational grants to the schools.No comprehensive study has been made of needs for Federal assist-ance for the training of graduate nurses. In May 1961 the SurgeonGeneral appointed a consultant group, similar to that on medicaleducation, to advise him of needs in this area.
For practical nursing, a very effective program of Federal aid isnow in operation. Federal funds for this program amount to $5 mil-lion a year.

SUMMARY

The national need for an increased production of health personnel,particularly in the key professions of medicine, dentistry, and nursing,is being In' creasingly recognized.
Today a great deal of attention is being given to exploring waysto meet the need, including planning for new and expanded schools

I Prom Pkiefoitsas for &lowing Amorke. U.S. Department of Health, lliducation, andWelfare, Public Health Service Report of the Burgeon General's Consultant 'Group onMedical Education, PHI Palk No. 709, Washington, D.C., October 1959. p. 17.
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in the health fields, for curriculum experimentation, for student re-
cruitinent, and for both private and public financial assistance to the
school&

E; Two of the major problems faced by the universities that are con-
sidering expanding or establishing schools of medicine and dentistry
are: (1) meeting the great cost of providing the requisite facilities,
and (2) attracting enough well-qualified students. Legislative pro-
posals before the current Congress aim to solve these problems. Such
legislation would do much to stimulate and amidst educational institu-
tions in their efforts to respond to the Nation's need.
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National Requirements for Scientists and
Engineers: A Second Illustration

T hostas I. Mills*

OUR DEFINITIONS of the profewisions of scientist and engineer
are not precise. Frequently we find the scientist, enga4-red in

the applied work one traditionally associates with the engineer. Con-
versely, growing numbers of engineers are found in scientific rwearch
laboratories where their skills are in demand both for science applica-
tions and for basic research in many scientific fields. More com-
plexity and further definitional problems are added when one at-
tempts to trace growth over time.

Rather than attempt to refine our definitions so that they. mIght
become more precise instruments (comparable data would not be
available in any event), it is convenient to consider the professions
as consisting of rather broad spectra. The probission of scientist
is broadly concerned with the further development and extension of
the subject matter of science. The engineer is more likely to be
engaged in the application of known scientific principles to practical
economic problems. In each profession will be found some personswho in terms of training, interests, and kind of work performed
are closer to persons in the other profession than to those in their
own. All of this is to say that the professions are closely akin,
find satisfactory criteria for classification are few. At the fringesof these groups are technicians in science and engineering, whose
knowledge of scientific principles is generally more limited.

GROWTH OF THE SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING
PROFESSIONS

Bearing in mind that precise definitions of "scientist" and "en-gineer" are not available, I am presenting here estimates of the
general magnitude of growth in the United States of the professionsof scientist and engineer.

Program Director for Scientific Manpower, National Science Foundation.58
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From these data it will be seen that from 14)00 to 1959 the number
of scientists is estimaUNd to have increased 75 times, and the number
of engineers '20 timm For dentists, this is equivalent to an increase
of mory than 7 percent compounded annually since 1900; for engi-
neers, an increase of more than 6 percent. During that period the
number of all profeasional, technical, and kindred workers increase
about six times, while the total population of the United States W

increasing le ffi than 2.5 times, As tesmous as our statistical data
are, especially for the earlier years, the conclusion seems clear. The
rates of growth of these proftsions are so large that even a ver:y

'considerable margin of error would have little effect on the relative
picture.

WORK ACTIVITIES OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
It is well known that Re ientists are principally engaged in research

and development, production operations, or college and university
teaching. Relatively smaller numbers are employed as managers,
writers, and consultants. Engineers are most likely to be employed
in production operations, although large numbers are engaged in
research and development and in management. Table 2 shows esti-
mated percentage distributions of scientists and engineers by type
of work.

TABLE 2..Wert activities of sckentista and "newer* in the United States,
1960, perceatage dktribution, by typo of work

Pertle igar"fiaLI
nrile porePatioN Skinitieta Dmiserre

100 100Total

Production 23 40
Research and &velopment 43 30
Teaching 20 2
Management and administratin 5 8
All other r 9 20

souses: National Meats Poundatios eethasitee, developed trio® numerous Foundation.opocieceed
surve3ril at Industry. college awl universities* end Govornmraat, and ft= the Foundation*, National Reg"
War of Motile sad 'Nehalcal PossosaeL
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EMPLOYMENT PAIVRNS OF SCIENTISTS AND
ENGINEERS 4

The typii% of employers of scientists and engineers reflect the
locations in which their york is done. With the growing emphasis
on research and development in industry, business establishments
now employ more scientists than do either governmental or educa.;:
tional institutions. The greatest number of engineers have tradi-
tiontilly worked in private industry. In 1960, 88 percent worked
industry. Educational institutions, principally colleges and univer.
skies, are the second largest employers of scientists, and Govern-
ment is next. This relationship is reversed for engineers, Ivho are
employed in larger.. numbers' by the several levels of Govertiment
than by educational institutions. Only 2 percent of engineers are
employed in educational institution.

Estimated percentage distribution of sci (arid engineers, by
type of employer, appear in table 3. Percentages given.aie approag-
mate only and should not bi considered precise values.

a" .4),..

TABLE 3.9Employment of scientists and engineers ip the United States, 1960,
percentage distribution by type of e4nployer

, diabibutios ctf.
7174 of eta scientists EstignallTotal 100 f-,) 100

Industry
Educational institutions...
Government.............
All other

00 a. NM MD Mr MD MI. ma a. .0 1M. ea aM OM so. 00 ow *I.

Is MII ea my RM. MI m es I .....
50 83
25 2
20 14

5
Souncs: Natignal Science Foundation estimates, developed from numerous Foundalfon-seossoredsurveys di industry, colleges and universities, and Government, and from the Foundatios's National Reg-ister of Scientific and Technical Personnel.

FORMAL EDUCATION OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS
As is true of other professions, fornIal higher education constittites

the main part of the preparation of siientists and engineers. There
sre still considerable numbers- in these professions will:lout the con-
ventional baccalaureateparticularly in engineering---%t these are
becoming theexception. To a largixtent these numbers may reflect
the fuzziness of the definitions of ientist and engineer rather than
constituting a gubgroup of these prof :k Se It is agreed itt any event
that 'professional workers without any formal higher education in
these fields are relatively few and the number will grow progressively
smaller as higher levels of training are sought and demanded for
professional recognition.

Graduate study is increasingly required in these professions. Per-
. fr

41
Orb
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sons with graduate degrees in science, which are traditionally asso-
ciated with college and university teaching, are found in increasing
numbers in industry and Government. In some fields of science a,
doctorate is bicoming a requirement for full professional recognition.
Data reported to the National Register of Scientific and Technical
Personnel show that about 40 percent of the scientists registered in
it hold a doctorate, and another 25 percent a master's degree. Scien-
tists included in the Register are, however, more likely to be :11 : ged
in reseirbh or college teaching, fields traditionally associa s with
graduate degrees:.

The baccalaureate is more likely to represent the highest degree
held by engineers than it is by scientists. But in engineering too, more
emphasis is being placed on graduate study. More graduate students
are now enrolled in engineering than in any of the basic science
fields, and the number of doctorates conferred each year in engineering
is now exceeded among the science fields only by the number con-
ferred in chemistry. At the present time probably no more than 1
to 2 percent of the engineers hold doctorates; another 7 perent or
more have a master's degree. F about 67 percent of the engineers
the baccalaureate is thii highest d held.

Table 4.gives estimated percentage distribution of the highest de-
grees held by scientists and by engineers. Each level is a broad spec-
trum that includes not only scientists and engineers who have com-
pleted the minimum qualifications for that level but also those who
have progressed almost to the next level. It is noteworthy that more
than two-thirds of the engineers without degrees are estimated to
have completed 1 to 3 years of college.

TABLE 4e-Education of scientists and engineers in the United States, 1960,
Percentage distribution by highest degree held

ifighai dere* kekt

Tbtat _ __

t7

Pen:enter disfribution
&Maids linfissera

100 100

Doctoratel , 1 25 1
Master's degree 35 7
Bacealaureatq r 85 67
No degree 5 25

Bounce: National &WC. Foundation estimates, developed from numerous Foundation-cxesored
surveys of industry, colleges and universitis, and Government, and from the Foundation's National Rsgo
later of Scientific and Technical Personnel.

FUTURE" DEMAND FOR SCIENTESTS AND ENGINEERS

Estimating future demand for any Occupation with an acceptable
amount of precision is far from an exact science. Various methods
have been developed to project future demand (or; need) for pro-
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fessionally trained manpower in order to arrive at the kinds of data
required to establish sound peYsonnel policies and reach necessary
decisions on educational facilities. Among these methods are the
following:

Projection of occupation--population ratios.For some occupa-
tions demand estimates are prepared by assuming a desirable ratio
between the number of persons in a profession and in the
total population. The ratio may be such as to maintain the current,
relationship. Or the ratio may be arbitrarily placed above or below
these current ratios, after account is taken of developments in the
utilization of and the need for these professional services. Given the
population projection and the ratio, the occupational estimate is
readily derived.

Summation of job opportunities.Sometim estimates are made
of the demand for workers by summing up in ormation solicited from
large employing groups reporting present job opportunities----those
filled as well as those unfilledand employer expectations regarding
opportunities for employment in a period ahead. The effect of.this
method is to diffuse the responsibility for an estimate among em-
ployers, who are believed to have information on which to base a valid
judgment. To provide a reasonable guide to estimation, the defini-
tions of job opportunities need to be carefully standardized and con-
sistent assumptions followed.

Projection of occupational trends.The historical growth rates as-
sociated with an occupational category are sometimes projected on the
assumption that the underlying economic and social factors responsi-
ble for the observed historical trend will operate more or less in the
same way in future years.

Projection of occupational developments and economic growth.
A number of estimates of future requirements have been made that
establish with few or many variables the complex relationships that
existed in the past between the occupation and other economic or
social phenomena. One fairly simple relationship often applied is
that between growth trends in an occupational category and changes
in the groom national product. An industry-by-industry examination
of the numbers required in an occupational category for a given change
in value of production is illustrative of a more complex method of
projection.

Projection of needs based on criteria of desirable levels of profess-
'lona 'servioss.--Estimittes of needs for professional services and of
manpower to provide these services have at times been formulated.
These estimates do not attempt to define the magnitude of the market
demand for an occupational group, or of employment prospects di-
rectly rather they set out to define what the number of persons in
an occupation "ought" to be in order to meet certain desired objee-
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tives, as, for example, in scientific research, faculty staffing, or direct
provision of professional services to individuals and to industry.

Anzily8is of the demand.Although we area long way from the
development of adequate tools for accurate projection of market de-
mand for persons with specific types of professional education at
current or even projected salary levels, historical relationships be-
tween output and occupational demand an be used to yield an
approximation of such demands. Moreover, detailed analysis of
labor market requirements helps to demonstrate the nature of prob,
lams emerging even if it does not yield a precise set of numbers
of persons required in each occfpational category. For one thing,
such analysis serves to emphasize, at least in the case of scientists
and engineers, the importance of the Federal Government in the
demand-supply equation. Currently the Federal Government pro-
vides about 60 percent of the more than %13 billion expended each
year on scientific research and development, one of the principal activ-
ities in which scientists and engineers are engaged. Additional scien-
tists and engineers in large numbers are employed in the production
of military hardware items or in the administration of Federal science
programs. Federal activities thus account either directly or indirectly
for a frlarge, although unknown, proportion of the employment of all
scientists and engineers.

The Federal Government plays a far less important role in the
training of scientists and engineers. Although there is little Federal
financial support of elementary and secondary school education, the
Federal Government indirectly is a strong influence for science educa-
tion. At the college and university level, increasing amounts of Fed-
eral funds are providing support for students, faculty, and facilities.
Federal funds are especially important in the graduate schools, where
large amounts are devoted to providing fellowships, research and
instructional equipment, and research assistantships, principally in
the science and engineering disciplines.

Whatever methods are used, projection of demand for scientists and
engineers displays unique, problems. These rapidly expanding pro-
fessions are outgrowing many past relationships. Data permitting
the measurement of these relationships are scanty and time series
information is even more limited. Lack of precision in the occupa-
tional definitions again poses a problem. These limitations upon
the estimating process are stated here not to discourage projection,
but to suggest that any estimate derived should be regarded as a point
within a range, rather than an exact statistic. .

It has been shown earlier in this chapter that the number of scien-
fists has been increasing by over 7 percent compounded annually since
1900, and the number of engineers by more than 6 percent. If these

486105-42---4
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-rates continue through 1970, there will be an indicated requirementfor about twice as many scientists and engineers as were employed in1959. (This estimate assumes that the number employed in the pasthas been equivalent to the number required.)
Growth of demand at about this magnitude is indicated by a Bureauof Labor Statistics study prepared for the National Science Founda-tion, and published in 1961.' This study, entitled "The Long-RangeDemand for Scientific and Technical Personnel, a,. MethodologicalStudy," extrapolated employment to 1970 on the basis of the pastratios of scientists and engineers to total employment, industry byindustry. The findings were then reviewed and adjusted in the lightof recent developments suggesting some modifications of patterns ofemployment. The final estimates show about a 90-percent increasein the number of scientists and engineers needed over 1959 levels, forWa total of a little more than 2 million by 1970?

As crude as these projections may be, they appear reasonable.They are in line with trends over the past 60 years, when relativelylittle public attention was paid to science and engineering. Withinthe past decade science has generally been identified as important toeconomic growth and military security, and we may expect that thisemphasis will continue for the next decade, in view of the state of thecold war. 'it may persuasively that the projections aremore likely to be low than high in the light of our national under-takings. For the purposes of this discussion we will use the Bureauof Labor Statistics estimates-550,000 scientists and -1,485,000 engi-neersas an approximation of requirements by 1970.

IMPLICATIONS FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
Our national labor force contains no unutilized reservoir of trainedmanpower adequate to meet national requirements of the magnitudenoted above. The requirements will have to be met through traininglarge additional numbers. In view of the educational qualificationsrequired for acceptance in these professional groups at presentcollege and often graduate educationthe burden of training ade-quate numbers falls largely upon the Nation's colleges and universi-ties. Thus, the need for scientists and engineers beconles translatedinto a requirement for the higher education necessary to producethem.

The colleges and lmiversities at first glance would appear to be ina position to provide-this training. Total enrollments in con anduniversities are expected to rise from 8.6 million in 1960 to prehaps7.0 million by 1970.1 For a somewhat smaller enrollment, the num-ber of earned degrees in 1969-70 has been estimated to include a littlemembimmaimmmorm....ftweir

a Boo Louis IL Conger, Jr., eh. 1 of this publication.
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over 700,000 bachelor and first professional degrees and about 18,000
doctorates./ A second look raises some doubts as to whether higher education
will achieve this task. The overall estimate of expanded college
enrollments represents actually the number of qualified students wisk
ing to enroll, provided colleges can admit them. ("Qualified" is
meant in the sense that this group represents students of approxi-
mately the same levels of ability as the students colleges have ad-
mitted in recent years.) In question is the ability of the coil:: :1/4: to
absorb an average of 800,000 more undergraduates each yr.,:,r for 10
yearsan annual increase of almost 10 percent of present enrollments.
Will additional faculty and facilities be available to provide higher
education to so many without sacrificing quality I

Even assuming that ; I enrollment of this magnitude can be
commodated, it is not attain that scientists and engineers will be
produced in the volume required. A requirement of 1,485,000 engi-
neers by 1970 implies an increase in engineering baccalaureates from
the 38,000 engineering degrees granted in 1960 to an average of about
80,000 a year over the next 10 years, when both additional require-
ments and replacements for death and retirement are taken into
account. The decline in freshman engineering enrollments since 1957
has alretcly fixed the number otengineer baccalaureates at fewer than
40,000 per year through at least 1964. At this rate engineering
baccalaureates will have to average more than 100,000 per year for
the 6-year period 1965-70 to meet the estimated requirement. This
seems impossible.

Even the assumption that a quarter of tko new engineers will enter
the profession without a degree d not links it a simple matter to
meet the estimated requirements. nder this assumption more than
70,000 new baccalaureate engineers would be required on the average
during the years 1965-70, in view of the smaller 1961-64 classes.

Requirements for scientists present a similar problem. The 550,000
scientists required by 1970 implies an annual average of more than
30,000 nev scientists trained per year over the next 10 years when
allowance is made for replacement of normal attrition. If no more
than 25 percent of them are doctorate holders (the prespnt permit-

11, age), doctorates in 13cience shoiild average about 7,500 granted per
year over the next 10iwears. Currently fewer than 6,000 doctorates
a year are granted in ill sciences and engineeriv combined. Ac-
cording to present trends, science doctorates conferred should reach
about 10,000 per year by th;) end of the decade. It wottld appear that
the -present proportion of scientists with the doctorate can be main-
tained and might be increased slightly. A substantial enlargement
°fedi. proportion' of scientists with doctorates does not appear likely,

.1

however.
gos
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MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS
Although analysis of ,the projected requirements, in engineeringparticularly, suggests that these requirements cannot be met by heoutput of higher education, the jobs will not remain vacant,. Thevacancies of one year cannot be realistically added to those of the nextyetir to arrive at a cumulative number of vacancies. Personnel willbe fc:iund to fill most of the positions; unfortunately, the workers willbe less broadly trained than is desirable. (Some of them, of course,will be baccalaureates in fields other than that usually associated withtheir positions. For example, science baccalaureates will be foulid inengineering jobs.) Generally, the effect may well' be to substitutemore narrow, on-the-job oriented training for the broader educationassociated with institutions of higher education. The scope of thischapter does not extend to comparing the relative merits of the broadand the narrow systems, but for the training or professionals it isusually believed the systems should be complementary rather thancompetitive or exclusive.

Educators have set forth the dimensions of the problems facinghigher education in future years. The tasks and the challenge areherculean. Additional resources are needed to expand college anduniversity facilities and to recruit and retain the teaching staffs re-qui dunder present standards. Even greater resources are requiredto el:; ate the quality of education so that the responsibilities of thecolleges and universities foie training scientists and engineers may bemet.
To use most effectively and efficiently the sources that are allo-cated for higher education, there must be more widespread applica-tion of some of the methods that are now applied in only a limitedoc experimental way.
More nearly complete utilization of educational plant throughlengthening both the school day and the school year gives promise oftraining larger numbers in a shorter time,4 Continued attention totechniques for selecting students and more attention to retaining themwould be especially valuable if together they reduced the 40-50-percentrate of loss in undergraduate study. Utilization of faculty is a topicalways approached with trepidation. Yet it is the single most im-portant one from the standpoint of quality of training. The toolsthat extend faculty teaching skills, such as the various forms of visualaids; the recognition of inSruction as thOrimary mission of higher.education ; and attention to teaching loads are among the areas whereprogress frequently can be made with limited' re4mrcee. Finally amechanism by which the student body can be apprised of the oppor-tunities and challenges of the different professions would do muchto bring the supply more nearly in line with prospective requirement&
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CHAPTER 6

Human Capital: Concepts and Measures
Marg hmus Bowman

I. Prefatory Remarks

THE
PAST FEW YEARS have seen a rising interest in viewing

education as an investment and in attempts to assess the role of
education in economic productivity and economic growth. There
are of cOurse many approaches to this set of problems. One
in detail at the particular kinds of education by ce
groups of people in order to ascertain how this education affects
subsequent productive roles, at the same time comparing these results
with the associated costs. At the other extreme, one may take a
global approach that attempts to assess the aggregative costs of edu7
cation and the Atggregative impacts of education on the economy.
Aggregative analysis may ixti viewed a4--providing a picture of the
wide setting within which the more detailed studies take their place.
Between these extremes there are of course many possible variations,
just as there are also variations within the detailed and the global
approaches.

This chapter was written fol professional economists, but it is
nonetheless relevant for those who make educatiogal policy. It is
concerned with the theory and measurement of "human capital,"
which are basic to Any attempt at assessment of aggregative aspects
of investment in education. There are-a number of different concepts
of capital, and throughout this paper the importance of choosing con-
cepts and measures appropriate to the particplar problem is stressed.In most of the discussion "human capital" is defined as one or another
variant of education "embodied" in the labor force.

Analysis of human-capital concepts and measures is necessary as
a basis for proceeding to consideration of four inwortantilueetions:

1. What have been the total human-capital inputs into the pro-
ductive system, and how have these affected national outputs, that is,
gross national product, over a period of time

Research associate professor la nosoakies. University of Chicago. This article wasfirst published u a contribution to the Pertibrift for Pretousr Joke* Aherstos, entitledMesV hp .4 Makdalliv, C. W. K. Gleerup, Lund, Sweden, March 1981. Itis tied here with only minor changes except for the addition of the prefatoryreisarlis mead to readers who may be specialists in education rather than Is econesalas.

89
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2. How large a part of society's productive resources has been putinto formation of human capital over the past, and how has this
compared with what has gone into investment in physical capital?3. What rates of return have been realized from investments inhuman capital (in college education, high-school edueation, and soforth) For example., $12,000 inveted in a college education willadd some (empirically observed) amount to average earnings during
a man's lifetime over 400 above what he would earn if he terminatedhis education with completion of high school. Taking into amountthe time pattern of these additions to his annual earnings, what rateof interest on the $12,000 investment is implied ? The $12,000, merely
assumed here, is the human-capital measure needed as the base towhich the additions to the earnings stream are then related.

4. Looking ahead, how may past, present, and prospective aggregate
investments in formation of human Mpital be erpected to affect the
stream of national product in the future'? Putting this in anotherway, one asks first what is the productir potential embodied in thehuman -capital stock, how' is this distributed among the various agecohorts, and how is it changing through time? How will these facts
be reflected in the size of the contribution human capital will maketo gross national product and in changes in the magnitude of that
contribution over coming decades? Questions of this kind are espe-
cially important in situations that are rapidly changing. For exam-ple, the fact that a large percentage of the educated populations ofnewly developing countries are young makes a big difference. Bycontrast, a very different situation has arisen in Israel, where the new
immigrants have educational backgrounds far inferior to those ofearlier settlers and where the most highly educated people are dispro-
portionately in the older age 'categories.

The concepts and measures of human capital that are appropriate
in analyzing these various problems differ considerably. Two primarydistinctions are important (variations of detail aside).

First and most important is the distinction between capital viewed
as A store and capital as a current input into production. As a store,capital is something from which a stream of future yields can flow,and its value depends on both the size of this flow per year and theperiod over which the flow will persist. For example, a new college
graduate with a prospective 45-year earning life ahead of him is morecapital, u a store, than the 60-year-old college graduate whose futurelifetime income will be less. On the other hand, looking at the educa-tion embodied in these men in terms of its contribution to productionin 1961, that is, Re a capital input, there is no such difference in theircapital values. (For the moment, both the differences in the quality
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of education received by the younger and the &der man and the
effects of longer experience on the earning po*er of the older man are
ignored; such problems will be considered later.) The "effective cur-
rent stock" concept introduced in this paper is a measure of capital as
an input. Some such measure is the appropriate concept, and indeed
the only appropriate concept, for analysis of the first of the four basic
questions posed above. This is true whether physical or human capital
is involved, even though empirical measures.of physical as well as of
human capital as inputs have heretofore been lacking. On the other
hand, questions 2 and 3 call for a concept and measure of human
capital as a store. Question 4 requires use of both a store and a pro-
jected input measure.

Second, there are the distinctions in methods of weighting. A year
of elementary schooling is not economically the same as a year in
college; adding these together to get an estimate of aggregate human
capital requires some weighting system that will give greater impor-
tance to the college year than to the elementary-school year. But
there are two quite different points of view from which the relative
importance of the elementary-school year and the college year may
be aa3essed. One of these is a comparison of their mspective costs.
The other is a comparison of their respective values in what they may
contribute to the productive potential of the individual. In either
case sonie unchanging system of weights is needed for most purposes.
For example, costs as of a Particular year or earning increments as-
sociated with education at a particular time (say 1950) may provide
the weights. These are "base-year" weights. The distinction between
base-year cost and base-year yield weightings is often an important
one. Cost weighting focuses on the resources used in forming human
capital and is clearly the appropriate type of human-capital concept
for use in dealing with questions 2 and 3. On the other hand, weight-
ing in terms of base-yeat yields attributes to each component in educa-
tion an importance commensurate with its productivity potential as of
the base year.' (An educational administratolin my course eco-
nomics of education suggested that this might be called measurements
in "ED's.") Both base-year cost and base-year yield weightings of

.capital as an input have a legitimate place in attacking question 1, but
the use of the one or the other implies a difference in the nature of the
question itself. A base-year yield weighting is appropriate to question
4, provided an assumption that this weighting will have continuing
vitlidity is legitimate. However, empirical estimations appropriate
to question 4 involve problems of quite a different order from tlipse
that arise in connection with the first three questions, and adequate
treatment would require another long paper.
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II. The Treatment of Quantity and Quality in Measuring
a "Unit" of Human Capital

An implicit elementary concept of human capital has long been at
hand in economic writings, primarily in the context of analysis of
economic growth. Subsistence-fund theories that regarded mass con-
sumption as the fueling and maintenance of the human machine areclear examples.' However, until reoently human capital has been
measured only as an undifferentiated number of men. In fact, any-thing verging on explicit treatment of human beings as capital wasfor a long time in disrepute.'

Meanwhile, the basis has been laid for an explicit concept of human
capital that attributes different quantities of this capital to individuals
with different productive capacities. Attacking Marshall's narrower
concept of capital, which excluded human capital by definition, Fisher
presented an all-inclusive theoretical analysis in which capital was any
stock, physical or human. Then came a host of studies of national
income or product and physical capital formation, of productivity
per worker or per man-hour, and of physical capital-output ratios.
The inadequacy of physical capital and employment or man-hour series
in explaining growth in the national income has directed attention in-
creasingly to an undefined "third factor" that explains Cho rise in
outputs relative to inputs. Recently there have been some attempts
to give this third factor a more respeictable status, whatever it may
be called. The popular label seems to be t, interpreted as "technologi-
cal change" in so broad a sense as to include the growth and spread of
knowledge'and know-how in the population by whatever processes.'In fact, t includes changes of all kinds in the capital stock embodied
in men, physical and "mental," and; also changes in the efficiency of
physical capital and economic organization and structure. Picking

a In this connection, see Mary Jesn Bowman, The Consumer in the History of EconomicDoctrine, Americo* 11001.0443 Review, 41 : 1-18, May 1951.
During the Interwar decades there were sporadic treatments of the concept of humancapital, but these were not integrated into any major stream of economic thought and weretherefore relative: abortive. Examples are : J. R. Walsh, Capital Concept Applied to Man,Qtawtorly Jowl's" of 1100140.8.408, 49 : 255-2S5; February 1935 ; and Louis 1. Dublin andAlfred J. Lona* The Money Value of s Mos, New York, Ronald Press, 1980.*Examples are work by Animist and Bjerke in Norway and by &low in the UnitedStates. Bee 0. AukTust sod Juul Berke "Real Capital in Norway" In Income and Wealth,Berko VIII, International Association for Research in Income and Wealth, London, Bowes& Bowes Put:Maher*, 1959, p. 80 ; and Robert M. Bolow, Technical Change and the Aggm-gate 'tidos reaction, Rookno of Reossesetos sad litetiatice, 89 : 312-320, August 1957.Het Chapter it Edward F. Denison, Tko Hourou of iloolsooado Growth tes theUsit Wee, Committee for Economic Development, SupOementary Paper No. itJan 19S2.

the put decade authors of the income and 'wealth studies sponsored by theNati Berme at Illeonornic Reyearch have ma& recurrent ratereness to the wed forecasnination of investments In the human factor, though none at than has yet publishedanything on measurement of human-capitatformation. Most it net al a the meat itsto meow* offsets of education on eemornie growth in the United States him bun eftM:made by Prot. Theodor* W. tiebsits of the Univondty a Chicago or annulated by bine
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up this theme, Schultz has attempted to isolate and measure in cost
terms one major component of this change in human capitalthe edu-
cation embodied in persons in the labor force,

Writers on physical capital have pointed out that in a dynamic
world, cost and yield perspectiveo are quite different both conoeptu-
ally and in measurement resulo. Also, appropriate concepts and
measures will differ according to whether concern is with ( 1) a.s.t7lessing
eapital formation as part of national product R regult---41r (2) pro-
ductivity studies that futv capital measures a$ indicators of resource
inputs--a eatme. In the latter context the usual concepts of capital
stock and new capital formation (cost or yield weighting aside) are
not the most suitable ones"; instead, a measure of a type I am termini;
"effective current stock" is wanted. Thus, measurement of changes
in stock involves three general concepts within each of which there
may be a further variety of concepts and measures: groso capital for-
mation, net Capital formation, and changes in effective current stock.

One of the major problems, which has been widely digcua9K1 in
connection with gross physical capital formation, is the treatment of
quality versus quantity. However, a quantityt focus does not mean
that education or physical capacities embodied in human capital muet
be relegated to the "quality" sphere, leaving measures of human capi-
til in their old undifferentiated form of population or labor-force
counts. Let us consider for the moment education only, treating edu-
cation embodied in human beings as synofiymous with human capital
merely to avoid awkward terminology. A measure of education em-
bodied in persons in the labor force can be used to convert. this
particular quality into a quantity, still leaving changes in-the produc-
tivity of a unit of education in the quality cattagory. The educational
component of human capital then becomes a specific independent ari-
able., comparable with physical capital and labor-force measures in
analysis of economic growth.

Conceptually, units of human capital defined in the limited sense
of "education embodied in the labor force" may be theasured in a num-
ber of ways, all but one of which have at least approximate counter-
parts in the identification and measurement' of units of physical
capital. These units are

A. Number of school years (with or without adjuitments to sehool-year
equivalents in terms of numbers of days of schooling per year)"

B. Efficiency-equivalence units.

Tor Mal* ese Theodore W. Schulte, "Mduestion and Econmele Growth" in National
Society for the Study of aducation. Nelabn B. Henry. Bd., Part laigooiel Toes IsOftestoist
Asterisms iideostion, Mt, University of Chicago Press. 1061.

S in* ant tion of school year' to my knowledge was discussed in C. Arnold
Anderson and Mary leas Bowsnaa, wadocational Distributions and Attainment Norma,"
is In set Popelet4os Oforrsss, Rome, 1,641 see. 2T. ilowever. the bens of that
paper was as dbettibutlem at schooling and Identilicadom of the location sad luspoPtales

latscastliate esesgstiss serum Tbs aggrigatsewere sot and to measure Maas capital
ss seas
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C. Base-year lifetime earned incomes.
D. Approximations to tutee-year real costs.

1. Real costs as consumption forgone.
2. Real costs as inputs of labor effort (or time) and gavings.

E. Approximations to current real costs.

A. NUMBER OF SCHOOL YEARS
A simple aggregate of school years or school days embodied in

the labor force provides a proximate measure of total human capita]
that has no counterpart with respect to total physical capital, the
components of which can be added only through some kind of money
valuation. However, this would give the same weight to a year (or
a day) in college as to one in elementary school. Hence, some
system of weighting may be desirable. In any case, only when
cost or yield-value weights are used does the measure of human
capital become comparable to measures of physical capital.

B. EFFICIENCY-EQUIVALENCE UNITS
Measures in "efficiency-equivalence" units (not to be confused with

base-year yield weightings) incorporate productivity changes in the
measurement unit. In the case of 'education this would involve
weighting years of schooling obtained at different limes (or in dif-
ferent schools) in terms of their productive contributions. For ex-
ample, if the high-school education of 1960 turns out students whose
lifetime productive capacities exceed those of the 1940 graduates
by, say, 20 percent (after adjustments for effects of postschool
experience), the education embodied in a 1960 graduate would have
a weight 120 timbs that embodied in a 1940 graduate; in efficiency
the 1960 graduate is the "equivalent" of 1.20 graduates of 1940.
Such a weighting would be analogous to measures of physical capital
in which new capital goods are valued in terms of their base-year
productivity equivalents; this is the some as weighting by base-

. year costs of 'turning out capital of equivalent productivity, pro-
vided base-year ratios of cost to productivity for various kinds of
capital are equal (that is, capital markets are in equilibrium). If
the purpcse of measurement is assessment of changes in productive
capacity, such an approach is appropriate; changes in the quality
of schooling have been incorporated in the measure. However, if
it is productivity relative to ultimate inputs that is of interest,
efficiency-equivalence units are clearly inappropriate.

C. BASEGATEAR LIFETIME EARNED INCOMES
Measurionent in terms of base-year lifetime earned income, does'

not build changes in productivity or quality into the definition of
a xmit.of capital. Such a measure is very different from the producp.
tivity weighting involved in elliciency-eqiiiraience units. In the cue

ir
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of physical capital, base-year market price approximates capitalized
lifetime yield, which tends to be equated also with production costs..,
Thus, to the extent to which competitive equilibria are approximated,
the distinction between base-year capitalized income and base-year
cost measures of physical capital (see D below) tends to disappear.
This is not the situation in the case of human capital, which is not
sold as capital and has no market price. Taking a market view
of the value of new human capital requires explicit (not merely
implicit) estimation of the value of lifetime earnings. If the con-
cept is confined to the qucational component, this becomes the value
of the increments to lifetime earnings attributable to education. But
market forces do not equate costs of new human capital and its
capitalized expected itcome to the degree to which this occurs in
the case of physical capital. \. Regardless of the interest rate used,
if any, in discounting, empirical evidence shows that these yields
vary by levels of schooling.:

If a broader concept of human capital is wanted, one that includes
noneducational components, measurement in base-year lifetime earned,
income units is the most convenient and probably the only feasible
approach. A classification of human capital by education categories
would in this case include people with no education, a group excluded
when human capital is narrowly defined as educational capital only.
When human capital is defined broadly, classification by education is
of course only one of many possible ways of disagregating the total
into components with distinctive income characteristics, but it is one
of the most useful.

For a discussion of stabilities and instabilities in lifetime-income differentials by educa-tion level in the United States since 1939, see Herman P: Miller, Annual and Lifetime
Income in Relation to Education : 1937-1959, American Econoshic Review, 50 : 962-986,
December 1960. Analyses of lifetime incomes according to education, as evidenced in 1956
census data, are presented In Paul C. Glick and Herman P. Miller, Educational Level andPotential Income, American S041140109iCai Review, 21 : 807-312, June 1956 ; and in H. S.
Houthakker, Education and Income, Review of Economics and fitatistics, 41 : 24-28, Feb-
ruary 1959. Houthakker estimates capitalised values of both pretax and postta,x incomes
at age 14, without discounting, and using several discount rates. Under the auspices ofthe National Bureau of Economic Research, Gary S. Becker is currently completing an_
intensive study of rates of return from education. A brief report of some preliminary
lindings appeared in his article, Underinvestment In College Education ? Americas Eco-
nomia Review, 50: 846-854, May 1960. An earlier study by Milton Friedman and Simon .Kusnete sets forth the basic methodology (Income Prom Independent Professional Practice,
New York, National Bureau of Economic Research, Publication No. 45,1945).

sThough he did not identify his series as a measure of "human capital," Hendrtek's
weighting of man-hours in each industry by average base-year hourly wages In that industry
Involves an *Quit:neat of the human-factor input measures that would be similar to a
base-year income measurement of human capital if higher wage industries employed higher
quality labor. However, high hourly wages are often associated with irregular and
seasonal employment (as in the building trades), or dangerous and disagreeable working
condition (as is mining). A breakdown by industry has no very direct AllatIon to human-
capital formation as such. Using edneatios Instead of industry categories focuses on the
significance of changes in the human factor itself rather than the locus of Its employipent.
SW John W. Kendrick, Preduetivfty Treads: Capital end Labor, New York, National
liureau of Geode Research, Occasional Paper 58, 1956, and his Productivity Trend* inthe United States, Princeton University Press, 1901.
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Choice of discount rate in measurement by base-year lifetime earned
income is an arbittary matter, and there is much to be said for
simply aggregating lifetime earnings without discounting.' How-
ever, this does not imply merely adding up average incomes at each
age as they appear ill census tabulations of incomes by age and
education. The desired lifetime figure is expected total lifetime earn-
ings, and these are affected by mortality and other withdrawals
from the labor force. The same procedures that provide capital-
consumption estimates in the measurement of net capital formation
provide the basis for base-year lifetime-income estimates of gross
capital formation.

D. APPROXIMATIONS TO BASE -YEAR REAL COSTS

Regardless of whether future earned incomes are discounted or not,
any valuation of human capital in base-year lifetime income units
may be regarded as an expression of quality differences in quantitep
Live terms; however, prior and subsequent changes in quality within
an education (or other) category are excluded. Cost valuation of
the educational stock embodied in the labor force goes further than
this in the quantitative direction. Basically it goes back of the edu-
cational oomponents to 'measure the resources that produce them.

differtinces in quality or from one °dura-
tion category to another are excluded to the extent that they deviate
from cost differences. This is a step toward measurement in base-
year "real cost" terms. But the concept of real costs has more than
one meaning. Subjective real costs may be defined either as consumer
satisfactions forgone or as disutilities of labor and of waiting. The
objective counterpart of the former is consumer goods and services ,
forgone. The objective counterpart of the latter is labor time in-
volved in production plus interest viewed as a payment for waiting.

At this point it is useful to compare Denison's approach to the
measurement of gross physical-capital formation with approximations
of human-capital formation through investment in education.

Houthakker (cited in footnote 7) demonstrates the importance of the rate of discount
selected in its effects on capitalised values of total lifetime incomes even after allowing
for mortality.. Because of differences caused by education in the time distribution of life-
time income, the higher the discount rate used the lower the resulting educational differ-
entials in capitalised values. His figures are for totalnot merely oarned----incoises
this exaggerates the effects. However, the discount rate chosen will have a significant
effect on the weightings of the various toduc0101 categories even when earned 'Acmes
only are considered.

Choice of a discount rate when 'the analysis is in the context of individual decision-
making (Houthakker's frame of reference) involves considerations somewhat different
from those that are most pertinent for purposes of measuring aggregate human cupftal.For the latter purpose, risks (and risk aversions versus igambling propensities) eta be
ignored. This 'Arrows' the range of discount rates that algid "reasonably" be used
presumably a "gilt edge" rate would be a sitximum.
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Denison argues for a cost-bassmi physical-capital formation measure
such that

. . . if the costs of two types of capital goods were the same (or would
have been the same were both newly produced) in the year in whose prices
the measures are expressed, they are considered to embody the same amount
of capital regardless of their ability to contribute lo production.'

Applying a similar approach to measurement of the educational
component of human capital leads to a valuation of each year of
schooling at its base-year costthe method used by Schultz in com-
paring the educational "stock carried" in the populations of 1929
and 1957. The only important difference is that in the case of physi-
cal capital, virtually all costs involve market exchanges, whereas a
large element in the costs of formation of educational capital is the
earning forgone by studentA---"opportunity. costs." From a social
point of view, these opportunity costs measure the aacrifice of con-
sumer goods and services involved in allocating the labor time of
students to schoolwork. But direct outlays on educational plant and
equipment and services of teachers and other school staff like all
outlays in the production of a physical-capital goodare also rough
measures of opportunity cpsts. Thus the baseyear weights are in
both cases approximate measures of real costs in the meaning of base-
year consumer goods and services forgone. Subsequent shifts in
the composition of physical capital toward, tor example, relatively
more of the kinds of capital the production of which required (in the
base year) large proportions of skilled workers will be reflected in
a rise in the measured "quantity of capital," other things aside. This
is consistent with the interpretation that the quantity of capital has
risen in terms of the consumption that would have been forgone to
produce it in the base year.

Base-year money-cost valuation of physical capital deviates system-
4 atically from abase-year realcost measure in terms of labor time

and waiting. I shall avoid interminable complexities by consider-
ing only labor time for physical capital. To start with, the base-
year cost valuations count a man-hour of expensive labor as more
than a man4tour of cheap labor. If the composition of fepital re-
mained miaowed, estimated rates of capital formation would be
the same (so far as the labor element is concerned) as the rates of
increase in labor time that would have been required to produce it in

" lieward F. Dodson. Vbeeretiral Aspects et Qualfty Canso, Clonal Coassupdon,
and Net Capital Poreaadara," be Cesforoaeo oa Seseareli In Isms* sad Wealth, Pr ilmta
of Oopetal Porosolion, donoopte. ifeassremost, sad Ofestroaing Pootore, Studies in Iacono
and Wealth, vol. 19, National Borne at Nei:ramie Bessarek Prineetoa, NJ., Priseetos
University Press, int p. EU. 8m oleo. Dealson's dimension t employmat mews Ran-
boar swims as real-eoet Beams. and sa "effective labor input"' measures in
nest of et Labor lapdog', pages 1147472 in Output, Niat sod Prodeetfvitv Yeaturentent,
Studies. Os /woos sod Wosinto vol. 26. Princeton tinhoroliY Prow 1961-
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the base year. However, a shift to kinds of capital requiring more
expensive labor and away from those requiring cheaper labor (at
base-year rates) would lead to a measured increase in capital with-
out any change in the total undifferentiated man-hours that would
have been-needed to produce it in the base year.

Similar considerations apply to the cost measures of educational
capital. However, they may come fairly close to base-year labor-
time real-cost measures because the estimates of actual consumption
forgone for the various schooling levels are correlated nth real costs
in terms of labor time. It is the opportunity-cost component that
accounts for this. A change in the composition of.aggregate school
years that increases the proportion of college years in the total will
raise aggregate opportunity costs _(and hence measured capital) for
a given total of school years because these costs are higher for col-
lege than for lower levels of schooling. But if student time is regarded
as work, it is clear that a college year (at least in the United States)
entails more direct "labor" than an elementary-school year.

Unlesss interest rates are built into the cost estimates, real costs
of waiting are of course underestimated for the higher levels of edu-
cation relative to the lower. This means that a shift to a larger
proportion of college years in the aggregate of schooling will under-
estimate the increase in human capital in base-period real costs of
waiting."

E. APPROXIMATIONS TO CURRENT REAL COSTS

As Denison has pointed out, his measure of capital is not equiva-
lent to a current real-cost measure either in consumption forgone or
in terms of labor and savings. This applies to base-year cost 'meas-
urement of human-capital formation as well. To attempt measure-
ment of either physical or human-capital formation in terms of
current consumption forgone would make nonsense of productivity
analysis by building increases in national levels of living into the
capital measures. This is strikingly obvious if one looks at Ameri-
can college students' consumption forgone in the 1930's versus that
taking place today. It is appropriate to look at current consump-
tion forgone in the context of current decisions concerning allocation
of resources to education, but such a concept has no place in measure-
ments of chane over time in the quantity of capital.

If we view real costs in terms of labor time and waiting, it is
equally clear that the costs of capital formation being considered are
got equivalent to current real-cost measure. The deviation from
current real costs in the case of physical capital Will be of consider-

TMs problem is discussed in the section on labor force participation and wftbdsawals,
later in this chapter.
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able magnitude if advancing technology (broadly defined) permits
output of the same capital good today at a real cost in labor and
saving significantly less than in some base year. Again, similar devia-
tions from current real -cost measures are involved in the case of
human capital, but they are of lesser magnitude.

Base-year' money-cost valuations of human and physical capital
are alike in excluding from "changes in quantity" two types of quality
changes: changes in the efficiency of the resources (or of their organi-
zation) involved in producing the capital and changes in productivity
per measured unit of capital formed. The fact that real labor and
waiting costs of forming physical capital have declined more rapidly
Than real costs of forming human capital has some interesting impli-
cations for interpretation of empirical observations concerning growth
rates in physical versus human capital. The ratio of human-capital
growth rates to physical-capital growth rates measured in current
real-cost units would evidently be greater than that indicated by
measurement in base-year money costs.

III. Some Special Considerations in Cost-Based Measure-
ment of Human-Capital Formation C

Most estimates of gross ( d net) physical-capital formation are
convenient compromises wi bookkeeping practices. As such they
start with values in current dollars. Various devices for deflating
these figures to a constant dollar base have been used. However, the
diversity of physical capital (even when only plant and equipment
are considered) and the rapid changes in its composition pose prob-
lems of far greater magnitude than are involved in cost measures
of the educational component of human capital. There is no under-
lying basis for identifying units of physical capital comparable to
school-year equivalents," nor can a few major components analogous
to levels of schooling be as readily identified.

Oil the other hand, cost measures of gross human-capital formation
run into special difficulties. The most important set of problems is
in the sorting out of investment in human producer capital versus
immediate consumption and, more important, investment in human
consumer capital. This is awkward enough even when attention is
concentrated on the educational component only, but it is much more
serious when a broader definition of human capital is considered.
A. second set of problems is the estimation of opportunity costa of

3 The concept of a "school-yekr equivalent" as a measure adjusted to a constant number
of days In attendance was elaborated by Clarence D. Long Its his The Labor Force Ussdor
Chonessg Ilk**. sad Employssest. Princeton, N.J., Princeton University Preis, 1968.
Schults used the Long method of estimating school-year equivalents.
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student time; only one of these problems, the treatment of unemploy-
ment., will be discuac3ed here. Finally, some interesting considerations
arise in examining the question of whether to count as part of human-
capital formation the costs of schooling persons who leave school after
only a few years. .
THE CONSUMPTION-INVESTMENT COMPLEX

Commenting on the inadequacy of conventional definitions of invest
ment, in national income and productivity studies, Abramovitz re-
ferred to an underlying "more fundamental concept which is broader:
namely, any usA of resources which helps increase our output in future
periods." 13 In this broad view there is relatively little human con-
sumption that is not in some degree also investment in either human
capital formation or its maintenance. The problem of cost allocation
between consumption and investment then becomes in part a typical
joint product case that poses the question of how overhead costs should
be allocated among the products. The chief difference is that econo-
mists discussing the distinction between investment and consumption
with respect to the human factor often turn to consideration of the
motivations of the spender. For theoretical analysis of individual
decision-making and preference functions, this is clearly appropriate.
However, when the problevn is one com-
position of productive resources (in this case specifically of the human
resource), the motivations behind resource formation are not the
primary consiAeration.

Counting all base-year costs of education per school-year equivalent
as "investment" in human producer capital amounts to treating all
consumption products of this measured education, other than invest-
ment in human labor, as "zero-cost" byproducts. But these zero-cost
consumption returns are omitted from the national-income accounts
also. For some purposes simply omitting the cost of educating all
men and women not in the labor force is a possible compromise.

Training man's mind aside, the costs of forming human capital are
primarily those involved in building his physical condition. But
many of the outlays that have this effect are also consumer priorities
of the first order, and with minor exceptions any 1113813EIBment of rates
of return on such outlays viewed as investments in producer capital is
meaningless unless the men are slaves. The usual solution in studies
of productivity has been simply to count men (or, more frequently,
man-hours). For time-series analysis this has the same iesult as if
we were to assign any fixed dollar value, however estimated, to a man
(or sinew- hour), and it carries the implication that a "man" is the

s itemtree end Ottfpot fronds is the Mated litotes Mew 1117. Now York, listless!
Bureau of Beosoank Research, Occasional Paper 52, 186e. p. 1 11.
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same physically from one generation to the next. All intergeneration
changes in physical health are ignored and thus thrown into the
"qualitative" residuals.

Conceptually it may be helpful to view the physical formation and
maintenance of human capital as compweAl of two parts. The first
is some minimum necessary for survival of a given number of potential
labor-force members (taking into account mortality rates and alloct-
ing total costs among survivors). The simple count of numbers of
men may then be interpreted as the equivalent of assessing this sur-
vival minimum at a real cost that is constant through time. The
second component changes over time with improved nutrition, medical
services, and so forth. In regarding outlays that improvQ health as
totally consumption, an important change in human capital is ignored.
On the other hand, to handle them all as investment outlays on pro-
ducer capital with zero-cost consumption byproducts (evem if only
members of the labor for are included) is to throw a large part of
consumer gains into the factor-cost measures, and so to eliminate
factor-productivity increases virtually by definition. No cost-based
measure of this component seems feasible at presentnot merely
because of thfp difficulty of measuring costs but also because of the
immediate consumption and the consumer-capital elements involved.

If rates of change in health components of human capital are clel
correlated with changes in the cost measures of human-capital forma-
tion through education, the relations between the latter and growth
in the nEtional income will incorporate effects of better health as well
as of scrucation per se, whatever the causal interpretation& If not,
proxy variables for changes in health might be plugged into the
time-series models. A variable that, immediately suggests itself is
adult-morbidity rates, justified on the assumption that changes in
these rates provide a good index to the physical capacities of sur-
vivors in the labor force. But however closely such an index may
be associated with changes in men's physical capacity for production,
there is no justification for interpreting it as an index of human-capi-
tal formation in cost terms. It is more consistent conceptually with
an efficiency-equivalence approach to measurement of htiman-capital
formation.

THE TREATMENT OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN ESTIMATES
OF OPPORTUNITY cons

'rsking the approach of traditional marginal analysis combined with
probability theory, thet opportunity-oost component of educational
wets at a given time Lm been measured by an estimate of the wage
income the student would earn if he were to get a job, reduced by
the proportion of the population of his age (ideally also of equal
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prior training) who are unemployed. As an approkimatibn to a meas-
ure of opportunity oost from the point of view of the average indi-
vidual, that is, of private-ppportunity cost, this is probably the
way of handling the problem. When unemployment is wjdesprea
and chronic, it might be argued that social as distinct from private
marginal opportunity costs are zero in the short term so long as the
number of jobs available is not altered by the number of young peo-
ple In the labor market, but this argument would apply equally to
all unemployed resources, physical as well as human, and it excludes
consideration of alternatives such as public worim. Such validity,
if any, as may attach to it is in any cage limited to short-term mar
ginal valuations, whereas we are interested in long-term aver-twit% and
aggregates. When longterm aggregate human-capita: formation is
the focus., social opportunity meta are not zero even with chronic un-
employment., and the traditional approach mentioned above is probably
the best alternative as a measure of social as well as private wets.

Unfortunately, this pragmatic solution is still ambiguous. The rate
of unemployment varies from year to year, but to build these
tions into cost estimates according to the years in which each age
cohort was trained would distort measures tof changes in human capi-
tal as a resource available to the economy. Selection of a base year
or at least an unemployment rate that may be regarded as in some sense
"normal" is the only possible solutioneven though definition of-what
is normal is inevitably somewhat arbitrary. The higher the unem-
ployment rate regarded as normal, the lower the estimated oppor-
tunity-cost fraction of total educational Nxsts.

EDUCATIONAL CAPITAL AND THE "UNDEREDUCATED"

Although the educational component in human-capital formation is
the one most amenable to measurement, an awkward problem arises
in connection with the semiliterates ;who leave school after a few years
only. This becomes most visible when adjustments for capital con-
sumption are attempted as part of the task of measuring the educa-
tional component in net human-capital formation. For that purpose
it is necessary to. identify the lifetime patterns of incomes attributable
to education as distinct from the total earnings of the average man
in each educational category. But the "undereducated" pose-issues
that are basic to the logic of treating education as human-capital
formation in the first place.

For those who continue in school, contributions of schooling to gross
human-capital formation ftarly begin with the first years, which lay
the foundations for what comes later; obviously costa of these early
years should be included in the cost, valuations. Hower, evidence
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concerning lapses into illiteracy strongly suggest that or 3 year of
schooling is almost total waste when schooling is not continueti.

It might be argued that costs of schooling of men who have left
school before, say, the third or fourth grade are part of the costs of
educating those who continue, and should thus in effect be allocated
to the latter. However, as school years per man rise, the aggregste of
years embodied in men with less than 3 or 4 years of whooling grows
smaller and smallet ; thus the educational costs of the undereducated
to be allocated to those w'ho continue in school become a smaller and
smaller figure both absolutely and relative to the aggregate. Since,
in addition, a rising proportion of relatively ell-educated men tends
to have the indirect effect of raising the absolute productivity level
of the shrinking minority of the undereducated (of any given ability
level), the perverse perfonnance of this element in costs is all the
more awkward.

This suggews that a reasonable alternative in a society in which only
a small minority stop before 3 or 4 years of schooling would be to re-
gard obtlayB on their schooling as analogous to laying the foundations
of a building and going no further. The building remains unfinished
and expenditures on the foundation add nothing to the available capi-
tal stock of the society. However, this is an extreme position. A
more reasonable w)lution might be to weight these years for the under--
educated at some fraction of their cost s.

Iv. Net Human-Capital Formation

One of the knottiest problems in all physical-capital measurement
is that of adjusting for capital consumption to arrive at net capital-
formation measuresthe net effects of appreciation, depreciation, and
obeolesoence. Fortunately, it is much easier to make reasonable esti-
mates of the time flow of yields and hence of capital consumption and
net capital formation in the case of human than of physical capital.
Though a durable capital good, human capital is continuously for hire
and its "rent" is continually given a value in the market. Physical
cape in the form of plant and oquipment is not so regularly either
ran or sold after its initial purchase bythe Aser.

Cmoeptually the analogies between human and physical capital are
clear enough, but there are some sigiiificint differences in the relative
importance and the behavior of the various elements determining the
distribution of returns through time. An important element in the
cue of human capital is mortality or withdrawal from the labor force
due to illness, accident, or other causes before normal depreciation
or even obsolescence has taken its toll. Analogous losses to physical
capital through accidental damage, such as fire, are of much leas im-
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portance. Appreciation with experience appears to be an important
element in the time flow of yields from units gi Shuman capital, but
after a very short breaking-in period, appreciation of physical capital
is rare--as the frequent textbook citations of old wine attest. Human
capital, like physical, suffers from depreciation, though if human
capital is not worked too hard, its rate of depreciation is more likely
to be retarded with use than speeded up. Finally, human capital,
like physical, suffers from obsolescence, and the more dynamic the
economy, the higher the rates of obsolescence. Yet here again there
is a significant difference. Human producer capital, and even the
educational component of that capital, is less specialized than most
physical producer capital. As a result, obsolescence does not sweep
away the yield of a unit of human capital or even of the educational
component of such a unit to the degree to which this occurs with
physical capital. For practical purposes of measurement it is am-
venient, and in the case of human capital feasible, to ignore con-
sideration of obsolescence as distinct from depreciation, treating them
jointly.

Treatment of appreciation of human capital calls for special com-
ment." Over the years between completion of formal schooling and
attainment of maximal annual earning capacity, there is, of course,
"education" in that continued learning is involved. The increases in
productive capacity over these years could be viewed either as further
human-capital formation or as entirely analogous to depreciation
(that is, simply as an aspect of the time flow of returns inherent in
the nature of the original capital when it is put to use). To the extent
to which a reduction of earnings in the earlier years is a condition of
acquiring the capacity to earn more later, an opportunity cost is
involved; the observed sequential increase in earnings is then, in part
at least, a reflection of continuing capital formation measured in cost
terms. Under these circumstances even informal on-the-job training
is thus capital formation. However, much of the observed increase
in earnings with age entails no additional costs of any kind. Thus,
while treatment of rising annual earnings as appreciation proper
rather than as additional capital formation is not an ideal solution,
neither is it an entirely unreasonable pragmatic simplification.

Given this simplification, the basic logic involved in using data on
the lifetime patterns of yields as a basis for estimating capital con-
stunption is also simple, even though actual measurement becomes

34 For some valuable sidelights on this problem, see the excellent study of "luvestissatin Human Capital and Personal Income Distribution," by Jacqb Mincer, in the Journal of
PoUtioal Boosiosig, 66 : 281-802, Atigest 1958. A brief analysis of opportunity costs
involved in apprenticesbip training is included in Paul G. Xeat, Long-Run Cbanges IuOccupational Wage Strncture, 1900 -1956. Jourissl of Political Bowsaw% : 5114-400,
December 1960.
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con4icated. What is required is an allocation of the original value
(however measured) of a unit of capital through time in accordance
with the proportion of its lifetime productivity that has been used up.
Upon retirement the entire original value, neither more nor less, is
account6d fore But this raises two types of questions: What assump-
tions are involved in using age-income data as measurps of lifetime
real productivity patterns per surviving member of the labor force,
and what is the appropriate way to deal with changing labdt-force
participation rates and withdrawals from the labor force ?

AGE-INCOME DATA AS MEASURES OF LIFEPRODUCTIV-
ITY CYCLES FOR LABOR-FORCE SURVIVORS

Two basic assumptions are involved in the use of age-income data
as measures of real life-productivity cycles among survivors in the
labor force. First is the assumption that within each education
category (or other categorization of the population) the ratios be-
tween incomes at any two ages represents a stable historical life cycle
that is repeated with each successive .age cohort. The absolute level
is irrelevant; it is only the distribution through time with which we
are concerned. Second is the assumption that the hie distribution
of private earned incomes is proportional to that of social returns.

At first sight the assumption that distribution of earned incomes in
any single year will apply longitudinally to successive age cohorts in
a given educational category seems to be quite untenable. The diffi-
culty is not merely that during a man's lifetime changes in the eco-
nomic structure may shift the relative market advantages of the
various age-education groups; it is also that changes in rates of un-
employment through time hit successive age cohorts at different points
in their life cycles. This can have effects of considerable magnitude
on the time pattern of income per member of the labor force in one
age cohort as compsed with another. However, it can reasonably
be argued that allocations through time for consumption of human
(as of physical) capital should not be sensitive to short-term fluctua-
tions in employment--/-that 4hese have virtually nothing to do with
the "amount" of the capital stock or net capital formation in any
meaningful sense. If this argument is accepted, then the relevant
estimates of lifetime flows will take account of average rates of un-
employment for each age-education category, but will ignore fluctua-
tions in these rates. Average or "normal" unemployment rates are
important in this context only as they have a idifferent incidence for
different age groups within any cm educational category: The in-
come averages used to build up the aWropriate time flows are then
averages for the entire labor force whin each age-education group
after adjustments for "normal" rates of unemployment.
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For the purpose of allocating capital consumption through time,
discrepancies between private incomes and real prOductivity from a
social point of view are irrelevant provided the discrepancies are of
the same relative magnitude at each age within each education cate-
gory; differences in the ratios of social to private returns between
education categories at any given age will have no effect on the
capital-consumption estimates. A priori, age constancy of these ratios
is probably a better approximation to the true picture for the average
income streams in the pre-secondary-education categories than is any
alternative assumption. However, some systematic distortions seem
likely in the higher education categories. The observed incomes of
men in the middle-age brackets are probably too low relative to
younger and older men. Two factors are involved. First, in a
dynamic society each new cohort of men with a given number of years
of schooling enters, the labor force better equipped in knowledge and
know-how than its predecessor. An extreme illustration is provided

. by recent changes in engineering. This means that the younger men
earn (and produce) more than their predecessors did at the same age.
The result is a flattening of the age-income curve, which rises less than
it would with the appreciation of productivity with experience in any
single age cohort. Today's young men will in turn gain through
experience and receive higher incomes in their middle years than they
receive now (or than men now age 40 receive), but they may be fol-
lowed by a new cohort that is still more productive. This is an
inverse way of looking at the obsolescence process. Second, the age-
income curve is probably flattened again at the upper age levels rela-
tive to a true productivity curve, for status and seniority rules main-
tain income of older men even when their real productivity isialling."
However, this distortion is partially neutralized because the middle-
age cohort is more productive age for age than the older one.

A WAY OF HANDLING LABOR-FORCE PARTICIPATION
AND WITHDRAWALS

A true life pattern of yields to any given kind of human capital,
let us say for the moment male secondary-school graduates, must
adjust average productivity per member of the labor force at each age
to take account of the proportion of men who have dropped out,
whether temporarily or permanently. The measure wanted at each
age is earned income per initial member of the age cohort, not average
income per active survivor. Initial members would be counted as the

The fact that older men have greater difficulty in finding Jobs when they have beams
unemployed brings about a failure to utilise their productive potentials. This redness
the average income per labor4orce member in the upper age brackets. However, it doer
not affect the relation between actual productive contributions of olds, men Arai outpub)
and their privately realised earned famines.
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number at the age at which the level of education involved is normally
completed. Adjustments for labor-force particiRation may there-
fore be greater at the earliest ages than a little later; strictly speak-
ing, it is not just "survivorship" that is involved.

A simple adjustment has been applied to obtain estimates of average*
incomes per initial member, using U.S. data for males and taking
1950 as the base year in distribution of lifetime yields (including
ttnormal", unemployment rates by age-education categories) . The
first figure needed was a survival rate based on mortality tables--a
standard demographic measure of the number of men at each later age
surviving per thousand completing a given amount of schooling.
Then for each age-education category the rate of labor-force partici-
pation was computed. The product of these two ratesielcis a "labor-
force survival ratio." Multiplying observed average earned incomes
per member of the labor force in a given age-education category by
the appropriate labor-force survival ratio gives average income per
initial member of the age cohort involved, here termed income "per
entrant." This provides the basis for proceeding to estimates of net
human-capital formation.

LIFETIME YIELDS AND NET CAPITAL FORMATION IN
BASEPERIOD INCOME UNITS

With acceptance of the cross-section age-earnings data as the best
available measures of lifetime real productivity patterns, the method
of estimating lifetime yields suggested by the preceding discussion
may be summarized briefly

1. Base-year earnings per member of the labor force are computed
for each age-education category, allowing for a "normal" rate of un-
employment for this category.

2. These earnings are adjusted downward by applying labor-force
survival ratios to obtain baseyear incomes per entrant.

8. Earnings per entrant for each age are added (each year being
given a weight of 1) to get total lifetime yields for each education

m This is the point at which the production of the new unit of human capital is com-
pleted. Analysis of rates 'of return to educational investments properly take age 14 (for
the United States) as the starting point for all education groups, but our problem is a
different one. The logical procedure is to focus either on the point at which the capital b
completed or on that at which the first investment oceurs. Taking the former view, in a
human-capital measure based on lifetime earnings there should be no discounting for years
prior to the point at whtbh the new capital is complete, even If subsequent yields are
discounted. On the other hand, when cost valuations of the educational component are
used, refinement of the estimates to take interest into account would require allowances
for Interest on each successive Investment from first grade on for the period required to
complete each level of schooling. Alternatively, a puristic view of reel costs of waiting
would require carrying interest charges up to the dates of receipt of incomes. Analo-
gously, a puristic treatment of discounting in a yield-based measure would include children
who were still below working age as already embodying some capital (positive or negative).
This would approach the capital concept in Dublin and Lotka (cited in footnote 2).
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category. (A refinement of this would first discount each income
per entrant back to the normal completion age for the educational
category involved.) 11 These sums are the measure of the capital value
per initial member of each education group in base-period lifetime
income units without discounting.

It is then a very simple matter to estimate capital consumption, net
capital stock, and riet capital formation in base-year earned-income
units. A year's aggregate capital consumption for each ae-educa-
tion category is simply base-period income per entrant, multiplied by
the number of entrants in that category. Summing these figures gives
the year's aggregate human-capital consumption. . Net capital stock
embodied in an average individual in any given age-education cate-
gory is the base-period lifetime yield for that category minus its cumu-
lated capital consumption. Multiplying this figure bye the number of
such individuals in the labor force and summing the results for all age-
education categories gives a measure of net capital stock. Compar-
ing this total with the total for any tither year gives a measure of
net human capital formation during the interval.

CAPITAL CONSUMPTION AND NET CAPITAL FORMA-
'NON AT BASE-PERIOD COSTS

Some minor modifications of this procedure are needed to arrive at
estimates of net human-capital formation at base-period costs. First
of all, cost valuations as discussed here apply only to the educational
component of human capital. This means that earned incomes per
entrant among men with no education must be subtracted from the
earned incomes per entrant initially computed. Summing these net
or incremental incomes per entrant gives the appropriate lifetime in-
come for each educational category.

However, even if the bue year is the same, this measure is not
directly comparable with the cost valuation of new capital. An inter-
mediate step is therefore required before capital consumption can be
estimated. The percentage of lifetime earnings accruing in each year
of age is computed, and these percentages are then applied to the cost
valuotions of new capital per man in the education category. This
gives the figure for capital consumption per member of the labor force

lie footnote le. Another altoraative Wiest be considered most appropriate when
human capital is massacred in base-year litetinwineeme units. Itenaining future incomes
"per entrant" could be diseouited to the "present" before summation to get the estivate
et net capital stock. Net capital formation over a year is thee "present" value as et the
Old of the year, minus 6`presenr galas of the beginning of the year. The greater tag
of computation aside, this approach has the disadvantage that the sum of capital con
sunptiou estimates over lifetime will net equal the origlaal value et the sew capital.
Though ration et the successive capital consuinption mates ter unit et capital
would give a litetine total smaller then the aggregate et nadiscounted 00.4 It Inlaid
'need the vale, et original capital computed by disemating IMINISSII bask t the year d
conpletion st echoollag.
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in each age-education category. From this point on, the procedure
is identical with that described for estimating net capital formation
in base-period income units.

V. Effective Current Stock
Studies of productivity cargo as evidenced by relations between

aggregate factor inputs and ,gross or net national product have used
estimates of physical -capes stock not because any of these is the
conceptually correct measure but because nothing comparable to what
has been termed "effective current stock" is available for physical capi-
tal; Solow explicitly recognized this problem (see footnote. 3). In
dealing with human capital we are more fortunate, primarily because
there is a better basis on which to assess lifetime distributions of
yields. "Effective current stock" measures the relevant potential cur-
rent inputs of human capital much more directly than other capital
concepts.

Estimates of the rates of gross and net capital formation and of
changes in effective current stock will differ to an extent depending
upon the degree of contrast among educational categories in age-
income patterns and the magnitude of changes in educational attain-
ments from one age cohort to the next. Changes in age composition
of the population will also affect the results. Choice of "effective
current" stock rather than some other measure of humanftrapital is
therefore empirically important as well as conceptually sound in at-
tempts to compare year-to-year changes in human-factor inputs and
their relation to national product. For this purpose either a cost or
a yield base-year measure can be used, but these variants do not
measure quite the same thing; the differinces between them are anal-
ogous to those already discussed in comparing base-year income and
cost weightings of gross capital estimates.

Schultz used a "stock carried" estimate of the educational com-
ponent of human capital that might be regarded as a first approxima-
tion to a melsure of "effective current stock at base-period cost."
"Stock carried" equals capital formation at base-period cost over the
past lifespan of the present labor force, minus whatever was invested
during this period in people who have died or have left the labor
force for other reasons. The time pattern of yields from a unit of
hilman capital is ignored. Using this measure as an approximation
to effective current stock assumes that education embodied in human
capital has a yield flow that starts out at a level that is maintained
unchanged until the capital suddenly and completely disappears."

As as approximation to a measure of ant human-eapital formation in a prow
populatioae this underestimates rates el capital eensumptios. Owe seas d one still is
the lahew force is ignerod. It alibi:at, to snaking the obvkxmly vat sable assumpdea that
total ressalalag future litdhse ea/sings (whether or sot Ilisseusted) us the sane for all
Ws.
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It is a comparatively simple matter to convert such a measure
into "effctive current stock" in base-period cost units by the use of.

age-income data such as were employed in arriving at net edues-
tional capital formation estimates. However, the procedure would
be different. No adjustment by "labor-force survival ratios" is re-
quired. The incremental income average wanted for each age-edu-
cation category is just average income per member of the labor force,
minus the corresponding average for the uneducated, or underedu-
cated, group that is excluded from the educational component of
human capital, The procedure is then as follows: (1) A simple
incremental avertge annual income is computed for each education
category, giving each year of age equal weight; (2) ratios of incomes
at each age to the average for all ages within each education cate-
gory are computed; (3) the base-period cost value of a new unit of
human capital for the education category involved is multiplied by
the income ratio fQr each age, giving a set of figures for effective
current stock per man; (4) effective current stock per man in each
age-education category is multiplied by the number of men in that
category in the labor force; (5) the estimates obtained in (4) are
summed to give aggregate effective current stock at base-year cofsts.

A similar procedure gives effective current stock of the educational
component in base-year earned-income terms. The only differenceis that the base-period value of a new unit of human capital is its
estimated base-year lifetime income. Estimation of effective current
stock of the total of human capital, not ..,F:ly its educational com-
ponent, is similar; but the average earn:. `incomes used. include the
incomes of the uneducated or undereducated, and the investment inthe labor force below the education cutoff point is valued and in-
cluded in the aggr . te. It should be noted that this last measureis one way of adjusti g a total labor-force count to take into con-
sideration both its : 1 and its educational composition.

Ideally, to convert an "effective current stock available" seriesinto an "effective current stock utilized" series requires adjustment ofthe labor-force multipliers in step (4) for changes in unemployment
rates. This would be done for each year by multiplying, the number ofpersons in each age-education category in the current Tibor force bythe appropriate ratio of current to "normal" rate of unemployment.
However, unemployment rates by age and education are rarely avail-able year by year. A cruder adjustment, but one that would give a
good approximation, uses the ratio of the current rate of 'unemploy-
ment regardless of age and education to the corresponding normalrate. The aggregate effective current stock estimates for all educa-tion and age categories together, is then multiplied by this ratio to get
current human-capital inputs.
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VI. Conclusions
Having argued for the feasibility of human-capital measurement

and suggested several types of measures, I must, offer a icord of
warding. No measure, not even an unattainably "perfect" one, can
solve the problem of determining the contributions of education to
economic growth. The difficulty here is in the very nature of the
questio4 posed, and it applies equally to attempts to assess the role
of any single factor. An entire Gestalt is involved, and hence analy-
sis in terms of a multiple-factor matrix is needed. In such an
analysis the role of any single factor emerges for what it is--a
conditioned role dependent on the movemint of other factors. More-
over, estimates of its' importance will depend upon which other factors
have been included in the matrix. Each method of dealing with the
measurement of education's contribution to economic growth has its
own defects. Time-series analysis in terms of aggregates has been
the usual approach in assessing the role of physical capital, man-
hours of labor, and the catchall third factor, t. Introduction of
human-capital formation series (or more specifically the educational
component of human capital) into such an analysis is one possibility.
This has the advantage that social returns not reflected in private-
income differentials associated with schooling differentials may be
captured; but interpretation runs into serious problems of circular
causation because growth in education reflects growth in national
income as well as affecting it. Schultz's approach, which applies
rates of return on incremental investments in education to cost esti-
mates of the educational stock, avoids this circle. However, it runs
into trouble because of the difficulties of distinguishing educational
factors from other factors associated with education that affect in-
come differentials, because of divergence of social from private re-
turns, because noneducational changes in structural relationships that
are s part of growth are ignored, and because "fallacies of summa-
tion" are involved. The best we can do is to use several approaches
and compare the results. In dealing with this problem, economists
would be well advised to keep continually in mind Akerman's stric-
tures concerning causation, fallacies of summation, and the importance
of structural shifts. These reflections suggest four next steps.

First, we need further experiments with the measurement of human
capital in its various aspects, and the sensitivity of these measures
to some of the assumptions that have to be made in adapting em-
pirical data. Such exploration may contribute not only to better
measurement but also to conceptual clarification.

Second, aggregative analyses of factors in the growth of national
income in various countries should be elaborated by introduction of
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human-capital formation aeries. Where the data permit., effective
current stock measures should be used. But even in these cases other
measures should be Cried also, in particular those for which data are
most commonly available, so that direct international comparisonsare possible. This means a rough cast -based measure of the educa-
tional component oaf human capital, perhaps at first ementially
Schultz's "stock carried" measure, in some cases estimating years of
schooling embodied in the adult population by projections of earlierdata on vrollments, adjusted for mortality and migration.

Thud, aggregative analysis using lagged variables is nee(ledif
possible in combination with geographic and international compari-sons. For example, changes in outlays on education of youth may
be compared with lagged changes in incomes as part of a multiple-factor matrix "explaining" income change. Then, as a chet.k on theproblem of two-way causation, changes in etlucational outlays may
be taken as the dependent variable and lagged after changes in in-

-comes. Such an analysis involves comparisons of gross human-
capital formation, not capital stock (by any definition), with income.It would go further thrtn anything yet attempted toward the type
of "causal" analysis on which A.kerman has laid 90 much stress.

A fourth task is to break human-capital data into several series for
types or levels of education, to explore the interrelations among these,and, finally, the nature of the educational "mix" in relation to other
factors associated with economic growth. Though data are limited,they are sufficient in a number of countries to make breakdowns ofthis kind in stock-carried estimates even when estimates of effective
current stock are not possible.. International comparisons of the pathsof the various components of the aggregate stock of education em-
bodied in the population and their relation to economic structure and
growth should at the least open up some fresh insights into importantbut elusive problems.



CHAPTER 7

Rise in the Capital Stock Represented by Edu-
cation in the United States, 190047

Theaore W. Schultz*

TNVESTMENT in human capital is a distinctive and important
1 feature of the economy.' People invest in thamsehre, and these
investments have become large, and knowledge about the human capital
that is thus formed is fundamental to an understanding of economic
growth. A major source of this human capital is education.

To look upon education as an activity that develops human capi-
tal is not to disparage its cultural purposes,* but among its other
contributions are knowledge and skills that are useful in economic
endefavor. Economic progress is greatly dependent upon the con-
tributions. Surely the most universal limiting factor in achieving
ecopomic growth is ignorance. For attaining an optimum rate of
such growth, investment in skills and knowledge is essential,

Education has various measurable dimensions, which differ depend-
ing upon the purpose of the measurement. School attendance is one
such; others are the years of schooling completed and the number
of students finishing elementary school, high school, and college.
The real cost entering into education is still another way of measur-
ing education.' It is indeed meaningful to treat education as some-
thing that is measurable.

Economists make much of the distinction between flows and stocks.
Invettment is a flow; plants and equipment are stocks. Land is

Depertmeat of Illeosomics, University of Chicago. This chapter mu; based ou Professor
Schulte* essay, "Ilducatiou and rocosomie Growth," In the National Society for the Studymaths 00th Yearbook, Nelson B. Henry, d., part I, Social Forces lisjiaeasolog
Americo, Soluootiolt. Un 'verity of Chicago Press', 1961.

Theodore W. Behan; Westmont in RUMS CapitaL Aviaries* Somas* lowtoto, 61:
1-17, March 1001.

s It is necessary to undencore this point because of the vickspread apprehamisas thatarise wheuover economic analysis is brought to bear on educatioa. I have gone to much
trouble to take account of these apprehensions, as may be seem is my "Investment Is
Man : as Illeonimistis View,7 Social liervioo Roviow, pi : 100-117, June 1050; and also in
more retest papers **llama to herein.

Brash° Barret. The Optimum Rate of Investment. Boomemis Journal, Landon, 06:
T47=707, December 1054.

4 Mader* W. Schultz. Capital Formation by Ilducatioa. Avarua of Politiod DOOS1141/,
SS t 571-082, Dessmber 1000.
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stock; the productive wrvice that it renders is a flow, and so is rent.
The size, composition, and capabilities of the labor force represent
a stock; the work that is done in an hour or a week is, on the other
hand, a flow, and so are wages anti salaries. Inputs, whether they
are the results of the efforts of man or the contributions made by
material things, are all flow concepts. The natural endowment
(land) ; reproducible physical capital (plant, equipment, and inven-
tories) ; and the labor force (workers) are all stock concepts.

The connections between additions to the stock of capital as a
store of wealth and the corresponding additions to output capacity
are very intricate.. Things that differ only with respect to durabil-
ity may represent different stocks of value, although their annual
output capacity is the saine. Consider two engineers who are equally
capable and who do the same amount of engineering work during a
particular year. Their respective contributions as engineers during
that year are the same, although the two may be very different when
viewed as a stock of engineering capabilities because one of them may
be a young man just starting his career and with a long productive
life ahead of him, and the other an old man doing his last year of
work before he retires. In,gauging the value of the stock of engineer-
ing capabilities, the aft of engineers is therefore importitht.

Education is more durable than most forms of nonhuman rero-
ducible capital. A high-school education, for example, will serve the
person during the rest of his life, and of this period 40 years or more
are likely to be spent in productive work. Most nonhuman capital
has a much shorter productive life than this Education can ,be aug-
mented because it is durable, and the fact that it has a relatively long
life means that a given gross investment adds more to the stock than
the same grow investment typically tidds to the stock of nonhuman
capital.

In, the United States young people entering the labor force have
on the average more education than older workers. When the young
people who enter the labor force have more education than the old
people who are retiring, the value of the stock of education in the
labor force rises, even with no change in the number of workers. Such
has been the case in the United. States for a long time. Though
younger workers back in 1900 had only a little more 9C.hooling than
older ones, this difference has become much larger, much to the ad-
vantage of those in the younger age groups. The stock of education
accordingly becomes more valuable in two ways: (1) The level of
education of the population rises, and (2) larger share of the total
education is embodied in the younger workers than formerly.

I Tryrr Raarehno. A attar M the Theory, f Ziostostaiatt. UnIviiwaltr et ChicagoPpm, 1960. p. 12-17.
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Why Estimate the Stock of Education?
Estimates of the stock of education may seem remote and academic

to persons who are concernell about expenditures for clfmrooms and
for teachers' salaries. There are, however, issues that can be settled
only through knowledge about the stock of education : What are our
scientific and engineering capacities and at what rates are the in-
creasing? We are constantly devising better' methods for measure-
ment of inventories, plants, equipment, natural resourcea, and other
forms of capital because such measurements are necemary in gauging
changes in them. Similarly, there is a growing awareness that knowl-
edge is required about changes in the stock of human capabilities.*

Comparisons of skills and knowledge in different countries are
based as a rule on crude guesses concerning the respective stocks of
education. To illustrate, in the United States the number of pemns
with a high school or a college education has been rising in relation
to the number of persons in the labor force. This kind al advance
in education has also been taking place in some other countries. Yet
the differences among countries in the rates of this advance are im-
pressive. Countries in Western Europe have lagged in this respoct
compared to the United States, whereas Japan and more recently the
Soviet Union, both starting from much lower levels several decades
ago, have been moving ahead at a higher rate than has the United
States. Moreover, it is altogether possible for the level of education
of the labor force to decline, as it appears to have done in recent years
in East Germany mainly as a consequence of the large outmigration
of doctors, teachers, lawyers, and skilled technicians. Israel's unique
pattern of inmigration is also instructive. There came to Israel a
large number of highly educated people. But there were not enough
secondary schools for preparing young people for college and uni-
versity instruction to maintain the high level of education which the
inmigration of talent had established. Thus, until enough secondary
schools and college and university facilities were established, there was
a prospect that the level of education of the labor force would decline.

International and other comparisons aside, the economist is turning
to human capital to see whether changes in the stock of such capital
will account for the otherwise large unexplained increases in output
As things stand, increases in nonhuman capital and in man-hours
combined appear to account for only a small fraction of the increases
in national inccvne.*

There is already a substantial body of literature treating Inman rummies. West,.
and skills, and the dented for and mpply of scientific and other personnel.

"Idneation and illommale Growth," cop. cit., pp. 40-1$0.

6$5101-41--41
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Three Measures of the Stock of FAlucation
The alternative measures that follow are at this stage ontv clues towhat we are tAeking. This is nocewtrily only a pr re report. First

we examine the concept of a year of
measurement, National statistic based on this (xmcept arm readily
available and they are widely us*d. Next we print an equittakrayear of sehoot ing completrd, based on 11:40, when the averag:e periodof hoof attendance was 152 days i third measure will the,n be

)0=i-ing t o rr a a unit of

developed, basM on the real cost of a yea r ol sic 11mg

YEARS OF SCHOOLING COMPVTED
Although "years of schooling completed" is a convenient unit of

measurement, it is like counting tht acres of land in farms without
taking any acrount of the difference in land ; WI acre of low-produc-
tive semidesert land and an acre of highly productive irrigated landare simply added together. Likewise, we can ate the eiduca6onof a population by counting the number of years of sOlooling com-pleted as one might count acres, houses, or tractors.

Table 1 prints the results of such a count for education. It shows
that the year of scilooling completed per person rye by about two-fifths between 1900 and 1957. It follows, of course, that the total
number of years of w:hooling completed rtxie relative bath to the popu-lation and to the labor force.. If each year of schooling contpleteki
were the same in amount and value, the inference would be that the
stock of education in the labor force, measured in this way, increataimi
somewhat more than 3 times (from an index of 1X to 3N) between
1900 and 1957.

TABLE 1.- -Tears of schooling completed by the poputatkm 14 yeArs awl okierand by the labor forte 1S-44 years of age, United States, 1906-67
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EQUIVALENT YEARS OF SCHOOLING COMPLETED

As a standara, a *year of Rchooling completed" is much too ela'siic,
for the who01 year is now 60 prt-wt longer than it was six decades
Rip. In WOO the average daily attendance of enmiled pupils agr-d
t) 15 was only 99 days., whereas in 19t17 it had re-chod 1)9 &vs.
Nforover, the labor force of WOO consi!Aed mostly of workers who
had been in Fm7hoo1 when the averagr attkindanco was evtin It than

days; for example, n-m worker zi who then wore 3> ye- a r of
ago were pres-umably in Fchool in 1 t47() when the a veragr at
was only 78 days (this leaves aside the si=17}-oolint-2 of imnugrants).

1 hare adopte41 a procedure developed by Ciaremv D. Long ' to
adjust the figures on wilool years c'omplezed for thtx% changes in
length of t-k-hol attendance,. At Wvivii me comparWe iig:urvs for Veit ri
of wlinoling completed, which I have ba.,-,-(i on the 11440 experientv
of all ave gr of 1)'2 days of 1whokol attendmwe

This si plc, adjustment for changes in !-*711c,*ol attendant-e alter the
pkturo considerably. As is shown in table lit the ri-4--, in equivalent
years of whooling (vmpletod. adjusted for ditiervnces in the length
of the acbool year, is much largyr than that shown by the unadjusleA
tig-,ures on which) table I is bat -ti. For the labor forre, wherv-as years
of wilooling completed rose by about two- fifths bet wen ItWoo anti ilM7,
the equivalent years of scho4)1ing (.ompletetti N-Acarne 21/2 times as high
in that pericxi (rising from an index of 100 to '.22). During thecie
same vears 1 k47-.0.---)7, the total numbor Of years of wilool mg completed
by penrs in the labor *force, on a 1k) equivalent 1,-xLciFt, r(*ov 61A
times (frt n &n index of WO to W4).

TABLE 4,----Equiratent 1%4=0 years of achooit nit etnnpleted by the population 11
years and oIcier and by the labor forte 1--44 yeara of *kg e., united States,
1944-57
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Set forth in his study. T. Labor Ferree Ummter CEO 1*00-04 a Itstplersient,
National Bureau of lemnoinie Researek. Princeton, N.J., Princeton University Press*
11)411 (see especially app. 1"). PrOessor Long has kindly made available to me his beak
worksheets. width provide the adjustment- factors os which my estimates of e`equitalteit
years of school" are booed-
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COST AS A MEASURE OF SCHOOLING
The two concepts presented above treat a year of elementary schoolthe same as a year of either high school or college, although theydiffer greatly in value. A year of high school costs 5 times as muchas a year of elementary school, and a year of college almost 12 timesas much. I propose to use the following 1956 price tags for a yearof schooling :9 Elementary school, $280; high school, $1,420; andcollege, $3,300.
Table 8 shows that in 1957 the members of the labor force hadcompleted on the average 7.52 elementary-school years, 2.44 high-school years, and 0.64 college and university year. At 1956 prices,the cost of an average year of this composition was $723.
Two estimates were made for 1900, which are, in substance, a lowerand an upper estimate of schooling and costs. In the lower estimate,high-school and college education is allocated within the labor forceroughly as it was distributed in the population among the comparable

age groups; in the higher estimate, all of this education was allocatedto the labor force. Table 4 gives the years of schooling per memberof the labor force for both estimates and then the costs for the upperone. At 1956 prictpthe costs of an average year of schooling of these
two compositions comes to 040 for the upper estimate and to $423for the lower one.

The results of these preliminary steps is using costs to measurethe stock of education are shown in table 5. It should be observed
TABLE 3.Cost of education per member of the labor force 1844 years of age,in 1957, according to years of schooling completed

Type of schooling

Years of
schooling

per
member,

Cost of
schooling
per year
in 1966

Total cost per
member

1967 prices Amount Percent

I lernentarY school 7.52 $ $2.106 26High scbooL
2.44 1, 420 3,458 45College and university 0. 64 31300 2, 009 27

Total
10.00 $ 723 7, 663 100

I Bawd on table 138 of the Statistical Abstrod of tAs MUM Maga 1160 (U.S. Department of Commerce,Bureau of the Census), which gives the peroentage distribution by years of schooling completed for thelabor force 18 to 64 years old, 1957. The elementary-school subtotal Is (4X3.6)+C7*(11X1111.3)+100=7.522; the high-sebool subtotal is (2.5X19.3)+(4X46.5)+1002.436; and the college sutbotal is (9X8.)4-(kX9.2)+100-0.636. Col. 5 is based on these unrotmded munbers. It should be noted that the total Yearsof schooling completed per member (10.490) is slightly brim than the total (10.45) 1940 equivalent years 01schooling completed, shown in table 2 for the labor force, Weems ofa mall difference in the data and pro-ved used.
I Each amount is the product of the corresponding items in cob. 2 and S.1 Average east Per member Per Year, obtained by dividing $7,U3 by 10.10.

For the underlying estimates, nee "Capital Formation by ir.dueation," op. eft., and "Edu-cation and Economic Growth," op. cit., p. 64. The reader should bear in mind that theseestimates of costs Include become forgone by mature students and that this component Inthe real costirOt education is large both for high-school and for eolleip and universityeducation.
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that table 5 is based on the upper estimate of costs for 1900. The
cost of the educational stock of the labor force, thus defined, in 1957
was 81/2 times the 1900 level (from an index of 100 to 849). If the
lower estimate figure for 1900 is used, that is, $423 instead of $540,
the stock of education in the labor force rose virtually 11 times between
1900 and 1957. The stock of nonhuman reproducible wealth (Ray-
mond W. Goldsmith's estimates)1° rose only 41/2 times, as shown in
column 5 of table 5.

TABLE 4.Cost of education per member of the labor force in 1900, according
to years of schooling completed

4')
Type of schooling

Elementary school..4.
High school
College and univertdcy

Total

Years of schooling Per
member

Lower
estimate

eltr;t7pmp:rte

Cod of
schooling
per year

Total cost per member

Amount
(upper

estimate)
Percent

a 75
.31
.08

4.14

3.437
. 656
. 147

4.140

$280
1, 420
& SOO

1640

$962
790
485

2, 237

43
36
22

100

I These estimates are computed from a study of the high-school enrollment and graduates, and also of°one's enroll ment and uates from 1900 back to 1850. High-school enrollment represented about 0.636of 1 percent of the , and high-school graduates, 0.351 d 1 percent. For college and universitystudents, tbe 2 oomparsble estimates were 0.270 and 0.135 of 1 percent. Distributing all of these among thelabor force of 1900, we hive for filamentary sebool (83.5x2.53)÷ (16.5x10+ 100-3.437; high school (2x5.16)-H4X11Z)+10080.566;. oollege. (2X2-46)+(4X2.46)+100-0.147. The everage cost per year of schoolingbecomes $4= instead of IWO if the Lower estimate of years of schooling per labor kroe member is used (col. 2)both at 1956 prioes.
Each amount is product of the corresponding item in ools. 3 and 4.
Average cost of 4abooling per member per year, obtained by dividing $2,237 by 4.14.

TABLE LStock of education measured by costs and stock of reproducible
nonhuman wealth, United States, 1900471

Year

Cost of an
equivalent

year of
schooling

(1966
pees in
dollars)

(2)

Cost of P
educational

stock,
population

14 years
and older

(in billions)

(3)

Cost of
educational

stock, la-
bor force
members
14 years

and older
(In billions)

(4)

Steel( of
two-

ducibie
nonhuman

thweal
(in billions)

(I)

Percentage
col. 4 is
ot col. 5

1000
1910
1120
1930
1940
1960
1967

Inds 1957 (19004100)

$640
563
586
614
650
690
723

1114

$114
168
2Z1
328
445
6/4
848

744

gia
96

127
180
268
359
636

849

403
fiX
735
756
969

1270

450 191

1000 ammo In MIAs 410kad for 1$17 in S. similar was used fat 1960. Estimates kw the
I The modem toe dwIldni the estimates of the cost of an uivalent 1940 year of sehoolins shown for

rest of an WiOsd by
In egt. 3 Item is oblifted b i

, , ', :

. I i

Ube conespoodIng Item in ool. 4 of table 2 by that in col.2 et tame $. ed. 4 mob Non is Volignitiplying Us corresponding Item in I. 7 of UM* 2 by thatin oak 2 of table li.
Osle. S and 4 me _based on 111111 priess._, Col. ii is thrived tress the work at Raymond W. Oeldordth, wk.=mods alpWWs hisesbW °IVA (nalional) reprodualbia width at 1967-49 pdess, which 1 thisto lin yds&

se Ponied essimuleatko.
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Concluding Observations
1. A comparison of the several measures presented shows how much

they differ. The estimates that follow are restricted to the education
of members of the labor force.

heoroseo Wm*,
!!01 alsi 1117

lodes 1,57Nasser* of odsostioissi stook (l ,00=100)I. Years of schooling completed (table 1) 859
IL Equivalent 1940 years or schooling completed (tble 2) 688III. Cost of schooling:

(a) Upper estimate cost in 1900 (table 849(b) Lower estimate cost in 1900 (table 4), also related text.... 1, 002Stock of reproducible nonhuman wealth cost (table 5) 450
2. The measure, "year of schooling completed," understates greatly

the increase in the stock of education that has been realized over the
decades if for no other reason than that the average daily attendance:
of enrolled pupils rose 60 percent between 1900 and 1957.

8. "Equivalent years of schooling completed" also understates the
increase in the stock of education because it does not distinguish among
years of elementary, high-school, and college and university schorling;
each year regardless of the level is treated the same. From in-
vestment point of view, a year of elementary schooling costs much
less than a year of high school or of college, and the latter two have
been increasing much more rapidly, as the following estimates show.

TABLE 6.Years of schooling completed per member of the labor forte

Immo be-
1100 Capper twos 1900Type of sebooling salmis) sad 1967

Index 1957
(1900 100)........

Elementary school 3.437 7.52 210raheissehM .666 2.44 4N1and university .147 .64 4$6
Total 4.140 MAO 2011

4. Our third measure based on costs of schooling is a, preliminary
estimate of "stock of output capacity" represented by education. It
does not distinguish between the younger and the older workers in
the labor force in measuring their education for example, a year of
high schocd is given the same weight whether the worker is 25 or 60
years of age. There is also the implicit assumption that a year of
schooliiig of a given level (elementary school or high school or col-
lege) acquired recently or many years ago are comparable on an
adjustment has been made for differences in length of school attend-
ance. Nor is there any allowance for obsolescence of edwatica. Surely
some instruction is better now than it was several decades ago, and
also, some education is subject to obsolescence.
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5. The equivalett years of schooling completed per member of the
labor force have risen more for those in the younger than in the older
age groups, as the following estimates make dear.

TABLE 70---Years of schooling completed by members of the labor force, by age
group, 1900 and 1%7

Ale group

Number of yam al
schooling

1900

14-19
20-24
25-44

A45-414
65 and over

4.2
4.d
4.2
& 8
3,8

1957

increase
between
1900 and

1957, Index
1957

(1900 100)

11.0
12.8
12.2
7.8
&

282
278
290
105
170

6. Despite the greater increase in education of workers in the
younger groups relative to those in the older groups, the average pro-
ductive life of tad entire stock of this education may not have changed
appreciably. Assuming a productive life up to the 68th year of life
and the same rate of deaths and disabilities for each age group, a
crude estimate indicates that the average productive life of all of the
education in the labor force was slightly more than 30 years in 1900
and about the same in 1957. The reason for this result seems to be
the fact that young people now enter the labor force at a somewhat
older age than they did in former years, mainly because they continue
their schooling for more years.

7. If the above statement about the average productive life of edu-
cation of the labor force proves to be approximately correct, our esti-
mate that the stock of education in the labor force increased 81h
times between 1900 and 1957, as compared with the increase in the
stock of reproducible nonhuman wealthof 41/2 times takes on added
significance. As I have attempted to show elsewhere, investments in
education may explain & large part of the otherwise unexplained
economic growth of the United States.11

n "Zdoeatioa tad lloosoade Growth," op. eft.. pp. TS-412.



CHAPTER 8

Education and Economic Growth
Richard S. Eckaus

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS of education potentially can contribute
a great deal to the understanding required for the formulation

of an educational policy that will make the best use of human re-
sources and contribute most to economic growth. Not all education,
of course, has an economic' motivation, but this does not preclude
concentration on the economics of education.

The particular objective of this paper is analysis of the significance
of higher education in economic growth. To achieve this objective,
it is necessary to consider the role of education in the economy, its
contribution to economic growth, and its effect on the distribution
of the benefits of that growth. Many of the economic features of
education can usefully be analyzed as a process of capital formation.
The process and its results can then be compared with other types of
capital formation in order to develop a better understanding of the
special contribution of higher education to economic growth.

Thus, part I of this paper discusses an educated labor force as a
productive capital factor in the economy, and its special characteris-
tics. Part II explores the implications of this analysis for the demand
for and use of college-trained manpower. The analytiqal approach
is then extended in part III to a consideration of the conditions of
supply of such manpower.

In this area of investigation, as in others, it is easier to ask questions
than to find answers. However, it is also true, I believe, that the
right questions about an economic policy in education have not been
asked often enough and in a sufficiently specific form. When this is
done, there is a much better chance of abstracting useful facts from
the abundant statistics available. This paper is mainly an attempt to
pose the issues of investment in education in a manner susceptible to
economic analysis. It presents and discusses some methods of de-
veloping a practical basis for resolution of the issue,.

Associate Professor of Zeonomici, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Theresearch upon which this chapter is based was supported by the Rockefeller Foundationand the Center for International Studies* MIT.
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I. Educated Labor as a Capital Input to Productive
Processes

It may appear somewhat strained to treat educated labor even in
some limited aspects as if it were a capital factor'? From the view-
point of the individual and of society as a whole, however, education
is similar to the production of physical capital goods. Both require
the use over a period of time of facilities such as buildings, materials
and equipment, and labor skills. Both necessitate the sacrifice of
goods and services that might otherwise have been produced. Both
will yield "services" over some subsequent period. The essential
capital-formation features are the same,ibut, of course, the conditions
of "production," the time periods involved, and the resources required
vary extensively. These variations, the restrictions they place on
human-capital formation, and their implications for growth are dis-
cussed here.

EDUCATION AS RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

To gain an appreciation of the significance of education treated as
a process of capital formation in humans, it is helpful to use an
analogy with the natural resources of a nationits farmland, mineral
deposits, rivers, and so on. Virtually none of these, by themselves
and unimproved, yield 'useful outputs. Yet after they are worked
upon by men and equipment, they produce crops, ores, and power.
After developmental work, natural resources become a kind of capital,
each type of resogrce possessing .some unique features, but having the
same essential quality of yielding goods or service4 over aperiod of
time after some initial investment of effort. There is no generic term
for the developmental efforts, that must be applied to natural re-
sources to make them into productive capital, but there is such a term
for efforts to develop human resources. It is "education." Over a
period of time education will improve the productivity of labor and
will result in services that could not otherwise be performed.

In turning to analysis of the special characteristics of educated
labor as a capital factor, it will be useful to refer to the analogy with
development of resources, natural and human. It is a fruitful one
and worth pursuing because it helps to mike appropriate the appli-
cation of well-known economic concepts. For example, the amount
and quality both of human and of natural resources in a society
depend on their development, and these resources can never be known
(malmagliassmixwwwwwila

flee Seymour N. Harriet it, Higher ildeastion M Os United BMWs the Booms
Problems. Cambridge, Maas., Harvard Univrtsity Pros, 1900 ; Paul C. Glick sod Herman
P. Miller. litjueational Level awl Potential Income. Amer4eles Heedelopiesi Jihmieee, 21:
110T-$111, June 1966 ; Theodore W. Malta, Capital Foratatioa by Iduestioa. Joisrusi of
MM.; Ilksetseray, OS: 511-681, Desembow
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until they are cultivated. Investment in oil exploration and in im-
provement of extraction techniques will actually change the known
available oil reserves Again, land fertility is not a once-and-for-all unchangeable gift of nature. Fertilization and irrigation will
increase fertility, as will development of new crop strains especially
suited to the land. These will contribute to the land's economic
value and even to what may be considered the total amount of amble
land available. Similarly, labor skills not only are developed by edu-
cation but they are found as well. It just does not seem to be truethat human talent will always appear no matter how discouragingthe environment and inadequate the cultivation. Onts of the func-
tions of an educational system is to act as a mechanism, for searching
out and selecting potential talent. Tim education not only improves
the quality of a labor force but also increases the amount of talent
beyond what otherwise would be known. And different levels of
education probably make different kinds of contributions to the
uncovering of individual potentials.'

One feature of productive capital that is of great importance in
determining its role in economic growth is the specificity of its usein the production of some particular commodity. Many developed
natural resources have a wide range of applications in production,or they are applied in a wide range of industries, and accordingly
have considerable mobility between industries. Fuel and other
power resources are a good example of this; and so, too, are fertile,
well-watered land in temperate climates, and many mineral resources.
They are the source of a wide range of final products The productsof some resources, however, have only a limited range of alternative
uses. Mash, for example, is mainly a fertilizer, and when the proc-
esses of synthetic nitrogen fixation were developed in the early yearsof this century, the value of a fertilizer that had been a great natural
resource of Chile was vastly reduced. A similar phenomenon is the
obsolescence of physical capital due to a change in technology or toa transfer 9f demand from the commodity the capital produced.
Generally, the greater the range of uses of the capital equipment, the
less likely it is to be made completely worthiest by such a change. A
simple lathe, for example, which can produce rotary metal shapes
for a large number of uses, is less likely to become obsolete th a

There is still another reilexive4r teediadt effect el edsetkon as the amount et buses*ills availableas Meet that is of special bsportasee In the esmossies of omennations. This effect sakes Itself felt via the Maio* between edueaties and the totalelse of the population and of the labor fores. T Is ao doubt that la many couatrhiseducational levels aad birth rates are inversely related. However, it should be kept ismind that educatioa nay sot be the causal factor Is this Matisse or at least la themay causal tutor. It say to mow *stoat operate only Indirectly via Its esunection withinecnao level&
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complicated machine lathe that is highly specialized in its design for
producing some particular part.

Genendization on the relative specificity of educated labor is diffi-
cult because of lack of organized information. Still, most human
capital is probably uniquely mobile as compared with most physical
capital. Certainly the range of usefulness of an elementary education
in production processes is very broad. This level of education, how-
ever, is not sufficient to meet society's need for skilled and professional
workers. Although education permits greater specialization, it does
not limit the range of fields in which individuals may be useful in
an economic way. "Education is broadening" has a vocational as
well as a cultural meaning. Persons with a higher education may
become "narrow specialists" but not necemarily. A lawyer's educa-
tion, for example, seems to equip him for a wide range of occupations
that transcend even the broad legal field. Again, the potential open-
ings for mvhanical ealgineer are many and varied. It is probably
true that the transferability of skills, in a very general sense, from
one type of productive activity to another, is greater for college-
and university-trained persons than for those in manual and techni-
cal trades; however, even in the latter there is undoubtedly a
considerable transferability of competence and knowledge.'

There are instances in which changes in technology, or perhaps
demand for the product., have eliminated the need for certain human
skills, and in which human capital could not be shifted with ,ease
from one occupation to another. Most of what has been written on
the subject of technological unemployment, lumever, is highly impres-
sionistic, and then have been few attempts to quantify and measure
the changes that have occurred. In some of the changes that have
eliminated partiOular types of industry and occupations as, for exam-
ple, the displaciment of handloom weavers by a mechanized textile
industry, certain of the skills required in the new industry are the
same as those in the old. Of' course, fewer are required on
account of the large increase in productivity, so substantial obsoles-
cence of human capital it; still involved.

It is tam/Xing to generalise that thsolesceme of human skills is a
greatar danger at lower rather than at higher levels of skills and,
in particular, that it happms rarely in professions. Certainly it is
easier to, think of examples of obsolesoence in handicraft skills than
in professional skills. Yet it does happen in professions also. There

The &Wadies betwees metal edaeaties asd eccapatleaal training is, Is part, a
dietiseties ea is *intim the MO* prepare ter farther 'decades bet the dietisetin
has asether memo or Wen. it Woe rehire to the amide**, et the skills created. Theist
oempatiessi braising is sest emalawity seed ti describe the devekeibeat et *Me Is
pa rtieular vocatives, eel & et higher edseatila fir she treats( ter as oesapatlea.
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are physicians whose specialties have become less in demand as a conse-
quence of development of new drug therapies. And certain fields of
engineering have lost much of their former vogue, in part owing to
changes in technology or in demand for particular products.

HUMAN VERSUS NONHUMAN CAPITAL

Of all the features of human capital that distinguish human capital
from physical capital, the most significant are the "noneconomic"
factors or motivations.' Individuals do not go to school and college
merely as the result of a calculation of the rate of return achievable.

Certainly a basic education is commonly regarded as an absolute
prerequisite for the achievement of personal, noneconomic goals by
the individual and his guardians. Higher education is also heavily
overlaid with "noneconomic" motivations, though perhaps not as
much as is sometimm assumed in the discussions of the value of a
liberal arts education, for example.

Likewise, though employers hire workers mainly on the basis of
an economic calculation that takes skills and education into account,
the calculation is usually not the only factor in making the oontract,
As far as the hirers of educated labor are concerned, the noneconomic
motives, to the extent they operate at all, are probably more significant
for the more highly educated workers than for workers with only an
elementary-school education.

Many, though not all, of the noneconomic aspects of education can
be summed up by the economist as follows: Education is like a con-
sumer good as well as like the investment process. Economists do na
inquire deeply into why the tastes of consumers are what they are,
but take them as more or less given patterns, which, along with in-
comes and prices, determine the actual purchases. In a similar way
it is possible to concentrate on the implications of noneconomic factors
in the education process. A few examples will illustrate the point.

In many societies education has a prestige or a social value that
is independent of its economic significance. As obvious examples: in
Burmese, Jewish, and early New England societies religion constitutes
a primary motive for education to the level of literacy; the individual
is expected to be able to participate in religious activity through his
own reading. As a law obvious but important example, one might
cite the increase in students specializing in the sciences in recent years

This terminology could be interpreted either as an to ant or u the rawnessof gross pretentionmabes' on the part at the scow:mitt, as it lamps to ether in a residualelms all manner of isinateio that rank high oe anyone's wale of values. Yet it on17reflects the economist's way of organising the relevant !Mimic.. to bring time withinthe some of his analysis. These noneconomic factors must be taken into account andtheir economic significance analysed. The most convenieet way to do it at this stage atknowledge is to consider them together.
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and the relative decline in applications for admission to medical
schools. Yet the medical profaision remains at the top of the income
heap. The prestige of the scientist is reflected not only in the pursuit
of scientific education by students but in the hiring policy of business.
Industrial rewarci.h has been profitable, but it is also true that wientific
research manpower has been hired and hoarded by some businesses in
a way that cannot be explained by economics alone.

Noneconomic factors are by no means entirely absent from decisions
on physical capital invegment; to be sure, there are fads and fashions
there as well. However, the noneconomic features of physical capital
are seldom presented as the main justification of its existence, as is
often true in regard to education. The calculations may not be precise
and there may be biases in selection, but the major criterion for private
investment in physical capital is economic, not esthetic, nor religious,
nor any other. Public investment in physical capital is another mat-
ter; the motives for this public investment may be quite similar to
the motives for sponsorship of public schools.

Two essential featurft of labor as a factor in production tie the
noneconomic aspects of education closely to its economic aspects.
First, labor's qualities u a productive input cannot be divided
and used separately. A man is man, and when he works
with a spade or a machine he is also a citizen, a member of a family,
a little bit of tin mterpriser, and e4 on. The education he acquires in,
and for, any one role in which he functions is also applied in some
degree in every other role. Put another waythe eamomic role of

*education in the preparation of skills for use in production cannot be
fully separated from its consumption features. The education and
skills obtained as consumer goods may not be distinguishable from
those obtained as investment in capital. This also means that the
income of labor is not and cannot be fully distinguished between re-
turns due to native ability, unskilled effort, family and cultural indoc-
trination, or the various types of formal education that have been
acquired. In this respect individuals in their acquisition of education
are like small proprietors whose business fortunes are not separable
in law from their personal fortunes

The impression is not intended that all the noneconomic aspects of
labor can be summed up and analyzed as if they cQnstituted simply
another consumer good. Opportunity for social adrancemnt is a
private and also a. public consumer good, and considered as a public
consume' good it is a most unusual ow. Since social advancement
is related to inmate, it is associated with investment in education, but
it dote not depend only on economic achievement.

A second unique feature of labor is its inalienability; more bluntly,
people cannot sell themselves. This means that the viewpoints of the
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individual and of society are going to be different from the view-
points of firms hiring labor. Firms pay for and use the flow of labor
services resulting from the formation of human capital by education,but they are not primarily =warned with that capital-formatim
process itself. They may train workers if there is no ether way of
getting the services they need, but if they do provide training, they
need to realize that they cannot be sure of fully recapturing all the
benefits of that capital-formation process. It is, of course, no reflec-
tion on businew firms that theit point of view does not correspond
with that of the workers nor with an overall vision of society. Per-
manent vesting of control and "ownership" of his labor in an indi-
vidual means, among other things, that there can be no guarantee that
his motives and incentives will be identical with those of the business
firms for which he works or of society as wixile.

Allied to inalienability are the restrictions in a free society, espe-
cially, on the means which can be used by society to recapture for gen-eral use the benefits of investment in the education of individual&For example, persons trained by cm* of the military services may be
required to devote specific minimum time to that service. The more
general obligations of citizens for the education received are not well
defined, partly because the general social benefits of education also
are not well defined.

Education has so far been °moldered in terms of its ability to re-
produoe skills and thus form buman capital as consumer good andas an instrument of social policy. It I more than this; it can createthe potential for finding new goods, new technologies, and new indru-menta of social policy. No other kind of capital formticm has allthese features,

It is useful within the scope of economic analysis to consider educa-tion as if it were a process of creating human capital. It is morethan that, to be sure, and the economic analysis of this aspect of educa-tion is not intended to deny its other aspects or even to reikoot their
compafative significance. The purp9se of this section has been todescribe in a general way the features of human capital that set itapart from physical capital. 'Mee require special atteatim and
accommodation of conventional economic theory as the analysis pro-ceeds to a consideration of the sped& demand-and-supply factorsfor humlin capital.

IL The Educated Labor Required for &manic Growth
Education can be the equivalent both of a columnar good providingpersonal solid:action and an investment good that contriltgee to theproductim of other goods and services. In °moldering this latteraspect of education, we now at questisms similar to time convene.
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tionally asked about physical capital and eoonomic growth : is our
rate of investmmt, in human capital, that is, in education of pencils,
adequate if we want to accelerate our rate of eoonomic growth / Is
it even adequate to maintain our present growth rate! Is the present
comixmition of this type of investment the optimal one? That ig,
is the system producing enginem, mathematicians, physical scientists,
doctors, and teachers, of various types in the proportions that are
nIotA effective in siding our economic growth? Roma developments
in the world abroad that have difturbed the complacency of the
United States, as well as domestic pressures such as those due to our
population surge, have increased the urgency of such queiono,s.
Since the preparation of this volume-is in part an expression of this
newly increased conown, we need na delve further into its wurvies.

How-erex, such questions are also being asked in the less-developed
nations of the world, perhaps with even greater urgency. The
nations start from much lower income levels and are under grit
pressure to improve their economic performance. 11*re is less lee-
way in their systems since they have very little of any type of educated
labor and other resouram and therefore they can lets afford mistakes.

These questions differ from the more common ones. Usually they
are posed in such terms as: "Shall we spend more on education I
Shall we subsidize medical education! Make loans for college edu-
cation," Such questions do not specify the objectives of the pro-
pmals and thus do not provide or imply a criterion for decision.
There are a variety of possible thjectives. Economic growth and
equalization of opportunity are two such. It is likely that these are
not wrongly competing objectives, but that is not at all certain, and
situations may arise in which t.Iwy do menpe_e.

Moreover, these latter questions do rex, recognize another poesi-
bility : that there may be more than one set of combinations of
investment in physical capital and human capital via education, which
would satisfy the requirements of a particular growth rate. Thus,
the fundamental economic criterion must be kept in mind ; namely,
that the optimal combination of the investmata required to achieve

certain growth rate in ti* combination which requiret the least
sacrifice of consumption (including that education which is a cra-
mmer good). It is not because sacrifwee are to be avoided at
all costs that On enteric= is posed thus, rather became there
is no way in which they can possibly be avoided, and they should
be minimised. Educiakm, litre any otlur activity, saes productive
resources; some types of education require 'Dore 'resources than other
types, but in any ease the more echwatiah the greater the resource

a TI instSesiag et adhasitissal didactic,. has dos 1N to a saw Gooeura wt adocatiesal
asIthsfa. This is a area that Ma chapter will at attempt to cater.
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requirement& Many of the resourves tied for education can be de-
voted to other purposes, and there is a good deal of pa:Bible switching
between types of education. Resourres for education, and for all
other types of activity, am not unlimited ; in any year dim are just so
many. If economic grvwth proceeds, there will be more rwourrtvi in
the future but never an unlimited ;mount. Therefore, diversion of
resources to provide more, better, or different typos of education
intmLns that same other type of economic activity will have to be sacri-
ficed. The sacrifices may be only of potential output or satisfaction,
but that. does not make aim the less real and important. This is true
even when there is some unemployment of resources, as in a recession,
because there is always some Cli oice as to how the resourmi may be
reamployed and, if one line of activity is clien over another, the
second is sacrificed. One has only to follow closely the politics of
various antirsomion measures to re.alim how well the various eco-
nomic interim groups realize that this is no abstraction 18 they
maneuver for a prefermi position.

This moaning points up the inadequacy of educational policies
based on the maxim, "the more the better." In a full-wnployment
economy, having nwre of inrestment in education generally means
giving up SOktle amount of something else. Anyone is entitled to
the opinion that society ought to give up some of its other
consumption or investnutint in order to have more inveament in
human capital, and the relative wealth of the United States may
suggest that such sacrifices am "twkar" in the United States than
in other countries. Unless such opinims are based on a CILreful evalu-
ation and balancing of the alternative ways of achieving economic
growth, however, they can have no other status than that of per-
sonal, normative judgment& Education considered u an investment
in human capital is a way of achving economic production and
muit be considered as such and balanced against other ways. This
approach does not imply a narrow view of the economic contribu-
tion of educationa view that leaves out the role of higher education,
especially, in creating the ixisis for finding new knowledge and devel-
oping new products via research. Such functions cannot easily be
brought within the operating frainework of decisions about educ4-
tion, but they should not be ignored, and it is not intended here that
they should be.

The inadequacy of the maxim, "the more the better," on which
so much discussion of educational policy seems to be based, is perhare
most clearly demonstrated in practical decision making --fran local
school boards through State boards of education to the Federal
Congress. Policy decisions are contrairied by limited resources--
resources that must be spread among such projects as welfare ma*
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and highway construction. It is important for people to have opin
ions as to whether all or part of thew erpenditures ahould be aimed
in a particular direction. But again the question finally mutt be
asked, "How much?" taking into fv-k-vunt the alternative invwtments

THE LOGIC OF EDUCATIONAL POLICY DECISIONS

The logic of the miuirwnemts for invwtment in education for 04N)-

nomic growth Is the saw* as the logic for invemnient in physical
capital. It is easier to .deacribe than to implement. A gtatement
of this logic, however, will provide the criterion by which to jutip-4
partial policies or rule of thumb to determine if they are at loam
influencing decisions in the right &maiOft&

Growth by itA-Af is not an adequate specification of an tvonotnic
goal, for growth can take many forms and encornpiLiv different com-
binations of outputs of consumption gt-x)tis and inmstment goods
of various typett. These different ownbinations may in turn entail
different patterns of inputs of productive resourem of various typea,
including both physical and human capital. Thus, logically, before
one can begin to discuss the queittion of optimum oombinations of
these inputs and therefore of the requirements for them, the tarloAs
of tilie growth must be specified in terms of the relative incrbeafos
desired in the outputs of the various sector& It mutt also be kept
in mind that the targets themselves are not invariant to resouree

and possible combinations. These latter two factors
will determine the relative cost of reaching various targets, and there
is some substitution between them on a cost lAsis, just as the consumer
decides between meat and cheese aocortting to their casts.

There is another type of information that is ea9ential for making
decisions on the amount of resources that should be directed toward
education to form human capital. This is information about what
economists call "produdion functions": the ways in which materials,
physical .-capital, and human capital can be combined to mach pro-
duction target& Essentially it is information about technology in
a very general 9ense. A requires quantitative knowledge about all
the inputs for the various outputs. This includes data on the produc-
tive resouroes, human and otherwise, required for the formation of
human capital by means of education and of Physical capital of vari-
ous types, as well as of consumer goods. Of course, the questions
about the relative mobility of human and physical capital raised in
part I of this chapter would also have to be answered.

Given all these kinds of information the economist can visualize
grand synthetic program which results from an optimizing prow-

11651011-4131-4
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duce subject to the technological and other constraints described.
This program would then specify the optimal amounts of education
of various types which should be given, just as it would specify
the optimal rate of investment in the different types of physical
capital and the best use oriatural resources. Educational policy
would emerge as just one other aspect of an overall economic policy.

Perhaps it is not even necessary to-explain why this grand, dynamic,
synthetic program cannot be implemented. Yet it may be useful to
underscore the fact that our inadequacies in formulating educational
policy, for investment in human capital are of the same kind as we
would have in formulating an investment policy for physical capital.
The technological and consumer information required for that grand
program just does not exist and most of it cannot be obtained except
at high cost. Moreover, on account of the boope and the complexity
of the interrelationships, it would be quite impossible, with all the
constraints involved, to solve the huge problem.

The problems may be more obvious if viewed in relation to those of
the less-developed countries that do undertake to formulate con-
sciously and explicitly an investment policy not only for the public
sector but at least as a guideline also for the private sector. In the
United States the primary public investment is investment in educa-
tion; physical investment planning is left mainly, though not exclu-
sively, to the private sector. (Of course, investment in education in
this country is by no means an eiclusively governmental activity.)
The less-developed countries are trying to improve themselves eco-
nomically as quickly as possible in the face of pressing resource
scarcities. Thus they are vitally concerned with doing as well as
they possibly can in the formulation of comprehensive, optimal physi-
cal investment programs. They do not completely succeed, owing tothe analytical and data problems mentioned earlier. They "make do"
with approximative, rule-of-thumb procedures, as we must in for-
mulating a policy for investment in education.

METHODS OF APPROXIMATION
The .approximative procedures that economists have developed

enable them to know something about the characteristics of that grand
synthetic program. Experience has indicated thit it is possible to de-
velop rough but useful guidelines for physical-investment programs.

The next step is to compare the use of such approximative pro-
cedures when applied to the problems of the requirement for human
capital to determine what information and guidance the procedures
might yield.

one method in use is to estimate the returns due to investment in
education and compare them with the returns elaewhere in the soca-
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omy.' Since an optimal policy in a perfect market would direct re-
sources where the returns are highest, such a comparison might be
expected to indicate whether more or less of the various types of edu-
cational investment should be undertaken. Unfortunately, there are
many difficulties in applying the method. One of the most serious
of these is the inability to estimate all the returns attributable only
to the education that contributes to economic production. Wages and
salaries are certainly not entirely adequate for this particular purpose.
This suggests that there is a serious problem in drawing conclusions
from such studies : what may be true for an individual, as far as the
"profitability" of investment in education is concerned, is not neces- ,
Barfly true of society as a whole. Nonetheless the method should be
developed further and refined for the light it can throw on the prob-
lem so long as the conclusions derived are presented with appropriate
care.

One of the most 'common and most powerful methods used by econo-
mists in determining overall physical-capital requirements for growth
is the application of Ilitios of marginal-capital requirements to pros-
pective increases in outputs. Many studies have been devoted to the
development of these ratios; and in the hands of an experienced
economist, aware of all the inadequacies of the tool, such capital-
output ratios can provide order-of-magnitude estimates that might
otherwise be impossible to achieve.' The ratios have a number of
serious faults, which must be taken into aocount. Aside from many
difficult accounting problems that make their use suspect, they are
calculated on a historical basis and accordingly reflect a particular
past composition of output and of patterns of investment undertaken.
Since change in these patterns is usually one of the objectives of
growth, the use of historical ratios creates a bias in the results. There
are also such problems as adjustment for less than full utilization
of capacity, and for the changing importance in different years of
additions to existing plant and equipment and of completely new
installations.

rough adaption of this method, comparing trends in enrollment
and openings in the professions, is used by Harris in coming to his
conclusions about the dangers of "overeducation." This method,
however, again fails to distinguish between the various functions of
education and assumes that all such education is only for the economic

See Gary L Deem' Tindettavintoont Cases lidnottles t tourism Seosesas
Review, 50: $4-5541, Ifeey 1600 Papers and Proceedings, Ameriinn liconossie Association.

See P. lLiliossestolwitoden. Zistornotienol Aid for Undordevelopal Ooostrios, Castor
for Intornettonal Stogie, Weseedissotts Institute of Tooknolegy, Cambridak Maw, Jan-
uary 1N1.

Seymour III. Parris. rho Morbst for Q.U. e tiradoster. Cassbridge,Uatessetty press,
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purpose of creating the optimal amount of human capital. Yet it is
possible that further work in this direction will eventually also pay off.

ORIGINAL INVESTMENT COST OF EDUCATION

Only recently has an estimate appeiwed of the capital formation
by education, prepared by Samha, which undertakes to quantify the
investment in education.* His estimate has a number of conceptual
difficulties both in concept and in measurement.

In such estimates the "opportunity costs" to society of educating
students must be taken into account. These cots are the opportxm-
itiee for output and income that are forgone by society when individ-
uals, instead of entering the labor force, remain student& Such costs
are naturally greater at the higher levels of education than at the
lower. In computing these, eom careful "social accounting"
must be done. Schultz egtimates the opportunity costs essentially
by computing the average returns attributable to the lost hours of
work of a typical student. He recognizes the potential criticism that
the method is a "partial equilibrium" approach, which does not take
into account the alternative effects of a wholesale transference of
school-ige workers into or out of the labor market However, Schultz
claims that his is only a problem of a shift on the margin of a typical
worker. But an estimate of capital stock in education on this basis
cannot be used to estimate the changes in total output due to a radical
change in the number of itxdents enrolled in schools and colleges.

Nor should the total forgone earnings necessarily be used to esti-
mate the opportunity cost to society of the years spent in education.
The earnings low is not even a true estimate of the differences in total
national income that are due to the withholding of labor from the
working force. What also must be taken into account is the posgible
return on the savings which might have been generated if additional
income had been available to the family. The different levels of con-
sumption that might otherwise have been maintained need also to be
taken into account. Perhaps no better estimates could have been made
concerning the period in which data are available, but it raises doubts
about comparability of the estimates for diluent points of time if
the basic behavior patterns have changed and theestimating procedure
hoe not.

Though Schultz recognizes that a part of the education given and
received is really a consumer good, he does not separate that part
from the total capital formation by education. It .4 I be argued
that even though there is some education that is , , y used as
consumer good, it could yield productive services Nit as the education

Tboodlon isoliebidta. Capital Illsnaatiaa b ligusidea. hoped of Panties. /howoat : Wrl Doemsber INC
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intended primarily to form productive human capital dose. There-
fore it, too, should be added to the capital static created by education.
This addition would be hard to justify, however, in the face of the
well-known differences in the returns from various kinds of education.

There is a serious =imam, however, in the failure to take account
of that- type of education which usually comes under the "vocational"
heading. Only part of this is given in schools, public or private,
and, therefore, it is in general not recorded by Schultz's statistics.
Yet no one would argue that vocational education is not a signifi-
cant type of investment in human capital. Much of such edu-
cation is obtained through more or less formal on-the-job or appren-
ticeship training program; and the training acquired in even more
casual ways still has an effect. $o, on the one hand, Schultz's estimate
includes a certain amount of consumption services, and on the other,
excludes a certain amount of what undoubtedly is productive of human
capital.

Finally, the approach adopted lq Schultz, starting from the side
of the education which is "given" to students, assumes implicitly that
all such education is used. As a matter of fact, not all the members
of the student population, even in the working-age groups, are poten-
tial members of the labor force or would be in the labor force if they
werenot in school. This applies particularly to girl& However, it
is to some extent true of all students for several reasons. It was
pointed out in part I of this paper that education itself is not the only
function of an educational system. It also serves as a selection and
placement device, and in performing these functions "gives" educa-
tion that is not Used. For example, in the process of becoming a
lawyer, a student may first become an engineer in a college career
which turns out to have been a means of deciding not to become an
engineer. Still, it might be argued that this is part of the education
necessary to make him a lawyer. There are other and cheaper ways
of selecting and placing students, to be sure; but some use of educa-
tion for this purpose may be inescapable.

It is clear that not all students in the labor force use the maximum
amount of education that they receive; some human capital is =em-
ployed. Some educational systems just make mistakes, though when
they do it is not only, perhaps not even primarily, the fault of the
educationig system itself so much as a characteristic of the culture in
which it is embedded. Good extunples of this point are provided by
the educated unemployed in Immo of the less-developed countries of
the world classics scholars who find jobs or who became petty
clerks in the midst of a dearth of capitol with technical skills.
In the United States, whm teachers leave their profession to take
jobs for which they do not need all the skills they have acquired, we
have another example of the unemployment of human capital.
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REPLACEMENT COST OF EDUCATIONAL CAPITAL

There is another approach to the estimate of human capital and
the econceny's requirements for growth, which can be described here
though results are not yet. complete.

Underlying the concept of human capital is the notion that there
are specific requirements for educated labor for economic production,
and that changes in the composition and availability of this capital
affect growth rates. This,, in turn, suggests that a careful examina-
tion of production processes would reveal the number of workers with
different amounts of education required to operate the processes in
combination with materials and capital equipment This is simply
an application of the idea mentioned above that there are production
functions for the various components of the national product that
indicate the outputs which can be achieved by alternative combina-
tions of inputs. Conventionally in economics all workers are treated
as homogeneous or equal inputs. When considering the economic
requirements for education, it is necessary,_ however, to distinguish
the different types of workers in terms of their diff t amounts of
education, including vocational training. Only I 141 tion of jobs
into educational categories will reveal whether there are substitution
possibilities between such types of labor.

It would be extremely useful for many purposes if complete de-
scriptions of production functions were available, with the alternative
disaggregated inputs of labor and the different amounts of education
specified, along with other factor requirennnts. _ Unfortunately,
nothing approaching this detail exists, and in those few lines in which
studies of production functions have been made, the specification- of
labor inputs according to educational level requirements is quite in-
complete. In the overall interindustry-economics research program
of the Federal Government, sponsored directly by the Air Force, some
detailed studies were made of manpower requirements by industry.
These studies specified labor repirmento by job type and by industry.
They did not, however, explore the educational requirements of the
different job types, nor tab into consideration the substitution pos-
sibilities among workers with different amounts of education and
other types of resource inputs. The customary assumption in such
input-output studies is that there are in fact no such substitution
opportunities.It would be possible to specify the present educational rare*.
mints of the labor force in detail if all the following information
were available: (1) s complete listing of jobs by occupational cate-

1. I.. Laud B. Sebum Tk Pinter Proportions Problem la Vadiertlevolopod Arias.
Lasoriess Biosorage Bowies, 10: 1141-414111, May 1510 roman Prossoillage, Asecteam
"epsomite Asmodattos.
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gories, and (2) a descriptio of each occupational category in terms
of the educational levels required, on the average, for that job. It
would then be possible by running through all the jobs and the
employment in each to classify all types of employment at the vari-
ous educational levels. This would then indicate not what education
the labor force had actually received, formally or informally, but
what was required to operate the economy. If the coats of the edu-
cation of the various types and levels could be ascertained, it would
then be possible to formulate an estimate of the human capital em-
ployed in the U.S. economy. This would correspond to an estimate
of "replacement cost" of the educational investment in people. Such
a formulation would omit the education that was obtained essentially
as a consumer good solely for the personal satisfaction received.
It would omit also any unused education. If the objective were to
provide a basis for estimating the marginal technical requirements
for education to meet an expansion in the economy, these omissions
would be desirable. However, this approach would also omit the
amount of education that has to be provided in the performance of
the searching and selection functions described above. It also would
omit the educational requirements for that component of tha., popu-
lation which is not counted as part of the labor force but which, to
a great extent, is responsible for the effectiveness of the labor force:

,. housewives. On the other hand, it would include vocational as well
as "general educational" requirements.

The basic data requirements specified above can be met only in part
for the U.S. economy, but the results mentioned above can be approxi-
mated from the available data. The propulation census provides
some information for an occupational distribution by industry." In
1940, for the first time, and again in 1950, some reasonably detailed
data on occupations were collected in this census. It is not an ideal
source by any means, since responses are recorded from persons who
may have no precise idea of their job category and industry classifi-
cation and may tend to inflate the job description in any case. Unfor-
tunately also, the job classifications used in thp census provide only
a limited amount of detail for large parts of the employment in many
industries, yet no other comprehensive Occupational distribution of
the labor force is publicly available.

A description of the educational levels required on the average in
various jobs is provided in an impressive compilation of information,
Estimates of Worker Trait Requirements for 4,000 Jobs of Defined
in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles." Again, however, this

le U.S. Bureau et So Comm Ooompollos bp /adult% MO, Population Comm import
P-11 No. le.
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publication provides only an approximation of the data desired,
since it merely estimates the length of training required on the aver-
age for effective performance in a particular job category. For each
job it does distinguish the specifically vocational and the general edu-
cation requirements. Yet the specific vocational training period
cannot be easily translated into conventional school years.

Likewise requirements concerning general educational development
are described generally in terms of levels of language and reading
skills, mathematical competence, and general reasoning ability.
These levels cannot be easily translated into units compFable to
conventional school years.

In spite of the limitations of the data and the problem of trans-
lation, the method provides facts about a description of educational
requirements which is not otherwise available. The data, moreover,
are closer than any other to the type of data that would enable the
economist to stipulate the inputs of human capital in production proc-
esses in the U.S. economy. Though the method can be applied now
only for the census years, it is the approach that would be used if
the technology of all production processes could be deecribed in terms
of the alternative amounts of the various required inputs for specified
outputs.

In comparing the data for the different census years, it should also
be kept in mind that the differences observed are the results of move-
ments among jobs. The method used involves the assumption that
a particular job required the same vocational skill and general edu-
cational requirements in 1940 and in 1950. No allowance could be
made for upgrading of jobs between 1940 and 1950; all that could
be measured was the effect of movement between jobs. However,
it seems reasonable to assume that this is less significant at the college
level than at lower job and educational levels.

Tables 1 and 2 show overall results of the comparison. The require-
ment for higher education to reach the specified level's for general
educational development is limited to a small fraction of the labor
force, and this fraction, did not change much between 1940 and 1950.
In 1940 it was 6.9 percent of the labor force in 1950 it was 7.5 percent.

Not all of the longer specific vocationid training periods can be
identified with higher education, though many, and particularly those
running over 4 years, usually can. These latter involved only 8.8 per-
cent of the labor force in 1940 and 4.2 percent in 1950 (table 2).
Some parts of the vocational training periods of from 2 to 4 years
also represent college preparation, but these cannot yet be distin-
guished from long apprenticeship and similar programs. In any
case these percentages should not be added to the pea/vantages requir-
ing atoll education for general purposes. There is a great deal
of overlapp in the sense that a job requiting a college education as
vocational preparation is very likely to require a college education
for general background as well.
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It is notable that there was a general upward movement of the
amount of education required of the labor force in both general back-
ground and specific voctimal factors. The average schooling re-
quired of the labor- force for gums' background was 9.7 years in
1940 and 10.1 years in 1950 (table 1), and the average years of specific
vocational education required was 126 in 1940 and 1.345 in 1950.
These figures provide a basis for comparison of the relative signifi-
cance of general educationfind of specifically vocational education
in the preparation of the labor force. Altpther then, in 1940 a
worker was required to have had, on the average, 11.0 years of both
general and specifically vocational education ; by 19150 the require-
malt had risen to 11.5 years---n increase of less than 5 percent.
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Another way of assessing the signifkance of higher education in
the training of the members of the labor force is in terms of the num-
ber of years of schooling it involves, u compared with the total years
required for their general education. In 1940 higher education ac-
counted for only &Si percent of all the required years of schooling; in
1950 it was 3.4 permit.

A still more significant ecalomic assessment of the relative signifi-
cance of higher education in providing the general background re-
quired for the labor force is obtained by estimating the total costs of
such education relative to that of the other educational levels. This
in turn requires an estimate of the costs per student of the different
levels of education. Actually only the relative meta per student are
important for the present purpoee& The problem of estimating op-
portunity costs was put aside, and direct resource costa u estimated
by Schultz were divided by the number of students at each educational
level. The costs of schooling at the elementary schooli high-school,
and college levels computed in that way were in 1940 related in the
ratio 1: 1.9: 5.8, and in 1950 in du) ratio 1: 1.9: 4.2, indicating, by t.1*
way, a relatively lower rate of increase in the wet of inputs into ccd-
lege education. This helps explain why, in terms of direct resource
costs, the costs of higher education required for the labor force would
have been 14.2 percent of the total resource costs in 1040, while in
1950 they would have been only 11.0 percent.

Finally, the required amounts of higher education can be at least
partially compared with those actually possessed by members of the
labor force. From the 1940 and the 1950 calms of population, the
number of employed persons in those years with 4 or more years of
college was computed at 5.9 percent and 7.4 percent of the employed
labor force. The requirements for general education (table 1) were
7.1 percent and 7.4 percent of the employed labor force. This indi-
cates that in 1940 some members of the labor force whose jobs required
the equivalent of a college education did not have it, and that in 1950
the requirements and actual amounts in the employed labor force
matched very closely.

The results are not independent of the data sources, and there may
have been systematic overvaluation or undervaluation of the job re-
quirements in the U.S. Employment Service ratings; it is likely that
there were systematic upward biases both in descriptions of occupa-
tions reported and in educational attainments. Taking all these into
account, it is nonetheless useful to find that as yet these is little nom*
of undergraduate or graduate college education among the members
of the employed labor force. Two points hardly suffice to define
trend, so the change from 1940 to 1950 cannot be extrapolated.
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11m) point of this presentation is not to give a full picture of the re-
quirements for higher education and the role it plays in the economy,
but to demonstrate a method of analysis. The study presented here is

historical one and the results described are highly approximate, but
the approach can be developed into a nvathod for estimating current
requirements for an expanding economy. Though oertainly im-
perfect, the method can provide a more conereta basis for educational
policy than any heretofore available. However, the method tells us
litt.19 about many piing contemporary issues concerning require-
ments for higher education, including: "How much higher education
shmild be directed toward the training of persons for reseamh and
development!" This problem has been alluded to above. One of the
major difficulties here is in answering the prior question : "How much
mearch and development should there bet" Its outputs are chancy,
but possibly very great, and the costs in education high. No entirely
conventional approach seems feasible. It will always be a decision
shrouded in uncertainty.

III. Conditions Related to Supply of Human Capital
This section will analyze the eoonomic motives for acquiring edu-

cation, that is, the conditions underlying the formation of human
capital to be used in production processes. As was mentioned before,
there is a distinction between the educational procem, on the one
hand, and its outputs, educated labor or human capital, on the other.
This section does not deal with the economics of the educational
process itself, asz for example, with the allocation of resources between
teachers' galaxies and equipmant.

THE INDIVIDUAL'S CALCULATION
go.

The question for physical capital analogous to that, with which we
are concerned here would be: "What are the determinants of invest-
mint policy, given the technology and market conditions?" The issue
aa faced by the individual or the family, though seldom considered
sokily in these economic terms, is : "Should the expo:was df additional
schooling be undertaken or should the potential student go to work
instead and the funds saved or used for additional consumption I"
The way queetions of this sort are answered must be understood be-
cause the actual amount of human capital used depends not only on the
requirements or demands arising from technology and the patterns
of prodixtion but also on the conditions that affect the supply of
labor. In the same way the physical capital actually used in an
econony depends na only an the investment opportunities but on the
amount of savings and of foreign investment that goes on.
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The noneccnomio influences In this decisimts were nweatiotwid in
Nat I above. They should be recalled hers since education obtained
for noneconomic reasons is often indistinguishable frmn that oixairwd
from "economic maires, and therefore subaitutable fm it In tlw
United States and many other countries, expenditures for education
rise with income. It is difficult to say how such expenditures behave
as the cost of education thange& .As between countries amount
spalt for education of different levels may rary with no precise rela
dm to inctune because of essentially differtuit preferenoes for this kind
of ocaummption good. This paper is concerned with the formation of
human capital, however, and therefore the discussion centers the
demand for education for this purpose.

A rational calculation by a family or an individual as to whether
to invest in more education would take into account the following
items:

(1) The wage ineocro forgcmetlw amount that could otherwise be earned
by the atiKket U lw were not mgattid in DeboonINK.

(2) Tlxo interest incmise femme or the consumer satisfaction lost throngt
tin tumult sumo Co be veld oat gui s direct Of bail', ri of the
eduretim.

(3) The differential tn future earnings between tummy revel y a person
with &Winona' edwzatim and 'sworn. as it would have beau witliout
the ackfitional education.

The first task k to inquire how dune cskulations look to an individ-
ual or a family for different levels of sduaatiaa at different levels of
inoonne. The seeond one is to find wixtixtr there are likely to be sig-
nificant variations betwew the decisions made by individuals and
decisions that are optimal for society as a whole.

Compulsory attendance laws in many places eliminate the need
for individual or family decisiop-making about some levels of educa-
tion. In this matter the State one way or nother decides what is
"right" for its citizens. Of course, not all countries have or can en-
fwoe compulsory attendance laws.. The lower the level of family
income, puterally the more significsit the loss of any inocen forgone
if a meanber of the family goes to schocil, and therefore the greater the
difficulty of enforcing the laws. In economies in which the oppor,.
tunities for advancement through acquiring experience and skill are
limited, this forgone income rises with age but levels off at the point
where the individual achieves maturity u an earner. One effete of
economic growth is to increase the amount of inoome forgone by study
and therefore to discourage individuals from investing in education.
The effect of larger opportunity costs probably is more important for
upper rather than lower age groups. The sann reasoning applies to
the interest income or =sumer satisfaction that is forgone owing to
expenditures on education.
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However, one would expect that the significance of differences in
income resulting from education would be greater at low income )evals
than at higher lords. The "discount factor" applied to higher future
incomm might vary in a similar way.

As among the diff-erent levels of education, it is probably true that
the effects of inadequate k-nowleidge and the e&tiniatc of the rim
involved in undertaking more education have mom impact at the
higher rather than at the lower levels of education. The relative
infrequency of higher education and lack of experience concerning its
income effeas prob_ably combine to make its payoff sm mem un
certain than the return on lowex lev-els of education where the skills
learned are more -obvious 1111 d hater known.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE INDIVIDUAL'S AND
SOCIETY'S CALCULATIONS

Evv,n such a brief appralmi suggeL4s the following significant as-
of invw_ment in hu_man capital The calculation of its worth-

whilemem or profitability is likely to be quite different for individuals
and for society as a whole, The differene boween individuals' and
society's calculations is due in part to what eponomists call "external
economit*"--effects crn inoomes which are not, transmitted through
the price system and therefore n(4 calculable from it. For example,
it is quite po&sible that even minor improvements in production meth-
ods that do not require professional engineering skill to develop ary
more likely to emerge from a group of workeni with a high-school
education on the average from a group with only an elementary-
school eAucatiim. This clearly would be a reas.on for society to inreet
in further education. However, no individual workex with a high-
school edu .mticei could claim a higher wage on this account as the effect
is due largely to the mutual stimulation of a group of workers with
high-echool education&

Another reason for the difference in the calculation of the worth-
whileness of education far ,the individual and for socity arises from
the differermes in the risks involved. This might be complained beat
by reference to proposals for an expanded program of loans to college
students to finanoe their education.. Such a program would go further
toward providing college educatioiis than would no loans at all, but
it cannot be claimed that it is the best system of financing more higher
education. As was mentioned aliove, there are substantial risks for
any individual or family in financing education. Investment in hu-
man capital is not regarded as paying off with the certainty of invest-
meat in physical capital or in natural resource& Part of the un-
oertainty concerning the worthwhileness of education is the result of
ignorance and can be reduced by adequate dissemination of knowledge
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concerning opportunities Part of the risk expectation, however, has
a firm actuarial basis. The potentialities of individuals reveal them-
selves only slowly and the process of education includes their matura-
tion. Thal individu4 student at elementary- and secondary-school
levels, or his family, cannot be expected to be able to know about his
future. Thus, they could not be expected to decide on more education
just because on the amerage education pays off, though society as a
whole can make this decision on the basis of averages. Even at the
college level the uncertainties in the student's own mind and in his
family's are still very great.

The risks of default on student loans, as they are evaluated by
college lending officers or by government acting for society, can be
reduced by aggregating the risks and transferring the responsibility
to a central organization, just as in a regular insurance plan. tut
the risks ill the eyes of the individual and his family cannot be trans-
ferred as lbng as he or his family is obligated to repay the loan"

This argument also leads to the conclusion that a general loan
program would have a bias against low-income families, assuming
differences among different income groups in willingness to take ri
Thus, a general loan program 'does not achieve the objective of equal-

. izing educational opportunities. In addition, since there are regional
differences in incomes, the biases would have differential regional
effects on the availability of higher education.

The difference between society's view and employers' views helps
explain why relatively little formal education is financed by busi-
ness and why that which is business-financed is likely to be highly
specific. Though society as a whole will reap all the benefits of educatfok,
ing its citizens, firms that finance the education of their employees
will not necessarily receive the full benefits, owing to the inalienability
of human capital. There are relatively few instances in which a
firm can be sure of a full payoff for educating the workers. If the
education is specific enough, a firm may be sure that no other firm
can use it, btlit can never be sure of a full recovery itself. There
are, of course, examples of educational programs sponsored by firms,
and there are societies in which the firm-employee relationship is so
close as to make such programs more feasible than they are in the
United States.. The ultimate vesting of ownership of his labor with
the individgal forestalls general reliance on business sponsorship,
howeveil -

One iftthe..Oportant products of higher education is the discov
of new knowledge. New breakthroughs in knowledge are, hove

: ;S:

See William Vichrey. ch. 14 of this publication.
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more uncertain than is the development of the customary skills.
Thus, economic calculations for private, individual financing of edu-
cation for research are in turn likely to be even less reliable than they
are for conventional training.

These rather pessimistic views of the adequacy of private support
for higher education must be checked against the calculations that
have been made of the payoff on investment in higher education.
Calculations such as those by Houthakker 14 and Becker '° suggest
a rate of return on investment which, on the face of it, is not higher
than that which is available for many types of physical capital.
However, it should be noted here, as Becker and others have done,
that this rate is not an entirely accurate measure of the return on
investment in education either for the individual or for society. It
does not include an allowance for the costs to the individual or to
society other than forgone income. Inclusion of such costs would
lower the rate still further.

In part the low rate can be explained by the fact that not all the
return on education is received by the educated workers. There are
wide benefits to society which the rate does not take into accountyn
part it reflects the mixture of consumption and invegitment motafes
in individual education. Since the figure is an average, a profession-
by-profession survey would show a higher rate for some, sad medicine
and law, than for others, say college teaching. CoMege teaching,
involving as it often does the previous earning of a Ph. D. degree,
is notoriously poorly paid. That it nonetheless continues to attract
personnel must in large part reflect noneconomic or "consumption"
motivations as well as those of investment.

Therefore, in addition to "external" benefits of education of the
labor force, which cannot be transferred to labor's price market mech-
anism, there are indications that the market mechanism does not
accurately impute to labor an the returns it would in a perfect mar-
ket. One implication of the discussion in part I of this paper is that
there are inevitably serious departures, from such a market in charac-
teristics of the demand for education tend its products. Economists
long ago recognized the existence of such elements in the labor market
when labor was divided into categories of "noncompeting" groups.
The terminology is somewhat unfortunate but nonetheless suggestive.
Monetary returns do not encompass and adequately measure all the
rowan's of education to the individual and to society.

11. B. lloothakker. liducational Income. Review a/ Ilkommakis as4 Ststistioo, 41--Wilk February 1059.
a Gary S. Becker, cited in footnote 6 of this chapter.
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Summary
There are no easy guides or obviously good rules of thumb for deter-mining the educational policy that is optimal for economic growth andalso fulfills all the other social goals of education. The patterns thatnow exist represent the influence of tradition and of occasional crisesmore than they indicate rational planning or allocation of resourcesby a reasonably effective market mechanism. Some areas of highereducation have nonetheless been successful in meeting the needs ofsociety ; other areas have obviously not been. Though we have mud-dled through in the past, the internal and external pressures on oursystem will not validate such behavior much longer.It has been useful to make the analogy between human capital andphysical capital because the analogy suggests the critical issues thatneed to be analyzed. It is a suggestive analogy because it indicatesthe appropriate tools of analysis that need to be applied in determin-ing the optimal allocation of resources to education for economicgrowih.

However, a conclusion that emerges most dearly from the fore-going discussion is that an educated labor force, though undoubtedlya productive capital resource, is not really like most physical capitalas far as its market characteristics are concerned. It is quite differ-ent in terms of the demands for its services and in the conditions ofita supply. It would be misleading to think otherwise. A final ex-ample will help illustrate this point. There has been a good deal ofconcern in the United States in recent years over the adequacy of thequantity and quality of teaching personnel even at the elementary-and high-school levels. Yet studies of the rate of return on the in-
.

vestment in teachers u a form of human capital would undoubtedlyshow, as the previously quoted aggregative studies have shown, thatthis rate is low relative to other rates of return available in the
economy. Taking the market mechanism at face value, it would seemto be signaling that there are too many teachers and that the re-sources we have would earn a higher return if shifted elsewhere. Yetwe quite rightly do not believe those signals. As was pointed outabove, there are many good reasons why the market mecbanism byitself would not lead to optimal resource allocation in this field.Human capital is not like physical capital in a number of ways andcannot be expected to behave as if it were. Economics analysis, if itis to help form optimal social policy, must fully appreciate the unique-ness of the human resource.


